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Chapter I:
The Regional de NY and Their Roda de Choro
As I walk up to my destination, I look down at my cell phone for the time. It’s 5:30 p.m.
on a warm Sunday evening in September 2019—as always, I’m too punctual for my own damn
good. I enter through a set of iron-framed translucent glass doors and take a seat at the corner of
the bar at Beco, a small Brazilian restaurant located on Richardson Street in the gentrified
neighborhood of Williamsburg, Brooklyn. The Regional de NY’s bi-weekly roda de choro is
ostensibly scheduled to start at any moment, but at the far end of the restaurant stand only two
musicians—pandeiro player Ranjan Ramchandani and violão de sete cordas [seven-string guitar]
player Cesar Garabini. They chat in the distance, instruments out but not in their hands, waiting
for the other group members to arrive. Two female servers wait on me and four other patrons at
the bar, while five other guests eat and imbibe in the restaurant’s small dining room, and a group
of six enjoy the late summer sun outside Beco’s open windows in the restaurant’s inviting outdoor
seating area. Three cooks work in the tight, open kitchen adjacent to the bar, preparing and plating
Brazilian and pan-Latin snacks and dishes such as pão de queijo [a Brazilian cheese bread], steak
sandwiches, feijoada [a beef, pork, and bean stew—the national dish of Brazil], rice, greens, and
fried bar foods. I ask the bartender for a caipirinha [a cocktail made of cachaça, a cane-sugar
liquor; lime juice; and sugar] to loosen me up for what is to be my first site-visit. Although I have
taken guitar lessons with Cesar before, attended a number of these performances in the past, and
spoken with about half the ensemble’s members, I can’t help but feel nervous about how or when
to break the ice with the group, whose choro jam session I hope to study for this project. The
bartender sets down my drink, and I take my first sip of the tart, sweet, and insidiously strong
cocktail, and begin to feel a bit more at ease.
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Around a quarter to 6:00 p.m., two more musicians arrive—bandolim [Brazilian mandolin]
player Grant Ziolkowski and flutist Hadar Noiberg. Following brief hellos, the four musicians
begin to take their places around a set of two adjoined tables located near the back wall of the
restaurant, forming the requisite roda [circle] in which this Brazilian genre is often performed.

Figure 1.1 - A roda de choro at Beco in November 2019
After tuning up and quickly checking the sound levels of the amplified instruments, the
Regional de NY begins its bi-weekly choro jam session with “Receita de Samba” by the legendary
choro composer and bandolim player, Jacob do Bandolim. This up-tempo choro-sambado sets the
stage for the evening, with Hadar and Cesar engaged in a lively call and response between the
song’s melody on flute and the seven-string guitar’s virtuosic baixarias—fast counterpoints played
on the bass strings of the instrument that are a hallmark of the music. Behind this melodic dialogue,
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Ranjan plays a steady, accented 16th note rhythmic pattern on the pandeiro, laying a rhythmic
foundation over which the bandolim provides the centro [center]—a percussively strummed
harmonic accompaniment that helps bring out the song’s, and genre’s, distinctive rhythmic
punctuations—an atypical but not completely unusual role for the instrument, which more often
serves as a melodic instrument in choro. A few minutes into “Receita de Samba,” the group’s
cavaquinho player, Kahil Nayton, arrives and walks to the bar. He orders a few beers and a basket
of pão de queijo for the musicians, and then heads over to take a seat with his fellow musicians,
filling the roda. Kahil then pulls out his cavaquinho, tunes up, plugs in, and begins playing along
with the group mid-tune, taking over the centro from Grant. This frees Grant to take up a comelodic role on the bandolim alongside Hadar’s flute, initially playing countermelodies behind the
flute’s line and then taking the melody himself. The group’s accordionist, Vitor Gonçalves, is not
present for this evening’s roda, nor is another frequent guest—or, along with Grant, “half
member,” as described by Kahil—upright bassist Eduardo Belo.
Over the course of the evening, the Regional de NY will play two sets comprised largely
of instrumental choro standards, as well as their renditions of songs from other Brazilian genres
such as samba, bossa nova, and MPB [música popular brasileira], an urban popular music style
that was developed in Brazil during the mid-60s after bossa nova to produce a new national music
that drew from older Brazilian genres like samba, samba-canção, baião, and other regional
Brazilian musical expressions, but was also influence by contemporary international styles like
jazz and rock. Diners and audience members at Beco will not pay a fee for the music tonight, which
is designed to be part of the experience at the restaurant, but not the focal point. If they are so
inclined, the restaurant’s patrons can instead contribute tips that are collected in a jar during set
breaks. The ensemble is paid a small fee of around three hundred dollars by Beco for their
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performance, but the function of this roda de choro is not simply for remuneration. This unique
performance setting is instead conceptualized by these musicians as a meeting ground for a small,
but tight-knit community of New York City-based choro and Brazilian music lovers, with the
attending musicians comprised of both Brazilians and non-Brazilians. The roda, which is an
informal performance environment, is also a site for visiting musicians—whether they be
experienced choro players from Brazil and elsewhere in the U.S. or jazz musicians from New York
City who are learning to play the genre—to sit in with the Regional de NY in an open and
supportive, yet challenging and serious musical environment in order to engage with this centuryand-a-half-old Brazilian instrumental genre.
This study will explore the Regional de NY and their bi-weekly roda de choro, which
currently represent the center of choro activity in New York City. In what follows, I will draw
upon data from my research, which includes participant-observation and interviews conducted
with the Regional de NY’s members and some of their most frequent collaborators, in order to
situate this ensemble as a local node within choro’s international network and draw out this
particular community’s unique cultural themes and the meanings these musicians assign to their
ensemble and roda de choro. To do so, I will present the socio-musical backgrounds of seven of
the main participants in this local scene, map what drew each of them to choro, describe the
importance of particular instruments in choro and the agency they exert over the music and among
this community, detail how the New York City roda serves as a community-building mechanism
and socializing matrix, and explore the connections these musicians maintain to the choro tradition
and to other communities of choro players and aficionados in the United States, Brazil, and around
the world.
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Choro - A Brief Overview
Choro is an instrumental musical genre considered to be the first uniquely Brazilian urban
popular music, emerging in the late 19th century from a complex synthesis of imported European
musical forms popular among the middle and upper classes at the time and Afro-Brazilian rhythms
such as the lundu. The genre initially developed out of the music played by Brazilian wind-bands
in the mid 1800s, such as polkas, waltzes, mazurkas, and schottisches, and by the maxixes and
tangos brasileiros composed by musicians such as Ernesto Nazareth, Chiquinha Gonzaga,
Joaquim Callado, and Anacleto de Medeiros, among others. The genre began to coalesce as
instrumentalists adapted this repertoire to small groups called ternos that consisted of a violão
[nylon string guitar], cavaquinho, and flute. In its first incarnation, choro initially connoted a
manner of playing these popular songs, rather than a distinct type of music, as authors Chris
McGowen and Ricardo Pessanha point out:
In its early days, choro was less a genre than a style, with Afro-Brazilian syncopation and
a Brazilian flare added to the European genres—from waltzes and polkas to schottisches
and mazurcas—that were fashionable at the end of the nineteenth century. Early choro
groups generally included a flute, a guitar, and a cavaquinho. The guitar supplied the lowest
tones with its bass strings, the cavaquinho handled the rhythm, and the flute acted as the
soloist (other instruments would come later). (1991: 152)
A critical element of the genre’s early performance practice, and one that is necessary to
unpack for this study, is the roda de choro [literally translated as ‘wheel of choro’], which is an
informal jam session of choro musicians, or chorões [singular: chorão], arranged in a circle [roda]
so that all participating musicians are facing one another. Throughout its history, choro has most
often been performed in these informal rodas in public squares, restaurants, bars, and house
parties. The genre continues to be at home in this setting, although over the last century it has also
been professionalized—initially through participation by choro players as “house bands” for radio
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stations—and has migrated to the concert stage and mixed with various other popular musical
styles in Brazil. As Tamara Livingstone-Isenhour and Thomas Garcia detail:
Rodas can occur regularly at a given place and time or be arranged for special occasions
by a patron or host…In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, rodas were most
often formed on the basis of neighborhood…Most rodas were held in the densely populated
center and northern parts of [Rio de Janeiro]. (2005: 43)
John P. Murphy explains that many of the earliest generations of choro musicians “…were
drawn from the urban, lower-middle class and had civil servant jobs that were compatible with
spending large amounts of leisure time playing music” (2006: 31). Indeed, throughout its history,
choro has been a fertile meeting ground for musicians with high levels of musical expertise and
technique, including those who also performed different styles of music as their primary focus, but
historically many of its practitioners have not performed music as their main profession, instead
maintaining careers outside the music industry—many as civil servants and middle-class workers.
Choro, as a genre, and the roda de choro, as a site for performing this music, provided these
individuals an opportunity to come together to play what can be understood as a “musician’s
music,” often for very little to no money. Chris McGowen and Ricardo Pessanha highlight that:
The first choro musicians were not professionals. They didn’t mind playing for a whole
night at parties as long as there was a lot of food and drink present. Between 1870 and
1919, there were hundreds of choro groups in Rio that spent nights moving from house to
house, party to party. (1991: 152)
Choro was initially a participatory musical genre performed by skilled amateurs in
informal settings for small or no remuneration. However, with increased opportunities for paid
work afforded to musicians due to the advent and rise in popularity of cinema, radio, and recorded
music in Brazil during the early-to-mid-1900s, choro began to professionalize, which had the
effect of increasing the level of technical proficiency associated with the music and providing
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choro musicians with greater remuneration for their work. As Livingstone-Isenhour and Garcia
indicate, during this period:
…choro musicians were in demand, as much for their musical skill as for their symbolic
value as representatives of a newly emergent national culture. Professional groups were
organized to accompany recording vocalists and, in the 1930s, to act as studio musicians
for live radio broadcasts. (2005: 2)
Out of this milieu arose some of the greatest early practitioners of the form, who helped coalesce
the music from a manner of playing to a unique genre with a distinctive musical language and
sonic characteristics associated with particular instruments, song forms, and aesthetic priorities.
Over the following decades—which saw the rise and fall and revival of choro several times—
performers and composers and countless others consolidated the repertoire and stylistic features
that continue to serve as choro’s foundation to this day:
•

Pixinguinha [Alfredo da Rocha Viana Filho, 1896-1973]

•

Patápio Silva [1880-1907]

•

Jacob de Bandolim [Jacob Pick Bittencourt, 1918-1969]

•

Benedito Lacerda [1903-1958]

•

Canhoto [Waldiro Frederico Tramontano, 1908-1987]

•

Altamiro Carrilho [1924-2012]

•

Waldir Azevedo [1923-1980]

•

Dino 7 Cordas [Horondino José da Silva, 1918-2006]

The typical choro ensemble—the Conjunto Regional [Regional Group]—arose from the
ternos [literally “tuxedo,” but also denotes a trio] that originally played the music in tandem with
the development of radio and recorded music in Brazil. As choro ensembles became more
fashionable, and were consequently offered greater remuneration for their work, the original
groups comprising flute, cavaquinho, and guitar were supplemented by instruments such as the
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pandeiro and seven-string guitar. With increased performance and recording opportunities, these
musicians developed greater facility and flexibility on their instruments, as they often had to
quickly mold their repertoire for different singers and soloists without much preparation.
Regarding their development and the names of these ensembles—important for this study as the
Regional de NY derives its name from this tradition—Livingstone-Isenhour and Garcia recount:
It is likely that these ensembles came to be known as conjuntos regionais, or regional
ensembles, early in the twentieth century. Before samba predominated as the preferred
Carnaval genre, choro ensembles were commonly part of Carnaval festivities; during the
1910s, it became fashionable for these groups to dress in the manner of rural
northeasterners and assume northeastern names…Since these ensembles evoked the
northeast region even though they played in a thoroughly cariocan style, they were known
as “regional ensembles.” Over time, the northeastern associations were lost and the name
conjunto regional was assumed by professional radio ensembles with specific
instrumentation (guitar, cavaquinho, and pandeiro with a soloist) and repertoire (i.e., pre1930s popular dance genres and choros). The high demands put on the regionais for
stylistic versatility and high-quality performances did much to raise the general level of
musical skill. New and difficult choros, meant to be played rapidly and with a great deal
of melodic embellishment, were composed to showcase the soloists of the regionais…The
regionais, some of which consisted of as many as twelve to fifteen players, were usually
named after the lead player and were strongly identified with their parent station or
company. Regionais functioned as in-house orchestras, accompanying singers, playing
dance music, and playing “their” music; that is, choro. (2005: 89-90)
Choro’s salient musical features include compositions with ABA, ABACA, or ABACABA
forms in 2/4 time; highly ornamented melodies performed by a soloist, most often on flute and
bandolim, but also on a number of other lead instruments; countermelodies performed by
secondary soloist instruments or, on occasion, accompanying instruments; relatively simple
harmonic structures with a considerable degree of overlap between distinct compositions; a
constant, multi-layered rhythmic pulse created by a complex web of accented 16th-notes
performed by the pandeiro, cavaquinho, and violão; and contrapuntal baixarias most often played
by the violão de sete cordas. It has historically existed at the borderline between popular and
erudite forms, informed by the popular music of the late nineteenth century in Rio de Janeiro, but
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also influencing the classical music of Brazil—notably in many of the compositions of Heitor
Villa-Lobos, who was a chorão himself in his leisure time—in the early twentieth century. The
music’s sound world is most strongly associated with the timbres of the instruments mentioned
above, although participation by other instruments is not unwelcome; these may include, trumpet,
saxophone, trombone, clarinet, and accordion, among others. The music also features a good deal
of spontaneity; traditionally, this does not take the form of improvisation as heard in American
jazz, but rather as rhythmic or melodic embellishments on the principal melody, as well as
rhythmic alterations provided by the accompanying instruments. Connected to this improvisational
nature is a spirit of malice, or malícia, which is “an important, but difficult to define, stylistic
marker of early choro…‘Malícia’ refers to the choro soloist who enjoyed throwing off his
accompanists with unexpected modulations of virtuosic improvisations” (Livingston-Isenhour and
Garcia 2005: 10). One of my interlocutors described this quality as a form of “mischievous
interplay” that is a necessary component of choro performance. Of course, this malice is not real
or interpersonal, but simply musical—a form of the “musical humor” central to choro and the
roda, which, at its core, is “supposed to be fun” (Morrow 2020).
The music’s name, choro, is most often associated with the verb chorar [to cry], which
many critics, scholars, and musicians believe is from where the genre derives its name, but that
interpretation has not come without internal conflict. On the subject of the word’s origin, Bryan
McCann says:
A choro, by this etymology, would be a lament, in keeping with the generally plangent
mood of the genre. Scholar Ary Vasconcellos, on the other hand, traces the term to the
colonial Brazilian word choromeleiro, describing members of instrumental ensembles.
Choromeleiro, in turn, derives from the Greek for “sweet music”—like chorus. Henrique
Cazes casts doubt on this explanation and reasserts the importance of sentimental musical
interpretation as a likely influence on the etymology. This disagreement over etymology
begins to reveal the dynamics of the debate regarding choro: musicians, critics, and fans
alike are deeply concerned with origins and establishing authenticity, and inclined to see
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the music as an intrinsically bittersweet evocation of a lost past. Regardless of its origin,
the term has gradually shifted from referring only to the ensembles to referring to the style
of music they performed, in various rhythms. (2004:163)
Notwithstanding these etymological debates within the choro community, many of the musicians
I interviewed during my research continued to connect the genre’s name to crying, to weeping.
The word itself is often used by musicians during performances, as seven-string guitar Cesar
Garabini revealed to me when I asked if there are specific words that the Regional de NY uses in
reference to the performance of choro:
There are, like, some funny expressions. So, like whenever the mandolin is playing
something like super melodic and romantic, you know, we will yell like, ‘chora bandolim!’
Like ‘cry mandolin!’. Or ‘cry cavaquinho!’, ‘chora cavaquinho!’. (Garabini 2019)
History of the Regional de NY and the Roda de Choro at Beco
The focus of this study is the Regional de NY and its bi-weekly roda de choro at Beco.
The group currently consists of five core members: Ranjan Ramchandani (pandeiro), Cesar
Garabini (violão de sete cordas), Kahil Nayton (cavaquinho), Hadar Noiberg (flute), and Vitor
Gonçalves (accordion), but they are often joined by two frequent collaborators, Grant Ziolkowski
(bandolim) and Eduardo Belo (upright bass). Grant and Eduardo are not mentioned on the group’s
website or in promotions for their regular performances, but they do very often appear with the
group. While this represents the group in its standard form, in practice the Regional de NY is a
loose collective of New York City-based choro afficionados, with guest musicians frequently
sitting in with the ensemble or substituting for one of the group’s core musicians. Throughout the
course of my research, the group never once performed with these seven musicians present at the
same time, and more often featured a rotating cast of other musicians on various instruments,
including classical guitar, clarinet, percussion, and trombone, among others.
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The group’s name and the framing of their bi-weekly performance as a roda de choro, and
not simply a “choro jam session,” harkens back to the music’s origin as an urban Brazilian popular
music developed in Rio de Janeiro. The group’s connection to Brazilian culture is maintained
through a wide set of relationships, articulations, gestures, and signs, including the presence of
some Brazilian-born musicians (Cesar, Vitor, and Eduardo, along with visiting musicians from
Brazil), characteristic Brazilian choro instruments, the use of Portuguese as well as English among
the group’s members and guests, the presence and consumption of Brazilian foods and beverages,
and an expansive web of connections between the group’s various members and other Brazilian
musical scenes, institutions, and choro communities in the United States, Brazil, and across the
globe.
The Regional de NY was formed following a lull in choro activity in New York City in the
early 2010s. Previously, a small number of New York City-based musicians, including Israeli
saxophonist and clarinetist Anat Cohen (who formed a group named “Choro Ensemble”) and
American guitarist Billy Newman, among others, maintained a small, but active, choro
community. As Cesar Garabini described to me, the current scene emerged:
From the Choro Ensemble, that kind of led to this, it was the preface to all of this. So, yeah,
at this period, before we started the roda, there were people that played choro. There’s a
guitarist here in Brooklyn, Billy Newman, and he was kind of like the one leading
choro…He put these bands together to play choro music, you know, but there was no, like,
fixed roda or anything like that going on. (Garabini 2019)
Cesar also referenced Anat Cohen’s Choro Ensemble, which represented the most frequent choro
activity in New York City prior to the Regional de NY’s formation:
The only regular choro, I’m not even going to say roda, but the only regular choro thing
that happened in the city before I moved in, and Kahil…it was with the Choro Ensemble,
Anat’s group, yeah. And they played for many years…They played regularly at Zinc Bar,
but they played every single week at Jules’. (Garabini 2019)
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Cohen’s Choro Ensemble was cited by many of the Regional de NY’s members as a point
of origin for their own choro activities, but they also noted that the Choro Ensemble’s
performances in New York began to wane as Cohen’s solo musical career took off. As Ranjan
Ramchandani described:
Anat’s group, by the time that we started playing, had kind of wound down because she
was getting pretty busy touring with her own projects and playing with other people. And
the original percussionist in the band had moved away. He moved to Italy, and the original
cavaquinho player moved back to Brazil, so there was a little bit of like, shuffling around.
So, there was a period where like, I mean no one was playing that music in New York,
basically. There were people who liked to play the music, but there wasn’t a forum for
them to get together and play. (Ramchandani 2019)
During this period of choro inactivity in New York, Ranjan resolved to assemble some of the
younger choro musicians in town to continue to play the music. He added:
And that was kind of it for a while. I mean I was just sort of like playing pandeiro, not
really playing in a band and kind of trying to figure out what to do with this thing that I
liked. And then, kind of in parallel, I started playing out a little bit in New York in sort of
a small group. You know, Brazilian jazz, Brazilian song-type settings, playing some samba
in small groups, and I started meeting more musicians. And eventually, I met some likeminded people. Like, I met Cesar, I met Kahil…And one day, we kind of looked at each
other and said, you know, ‘Why don’t we try to play some choro?’ Like, we didn’t really
know a lot about it, so it was kind of learning by doing and also learning by, you know,
traveling to Brazil and trying to learn as much as we could. And we were all committed
and dedicated and tried to figure it out. In that sense, what we built was not traditional per
se, because we didn’t have some 80-year-old dude looking over our shoulder saying,
‘That’s not the way to do it.’ Which is why, I think, when you come to the roda, it’s got a
very kind of loose, anything goes kind of feeling, which I think feels very New York, you
know what I mean? (Ramchandani 2019)
Shortly thereafter, a loose collective of musicians interested in choro, including Ranjan,
Cesar, Kahil, flutist and saxophonist Rodrigo Ursaia, and guitarist and mandolinist Justin Douglas,
began to play together in different small group settings. Cesar, who had recently moved to New
York from Italy, named Justin as his entry point to the New York City choro community, which
ultimately helped facilitate the Regional de NY’s formation:
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…In 2011 I met this mandolin player. He’s a Korean American guy. Justin Douglas is his
name, and he was a guitarist, mainly, but he was fiddling around with the mandolin. And I
think I met him at some jam in Brooklyn. I believe that’s how we met. Then we stayed in
touch, and we jammed together a couple times, maybe at his house or mine, and one day
he’s like, ‘Hey, do you want to meet at the park to play? There’s a friend of mine and he
plays cavaquinho.’ So that’s how I met…Kahil. So, we jammed in the park for a few hours,
and we decided to have our own trio—mandolin, seven-string [guitar], and cavaquinho.
And, so, we played a couple of gigs here and there, not that many places. I think probably
the first place we played was at Beco…I think it was on a Friday night, like we probably
played once or twice there, and then, I forgot exactly how I met Ranjan, but through these
connections, I heard Ranjan was having a roda, a jam, at his backyard in Williamsburg—
at the time he used to live there. And, so, we all met up there and we stayed in touch with
Ranjan. And then one day we decided to expand into a quartet, with the pandeiro. And I
think at this jam there was this flutist and sax player called Rodrigo Ursaia. And we, you
know, decided to have a quintet, so that’s how it started. And, right away, Ranjan, since he
lived close to Beco, he talked to the owner and asked for a regular thing, like every other
week. And that’s how it started. I’m not entirely sure, but I think all of this might have
happened in 2011, maybe 2012, but I think, I feel like, yeah, it could have been maybe the
beginning of 2012. (Garabini 2019)
As Cesar highlights, Ranjan was instrumental in establishing the Regional de NY’s roda de choro
at Beco. At the time, Ranjan lived very close to Beco in Williamsburg, Brooklyn, and before the
group had formed, he had established a relationship with the owners of the restaurant and had
already been performing Brazilian music there with a different group. Ranjan added that
establishing a lucrative regular performance for this new ensemble was never their primary
priority. Instead, he stressed a desire to create a stable gig at a public venue in which to recurrently
explore this music together in the roda style typical of choro:
I wanted a place to play that would let us play and you know, maybe give us some beers
and food, and, like, money was a bonus. And the reason we chose Beco was because, at
the time, I lived in Williamsburg like four blocks down the street. And I actually lived
down the street when the place opened in 2008…and basically right when they opened, I
walked in the door and said, ‘Hey, you know, I play some Brazilian music, are you looking
for live music? Can we play here sometime?’ And this was with the samba group that I
was playing with, we started playing there like one Friday a month, or something like that,
once every couple of months, for a number of years, and then, in parallel, the choro thing
was kind of starting and I was getting more interested. We were rehearsing, but
didn’t necessarily have a place to play, and so, sort of selfishly I was like, ‘Well, I’d love
it if I could walk there, like if we could just do something in my neighborhood.’ And I’m
also kind of a little bit more of an organizer just by dint of my job…So, I kind of was like,
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‘You know what? I’m perfectly happy to do the heavy lifting here.’ So, I just approached
the Beco guys and was like, ‘Hey, I think this could be really cool, Sundays are really slow
for you right now, what if we just came in and played, and we’ll play for free, and then
let’s see what happens?’ And they were kind of like, ‘Yeah, sure.’ And at that point I had
built up a good relationship with them, I had been going there all the time, so they were
willing to take a chance on it, and that’s just kind of how it happened. (Ramchandani 2019)
From there, the Regional de NY established their bi-weekly roda de choro at Beco, playing
every other Sunday for no guaranteed money, but contributing an attractive Brazilian flavor to the
restaurant as a way to entice passersby on the street to come in, hang out, and order some food and
drinks—a benefit for Beco on what appeared to be slow Sundays. For the musicians, this served
as a location to continue to build their repertoire and to develop their burgeoning interest in choro.
As Kahil mentioned to me, the idea to call this regular performance a roda de choro, and not
consider it a formal performance or concert, was not by chance. Rather, it was done with the
intention to create a meeting place to learn, network, and grow as a community:
We kind of deliberately looked for a place, like ‘What we really need is a place, we need a
roda’…A place to hang, and that was big impetus in getting the group together… And
basically, the roda is really the thing that connects the group and keeps it kind of
functioning because that was really the first gig we got and basically has remained
unchanged to this day. So, it’s just…a really good thing to keep us fresh and to keep our
chops kind of in a good place, and like work on new repertoire and also just have, like, a
kind of base point to be able to connect to musicians who are travelling or otherwise and,
like, have a situation where people can come and kind of sit in. And, yeah, it hasn’t really
changed too much over the years. It’s really just been kind of a home for us. And it’s
really—it’s a community. It’s a really friendly environment, and we have a lot of the same
people come back, and it’s kind of a second home in New York. (Nayton 2019 A)
As the group continued to perform at Beco, their lineup began to undergo changes. Justin
Douglas moved out of town and was replaced by mandolin player Jesse Appelman (who would
also move out of New York soon thereafter), and Rodrigo Ursaia eventually moved back to Brazil
and was replaced by flutist Hadar Noiberg. But, before his departure, Ursaia introduced Vitor
Gonçalves to the group members shortly after Vitor moved to New York City from Rio de Janeiro.
Vitor describes his introduction to the local choro scene and Regional de NY as follows:
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Once I landed in New York, I was in touch with a guy who was living here, who played in
the Regional for a while, Rodrigo Ursaia, a saxophone and flute player. And we didn’t
know each other, but we had a lot of common friends in Brazil and somehow the word got
out that I was moving here, so we got in touch through Facebook or whatever, and he was
really nice and said, ‘Oh I’ll show you around and help you.’ And then he said, ‘Oh I’m
playing this roda in Beco, you know.’ I said, ‘Oh cool man, can I come?’ and he was kind
of surprised, like, ‘Do you play choro?’ ‘Yeah, a little bit!’…So, he said ‘yeah, cool man’
and it was great. I remember like sitting down in Beco and playing the handful of choros I
knew, and just like, I just had moved to New York and was homesick, and just like felt like
home, and felt like a rediscovery too…So I sat down in Beco and played these few tunes
that I knew, and I just felt like an instant connection. And soon Rodrigo left, and I kind of
naturally joined the group, you know. I don’t even know if it was a formal thing.
(Gonçalves 2020)
As noted earlier, following Ursaia’s exit from the group, Hadar Noiberg was also invited
to join the Regional de NY. Hadar had previously been involved in the New York choro
community through her guest appearances with Anat Cohen’s Choro Ensemble, but for a period
after that group’s dissolution she stopped playing choro. Hadar describes the process of joining
the Regional de NY as a rediscovery that rekindled her love of choro:
A couple of years later, I think one time I got a call from Ranjan, who heard about me from
the choro scene. There was another flute player playing back then in Beco, this really great
Brazilian guy, and he said ‘Hey, do you want to come and be a guest; we’re having guests
in Beco in our little thing in Williamsburg, our little jam.’ And I said,
‘Sure! I’ll come,’…I remember feeling kind of rusty because it had been a couple of years.
And I came and I got that whiff of how much fun this music is again. I said, ‘Wow this is
great!’ and a couple of months later the flutist left to go back to Brazil and so Ranjan asked
me, ‘Do you want to be part of the band?’ and I said, ‘Hell yeah!’ So, I just started playing
with them, and I connected and bonded with those guys. And for the past 5 or 6 years we’ve
been playing together, and I love them. I think they’re the best of the best of this style, and
I played with them for years before I went to Brazil for the first time. So, it was like the
best boot camp ever. (Noiberg 2020)
With Hadar’s addition to the group, the Regional de NY—as they currently present
themselves on their website and marketing materials for concerts—coalesced. And since the early
2010s, the group has held their bi-weekly roda de choro at Beco nearly every other week until the
COVID-19 pandemic struck New York City in March of 2020, causing the cessation of indoor
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dining and the cancellation of countless musical performances around town for nearly a year.
Remarking on the roda’s relative longevity, Cesar mentioned:
Yeah, it’s very consistent. Sometimes, maybe some holiday or the World Cup happened to
be on the same day, so we’d skip that one. And then a few times where we changed it
around, like instead of being like [weeks] 1 and 3 [of the month] it would be like 3 and 4,
weeks 3 and 4. (Garabini 2019)
While the roda’s schedule has remained fairly consistent, as mentioned earlier, the group’s
line up does not. Very often, the Regional de NY performs with a rotating set of substitutes and
guest musicians, presenting an array of choro players from roda to roda and at their more formal
concerts in other venues. In addition to the five “core” members, bandolim player Grant
Ziolkowski and double bassist Eduardo Belo frequently perform with the group, garnering the title
of “half members” by Kahil (Nayton 2019 A). In fact, during the course of my research, Grant and
Kahil were the only players present at nearly every roda and performance I attended. Ranjan and
Cesar were sometimes, but not very often, absent, while Vitor and Hadar were frequently not in
attendance, as their respective responsibilities with other musical projects have begun to take up
more of their time in recent years. Grant described this process of flux as central to a regional and
discussed how this permeable barrier into the group allowed him to become better acclimated to
playing choro and to developing his technique by sitting in at the roda before was asked to join
the Regional de NY with greater frequency:
Yeah, well a lot of that is just the fact that, like, you know there’s so few musicians that
know the repertoire, that kind of the idea of it being a regional is like, a back-up band, a
rotating cast, and for it to work—this is kind of Ranjan’s idea, because he was the initial
one pushing it—for it to work you just need to be able to call in people to sub in and stuff.
So, when I first moved here it was like me sitting in once in a while, and I could feel free
to do that because I was the only bandolim player. Like, if I’m the pandeiro player it might
not be as simple. So, I kept going as much as a could but then, you know, really just digging
into this on my own, falling in love deeper with it, so hopefully I’ve gotten better the last
few years and largely because of hanging with these guys, but then it got to the point that
as they always needed as sub, because meanwhile Vitor’s and Hadar’s careers have kind
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of taken off, so usually they’re not around, and then that was why I started getting the call.
(Ziolkowski 2019)
During my visits, in Ranjan’s absences Angel Lau filled in on the pandeiro on a handful
of occasions, while also utilizing other percussion instruments, like the djembe played softly with
drum brushes, in place of the pandeiro. Cesar, who moved with his wife from Crown Heights to
Yonkers, New York in late 2019, also missed a number of rodas during my research. Due to a lack
of seven-string guitarists in New York, Cesar often called on six string guitarists with a wide
knowledge of the choro repertoire, including Quebert “Q” Morrow and Stephen Guerra, among
others, to fill his role. On finding appropriate substitutes, Cesar noted:
You know, I just happen, by sheer luck, to play an instrument that is for sure very
important. Like, for example, when I can’t make a roda—one of our jam sessions—in that
case I have to find a sub. If, for example Vitor, who plays the accordion, or Hadar, who
plays the flute, make it, or even Kahil, who plays the cavaquinho, if any of them can’t
make it, they don’t have a responsibility to get a sub, because there usually is a melody
player. If the cavaquinho isn’t there, it’s fine because there is always a guitarist. But
whenever I can’t make it, then I have to be on the phone; I have to find someone else to
cover for me because guitar has to be there—it’s that important...I want someone that can
play hours of this music. I don’t care if they can play the baixarias as much, because I
know that is something that you have to dedicate years to become really good at. So, I
know that; I understand that there are very few seven-string guitar players. Q plays the sixstring, for example, and most people play the six-string guitar. I actually don’t know, prepandemic, there were two other seven-string guitar players. One of them didn’t play any
choro, and the other didn’t have the privilege to just play music, he had an actual day job,
so I was kind of left with a few six-string guitarists, and I just needed them to be able to
play for hours. They needed to know dozens, maybe hundreds, of tunes. So that’s all I can
kind of consider. (Garabini 2020)
Double bassist Eduardo Belo would also sit in with the band on occasion, bringing with
him a deep knowledge of choro, as he was born and raised in Brasília, Brazil and spent his
formative years experimenting with choro, jazz, and other forms of Brazilian popular music in an
open and experimental music scene in his hometown. While his instrument is not typically used in
choro, the combination of Eduardo’s knowledge of the style and his ability on his instrument allow
him to act, at times, as something of a substitute for the seven-string guitar, contributing baixarias
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from the upright bass in place of the violão de sete cordas—something he tends to avoid when
Cesar is present. If Eduardo is playing on the same gig as Cesar, the two may play some baixarias
in unison or harmonized, but most often, Eduardo remarked that “I don’t get in his way. Actually,
that is the most difficult thing for a bass player to do in choro—to get out of the way of the 7-string
[laughs]” (Belo 2020).
In addition to some of the musicians noted above, other substitutes and guest musicians I
witnessed sit in with the Regional de NY included flutists, clarinetists, trombonists, saxophonists,
guitarists (mainly on classical guitars, but on occasion on jazz guitars as well), and singers. These
musicians are drawn from two primary sources—New York City-based jazz musicians with an
interest in choro and some knowledge of the style, and Brazilian choro musicians who happen to
be in town for performances or tours. This ever-fluctuating mix of musicians is not only typical of
choro in Brazil, but it marks the Regional de NY’s bi-weekly roda de choro and contributes to its
place as the current fulcrum of the New York City choro community.

Methodology
For this project I engaged in participant-observation at the Regional de NY’s bi-weekly jam
sessions at Beco in Williamsburg, Brooklyn to research the musical and social proceedings of the
ensembles’ regular roda de choro. Roughly every other week, with some schedule changes at Beco
due to holidays, I attended the roda for two-to-three hours per visit to take note of the performance
itself; the musicians’ interactions with each other before, during, and between performances;
which of the group’s core musicians attended each session; the general arc of the performance; the
guest artists (and their instruments) who sat in with the group; and how the musicians, audience,
diners, restaurant workers, and space all interacted with one another. I visited the Beco for nearly
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every scheduled roda between mid-September 2019 and early March 2020, when the COVID-19
pandemic and NY PAUSE order issued by Governor Andrew Cuomo caused the temporary
cessation of all in-person and indoor musical performances for an extended period. In addition to
the roda de choro, I also attended some of the Regional de NY’s other local performances to better
understand the unique features of this particular performance site and style. These included their
more straightforward, pre-pandemic monthly concert at Barbès in Park Slope, Brooklyn and a
small number of performances that took place after the pandemic struck in March 2020, including
an informal hang-out and jam session in McCarren Park in Williamsburg, Brooklyn in May 2020;
an outdoor concert at the performance venue and restaurant Wild Bird’s in Crown Heights,
Brooklyn in September 2020; and an outdoor roda de choro at Beco in December 2020.
Furthermore, I conducted structured interviews by phone, Zoom, and in-person with Regional de
NY members and some of their most frequent guests and substitute musicians in order to gain a
deeper understanding of how these musicians perceive of the musical community their regular
engagement at Beco serves to support; their specific instruments and roles within the group, how
and why choro’s core characteristics are carried over and altered from their Brazilian origin,
despite the majority of the group’s participants not being from Brazil; and the way in which these
musicians conceptualize their community here in New York City, as well as their connections to
choro communities elsewhere—in Brazil, the United States, and around the world.
In sum, I carried out 15 unique interviews with nine musicians over the course of this study;
six interviews were held in the fall and winter of 2019, and nine took place in the fall of 2020. My
interlocutors included the group’s principal members, flutist Hadar Noiberg, pandeiro player
Ranjan Ramchandani, cavaquinho player Kahil Nayton, seven-string guitarist Cesar Garabini, and
accordionist Vitor Gonçalves; two almost-permanent members, bandolim player Grant Ziolkowski
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and double-bassist Eduardo Belo; and two frequent substitutes for Cesar, six-string guitarists
Stephen Guerra and Quebert “Q” Morrow. My questions sought to draw out each of the
respondents’ musical background; their relationship with choro, Brazil, and other Brazilian
musics; perspectives on the group’s history and the formation of the roda de choro; reflections
about the roda itself and choro’s musical characteristics in both the New York setting and in Brazil;
and clarifications or further descriptions on data stemming from my field observations at the biweekly roda at Beco. Before embarking on this project, I had already established a relationship
with the group’s violão de sete cordas player, Cesar Garabini, with whom I had taken lessons on
the instrument in 2017 and 2018. Consequently, Cesar became my key to entering this musical
scene, which allowed me to quickly and comfortably build bridges towards the remaining members
and their most frequent collaborators. Through my guitar lessons with Cesar, an appreciation for
the music, and the historical knowledge about choro I had picked up through records and books, I
was able to enter this music scene with a keen enthusiasm for choro and respectable understanding
of its history and major practitioners, which helped me to quickly establish a solid rapport with my
interlocutors. During my visits and interviews, the musicians often encouraged me to bring an
instrument and join the roda.
While other choro performances do occasionally occur in New York City, and other choro
musicians reside, visit, and perform here as well, the bi-weekly sessions at Beco represent the only
regularly scheduled roda de choro in the New York City-area, and, as such, serve as a significant
source of data for how the local choro community has been formed, maintained, and
conceptualized by its most frequent participants—the majority of whom are not Brazilian and do
not come directly from this musical tradition, whether by family lineage or foundational musical
training. Consequently, this study of the Regional de NY’s roda de choro represents an analysis
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of a local iteration of a transnational community of choro practitioners who have contributed to
the construction of what Benedict Anderson (1991) calls an “imagined community.” In this work,
I detail these musician’s respective paths to choro, the Regional de NY, and the roda at Beco, as
well as the socio-cultural elements embedded in this local node of a worldwide choro network.
With origins in Brazil, it has been built and perpetuated by a tight-knit, polyethnic cohort of New
York City-based musicians who have established themselves as an important hub in the American
choro community. My theoretical framework will be largely based in grounded theory, with
significant theoretical insights emerging from the thoughts and perspectives of my respondents. I
will also approach this study with a keen awareness of how this particular musical scene’s sonic
properties, aesthetic principles, and socio-musical actions are all necessarily interrelated and
interdependent (cf. Merriam 1964).

Literature Review
Various authors writing on Brazilian musical expressions generally have described choro’s
history and importance in Brazil as well as its general characteristics (both musical and nonmusical elements), including John P. Murphy (2006) and Chris McGowan and Ricardo Pessanha
(1991). These observations tend to focus on historical accounts of the music’s origin in the late
1880s in Rio de Janeiro, as well as its influences, major figures, salient musical characteristics,
revivals in the 1960s and 1970s, the role of women in the genre, and the music’s current vitality.
Two book-length histories of the music, an American, English-language book co-written by two
music scholars, Tamara Livingston-Isenhour and Thomas Garcia’s Choro: A Social History of a
Brazilian Popular Music (2005), and a Portuguese language book Choro: Do Quintal Ao
Municipal [Choro: From the Backyard to the Municipal Theater] written by Henrique Cazes
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(1998)—a well-known contemporary choro cavaquinho player from Rio de Janeiro—provide even
more in-depth analyses of the social history of the music, with more granular detail about the
music’s early history and subsequent developments, descriptions of the importance and function
of the roda de choro in the music, the roles of the instruments typically associated with choro, the
form’s major musicians and movements, its revival in the mid-1900s, regional choro scenes in
Brazilian cities outside Rio de Janeiro, choro’s contemporary context, and its relationship to other
Brazilian art music and popular forms.
Another Portuguese-language book on choro, André Diniz’s Almanaque do Choro [Choro
Almanac] (2003) details choro’s history and major figures and provides suggestions from the
author on which artists to listen to, what to read on the genre, and where to enjoy the music in Rio
de Janeiro. Alexandre Gonçalves Pinto’s 1936 book O Choro: Reminiscências dos Chorões
Antigos [The Choro: Reminiscences of the Old Choro Players] is notable for being one of the few
pieces of extant literature written by a participant in Rio de Janeiro’s early choro scene. A guitarist,
vocalist, cavaquinho player, and civil servant, Pinto was deeply connected to the choro musicians
of this era, and while not a scholarly work, Pinto’s book is important for gaining some insight into
choro’s early social history written by an insider. Indeed, as Livingston-Isenhour and Garcia stress,
Pinto’s work represents “the only printed source of ethnographic information on choro musicians
before the 1930s…Pinto traces the second generation of chorões from the turn of the century until
approximately 1930” (2005: 42).
Other works from the American academy have focused more specifically on choro’s
revival in the 1950s to 1970s after its initial popularity in the early 1900s. Tamara E. Livingston
(1999) used the music’s revival as a central case study in her article “Musical Revivals: Towards
a General Theory,” while Bryan McCann (2004) devoted a chapter to choro in his book on the
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history of Brazilian radio, Hello, Hello Brazil. McCann specifically focused on how radio served
to reinvigorate interest in choro through a program focused on the musicians of the Velha Guarda
[old guard]. Both works detail how these revival efforts ultimately served to enshrine choro as
something of a national treasure in Brazil, utilizing a mix of nostalgia and nationalism to crystallize
choro’s place in the pantheon of Brazilian music genres. These works also demonstrate how
adaptations of certain characteristics of the music also helped to bolster revival efforts and create
narratives about what should and should not be included in the music.
Writings on choro and the Brazilian guitar tradition—which is where my interest in this
music first took hold—do much to highlight choro’s wide-ranging influence in Brazilian music.
Brazilian guitar music, and its influence on Brazilian classical music, helped bring elements of
choro to new audiences around the world through the compositions of Heitor Villa-Lobos and
others. Scholarly works like Thomas Garcia’s article “The “Choro,” The Guitar and Villa-Lobos”
(1997) and Richard E. Miller’s doctoral dissertation The Guitar in the Brazilian Choro: Analyses
of Traditional, Solo, and Art Music (2006) elucidate the impact this music has had on Brazilian
musicmaking through the guitar—particularly in the art music of Brazilian composers VillaLobos, Radamés Gnattali, and César Guerra-Peixe.
Two English language works written about 40 years apart by Brazilian-born music scholars
in the American academy investigate the musical milieu in turn-of-the-century Rio de Janeiro that
served as the foundation from which choro sprang. Musicologist Cristina Magaldi’s Music in
Imperial Rio de Janeiro: European Culture in a Tropical Milieu (2004) looks into the musical
preferences of upper-class cariocas in late-19th Century, diving into the centrality of the opera and
theater and exploring how Rio’s elite residents interacted with, imitated, and interpreted some of
the imported European musical expressions—including Italian opera, the polka, and the waltz—
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that were consequential in the development of choro. Ethnomusicologist Gérard Behague’s 1966
doctoral dissertation Popular Musical Currents in the Art Music of the Early Nationalistic Period
in Brazil, Circa 1870-1920 takes a similar approach, but focuses not so much on the European
importations consumed by the upper-class, instead illuminating the impact of the popular musical
forms with Afro-Brazilian and European roots that shaped choro—such as the lundu, modinha,
and maxixe—on art music; and the contributions of popular composers considered foundational in
choro, including Joaquim Callado, Francisca “Chiquinha” Gonzaga, and Ernesto Nazareth, and
their influence on contemporary Brazilian classical music during this era. Concerning some of the
same proto-choro music from this time period, Richard E. Miller’s article “African Rhythms in
Brazilian Popular Music: Tango Brasileiro, Maxixe, and Choro” uses timelines to draw out the
highly nuanced rhythmic differences in these three overlapping genres (as performed on the guitar)
to demonstrate how their influences, and how the subtleties of their African and European
antecedents, emerge in the art music of Brazil and can assist in the interpretation of canonical
works by Villa-Lobos and others.
Eric A. Murray’s doctoral dissertation Tradition and Innovation in the Pedagogy of
Brazilian Instrumental Choro (2013) researches the manner in which choro is taught and learned
at some of the contemporary choro schools in Brazil, using the classes and rodas de choro at Rio
de Janeiro’s Instituto Casa de Choro [Choro House Institute] and Escola Portátil de Música
[Portable Music School] as his case studies. Focused on the words and lives of choro participants
themselves in Brazil, Julie Koidin’s Choro Conversations (2013) provides wide-ranging
perspectives on Brazilian-based choro musicians’ relationship to the music. In this book, Koidin
presents transcripts of interviews she conducted with 52 choro musicians of all ages living in the
Brazilian cities of Rio de Janeiro (37 musicians), Brasília (3 musicians), Fortaleza (5 musicians),
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Natal (2 musicians), Recife (3 musicians), and São Paulo (2 musicians). Koidin’s interviews shed
light on the fact that many of these major figures in choro are indeed not full-time professional
musicians (i.e., performing music as a vocation), but still maintain a very close relationship to the
music and play at a high level alongside many of the professional players who populate choro
groups, concerts, and rodas.
Lastly, two works on choro communities in the United States, both situated in New York
City and one with a partial focus on the Regional de NY, have helped orient my approach and
provide a backdrop to my analysis of the local choro community. Jason Stanyek’s article “Choro
do Norte: Improvising the Transregional Roda in the United States” (2011: 100-129) details how
“stretched genres” like choro performed outside Brazil maintain their connection to their home
nations while also undergoing various transformations due to their emergence in a new locale,
giving these expressions their own unique “accent” within a larger transnational context, but
nevertheless maintaining ties to Brazil. Stanyek’s study does not include members of the Regional
de NY but does investigate the perspectives of American-based choro musicians active in the early
2000s including members of Anat Cohen’s Choro Ensemble (notably, the group around which the
local choro community was based previous to the Regional de NY), offering an interesting study
of the New York City choro community that immediately preceded the current scene built around
the Regional de NY—the focus of my study—but it does not touch on the importance of particular
performance sites, like the roda at Beco, as key elements in cultivating and maintaining a local
choro culture. Maria Fantinato Géo de Siqueira’s 2015 master’s thesis at Columbia University,
The Inside of the Outside: Listening, Playing and Mediating Choro in New York assesses the
various stabilizations that New York City-based choro musicians draw upon when developing and
maintaining a local choro scene, arguing that “choro in New York is not simply choro from Brazil
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transplanted in this city…Choro is a movement, generated by stabilizations…[that are] not entirely
fixed” (39). Fantinato’s work focuses on three choro groups active in New York City at the time
of her research, one of which being the Regional de NY, but, as with Stanyek, her study fails take
into account the central importance of the groups’s roda on the choro community in New York.
My project builds specifically on these two works on choro in American contexts by
lending a sharper focus to one group and only one performance site —the Regional de NY and
their bi-weekly roda de choro at Beco in Williamsburg, Brooklyn—to illuminate how this
particular transnational musical community has been established, cultivated, and maintained by
particular actors with shared interests, but varied geographic, ethnic, and musical backgrounds.
Using the words and actions of my interlocuters, I detail the formation of the Regional de NY and
the roda de choro at Beco, the salient characteristics of this unique musical scene, the paths that
led my research subjects to their central place within the choro scene in New York City, the
musical instruments utilized by the group and their respective roles within the roda de choro, the
community the Regional de NY and roda fosters in New York City, their ties to other choro and
Brazilian music scenes around the country and abroad, and issues of identity and place in my
interlocutors’ conceptualizations about the local choro community. In chapter two, I argue that
these musicians form a local node in choro’s global imagined community, with their respective
identities being significantly shaped by choro, despite the fact that most of these musicians are not
Brazilian and virtually none of their formative early training and formative experiences included
choro. Chapter three explores the importance of specific instruments in shaping the sounds and
aesthetic priorities in choro, generally, as well as in the New York City choro community, and
chapter four returns to the roda de choro to explore some of the cultural themes associated with
this community as conceptualized by my interlocutors.
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Chapter II:
Portraits of Seven Musicians
Although choro does not have as extensive a footprint and following in the United States as in
other distinctly Brazilian musical expressions, such as samba and bossa nova, there are,
nevertheless, various ensembles, scenes, and rodas de choro active in communities and institutions
across the country. Writing in 2011 in the Luso-Brazilian Review about the North American choro
network circa 2008, Jason Stanyek labels these scattered communities of musicians and
audiences—constituted by both Brazilians and non-Brazilians—as parts of “the vast global affinity
interculture of contemporary choro” (2011: 102). At the time of his writing, this network included:
Gringo do Choro in New Orleans; Choro Democrático and Choros Com Chocolate in
Boston; the Northwest Choro Collective in Seattle, Choro Ensemble and NYChoro in New
York City; Crying Monkeys in Austin; the Ohio Choro Club in Cuyahoga Falls; Chicago
Choro and Dois no Choro in Chicago, Toco Rio in Milwaukee, DC Choro in Washington,
DC; Rio Nights, Vou Vivendo, and Rio con Brio in Portland, Oregon; Beco Do Choro in
Denver; Choro Sotaque in San Diego, and Falso Baiano, Choro Famoso, Berkeley Choro
Ensemble, and Receita de Samba in the San Francisco Bay Area (a region with, perhaps,
the largest number of choro musicians—or chorões—per capita in the U.S.). And there are
scores (perhaps hundreds) of U.S.-based musicians who are not part of the groups listed
above, but who count choro as a core part of their repertoire. The list could be broadened
to include performers of Brazilian music who teach at U.S. universities and conservatories,
many of whom introduce their students to choro’s major works. Music “camps” also act as
conduits for choro’s dissemination, with the California Brazil Camp and the Mandolin
Symposium (to name only two) serving as frequent destination points for Brazilian choro
musicians. And the United States (Fremont, California, to be precise) is home to the
corporate office of the “Global Choro Music Corporation,” a transnational company
founded by the Rio-born flutist Daniel Dalarossa that has already published a large number
of “play-along” scores and CDs. (2011: 102-103)
To be sure, the choro landscape in the United States has necessarily changed in the decade that has
elapsed since Stanyek’s article, but many of these groups, scenes, and institutions remain active,
and while some have ceased to exist, others have also emerged to carry the torch of this music in
their respective locales.
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In New York City, the Regional de NY and their roda de choro at Beco in Williamsburg,
Brooklyn have been active since shortly after the time of Stanyek’s research, ensconcing their
members and the small scene that has coalesced around their frequent jam sessions into the North
American—and global—network of choro. Indeed, not every participant within this dispersed
coterie of choro stakeholders is acquainted one with the others, but they, nevertheless, constitute
a transnational and polyethnic community based around shared musical interests. This chapter will
present the Regional de NY’s five core members—Ranjan Ramchandani, Kahil Nayton, Cesar
Garabini, Hadar Noiberg, and Vitor Gonçalves—and two half members—Grant Ziolkowski and
Eduardo Belo—as part of a global network of choro adherents. I derive this formulation of “core
members” and “half members” from an interview with Kahil, where he described the group as
follows:
So, the core members are Ranjan Ramchandani on percussion, we have Cesar Garabini
on seven-string…Vitor Gonçalves on the accordion and Hadar Noiberg on flute. So, over
the part 4 or 5 years, those have been the core members. And then we have two kind of
half members who are very often there, which is Eduardo Belo on bass and then Grant
Ziolkowski on mandolin. (Nayton 2019 A)
In what follows, I situate the Regional NY as part of choro’s global imagined community,
demonstrating how this music is not only part of their identity but also serves to materialize those
identities. This will be evident in a series of portraits of these musicians that illustrate how choro
has helped coalesce a shared identity among the participants in the New York City choro
community and has aided in the establishment and transformation of this particular cadre of
polyethnic, transnational musicians into an important local node of an international choro
community that simultaneously maintains connections to other choro scenes around the world and
preserves its own unique quality influenced by the multivalent socio-musical backgrounds of its
core members. These portraits will highlight each of seven musicians’ musical and cultural
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backgrounds, formative musical experiences, significant relocations and episodes in their lives
pertinent to their musical development, their paths to playing choro, connections to other choro
and Brazilian music scenes within this global network, and their current musical projects or
professional roles outside the Regional de NY.

Figure 2.1 - The Regional de NY’s five core members. From Left to Right:
Kahil Nayton, Ranjan Ramchandani, Cesar Garabini, Hadar Noiberg, and Vitor Gonçalves.
Photo courtesy of the Regional de NY.
Choro’s Community
The international fellowship of choro musicians and their audiences maintain ties through
their affiliation with choro but are physically dispersed and unlikely to ever meet all members of
their collectivity (cf. Anderson 2006: 22). In my estimation, the genesis and maintenance of this
type of musical community has roots in Benedict Anderson’s concept of imagined communities,
a theory of identity formation he built as part of an analysis of the emergence of nationalism as a
socially constructed concept arising from the phenomenon of print capitalism. Anderson notes that
these types of communities are:
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…imagined because even the smallest nation will never know most of their fellowmembers, meet them, or even hear of them, yet in the minds of each lives the image of their
communion…In fact, all communities larger than primordial villages of face-to-face
contact (and perhaps even these) are imagined. (2006: 22)
While Anderson’s analysis does not extend to the realm of music, Georgina Born builds, in part,
on Anderson’s ideas by focusing on how music has the ability to shape, and even form, collective
identities. Born stresses the importance of music in theorizing the social, emphasizing that
“…music indicates that there need not be a physical artefact or a visual object or symbol at the
centre of the analysis of materiality, mediation and semiosis” (2011: 377) and that “musical sound
engenders a profusion of extra-musical connotations of various kinds – visual, sensual, emotional
and intellectual” (loc.cit.). Music is, of course, packed with myriad meanings, symbolism, and
representation, but those elements are not necessarily always reflective of a specific kind of
community or single culture of origin. Musical styles often also serve to create new communities
beyond the settings in which they originated. Born goes on to say:
Music therefore ‘transforms those who take possession of it’, resulting in ‘the co-formation
of a music and of those who make it and listen to it’. Tia DeNora takes a similar stance,
arguing that ‘music is active within social life: just as music’s meanings may be constructed
in relation to things outside it, so, too, things outside music may be constructed in relation
to music.’. (2011: 377-378)
Central for Born’s argument and important for this chapter is the idea that while music is
often intertwined with and reflective of a particular identity, it also has the possibility of changing
or engendering social identity formations (cf. Born 2011: 380). This is undoubtedly true for the
Regional de NY, their roda de choro, and the small community that has developed around the
ensemble and performance site. Most core participants in the local choro community are not
Brazilian, and among those who are Brazilian and based in New York City, the majority discovered
and began practicing choro outside Brazil. Choro has, indeed, catalyzed social identity formations
among the musicians featured in this chapter, and their formative experiences with choro and its
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global community take numerous forms, resulting in a cohesive, tight-knit, local community built
not around ethnic or national identity, but rather around a specific musical genre. Born goes on to
outline four planes that she believes are useful for scholars who aim to analyze how music can
materialize shared identities among otherwise seemingly disconnected groups of people:
For if music generates myriad social forms, it requires a social analytics that encompasses
four planes of social mediation. In the first plane, music produces its own diverse social
relations – in the intimate socialities of musical performance and practice, in musical
ensembles, and in the musical division of labour. In the second, music conjures up and
animates imagined communities, aggregating its listeners into virtual collectivities and
publics based on musical and other identifications. In the third plane, music is traversed by
wider social identity formations, from the most concrete and intimate to the most abstract
of collectivities – music’s refraction of the hierarchical and stratified relations of class and
age, race and ethnicity, gender and sexuality. In the fourth, music is bound up in the social
and institutional forms that provide the grounds for its production, reproduction and
transformation, whether elite or religious patronage, market or non-market exchange, the
arena of public and subsidized cultural institutions, or late capitalism’s cultural economy.
All four planes of social mediation enter into the musical assemblage. All four are
irreducible to one another, while being articulated in contingent and non-linear ways
through relations of synergy, affordance, conditioning or causality. (2011: 378)
As the data on the musicians highlighted below will show, choro, the Regional de NY, and
the roda de choro at Beco serve as mediums of identity formation and social aggregation, giving
rise to a diverse collective of participants that have coalesced around a shared appreciation for and
exploration of choro as performed in New York City by a local community of polyethnic musicians
from various social, cultural, and musical backgrounds who also maintain distinct sets of ties with
other choro networks and Brazilian music communities in the United States, Brazil, and elsewhere.
The seven individual portraits of the key members of the Regional de NY’s roda de choro that
follow will explore each musician’s personal background, musical education, and initial
relationship with choro prior to joining the Regional de NY to demonstrate how choro has created
a collectivity of affective alliances among these musicians that, although crosscut by other vectors
of identity such as race, gender, class, and national origin, produces a vibrant scene that is
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irreducible to them (cf. Straw 2011). Through their formative interactions with choro and their
concerted maintenance of a local choro community in New York City, these individuals participate
in a local musical scene and global choro community that exemplify how music can serve as a
primary conduit for collective identification, dispelling “the idea that music (and culture)
articulated only pre-existing identity formations” (Born 2011: 381).

Ranjan Ramchandani
Ranjan, the de-facto leader of the Regional de NY and the member who established their
roda de choro at Beco, is a 34-year-old percussionist of South Asian heritage originally from
Houston, Texas who currently resides in Brooklyn, New York. When speaking to me about his
upbringing, Ranjan noted that while his parents are not musicians, he grew up in a household filled
with music, specifically noting his father’s love for jazz. Ranjan recounted that he tried a number
of instruments in his youth, but eventually fell in love with the drum set, which he played in school
ensembles and local bands throughout high school. While his initial musical focus was jazz, in
high school Ranjan began gravitating to other musical styles, becoming “very interested in funk
and in Latin music, which for me at the time basically meant Afro-Cuban and Puerto Rican music.
And so, I began studying hand percussion as well—congas and other sort[s] of Afro-Cuban
instruments—along with the drum set” (Ramchandani 2019).
In 2004, Ranjan moved to New York City to attend New York University, and although he
had developed a love for percussion and drums in high school, he opted not to continue his formal
musical studies at the university level. While this decision may have led Ranjan away from
pursuing music performance, his musical and academic interests motivated him to continue
playing hand percussion instruments outside of his undergraduate work in Latin American Studies
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at New York University. His continued interest in playing percussion instruments ultimately
propelled him to his first experience performing with a Brazilian music ensemble, and ultimately
to the instrument he currently plays with the Regional de NY, the pandeiro. As he recounted:
I wasn't really serious enough, even in high school, to entertain the idea of applying to a
conservatory, or applying to Berklee [College of Music] or something like that, but I
wanted to keep playing, and I auditioned for some ensembles at NYU…I wanted to keep
playing and, because of New York’s space restrictions, I couldn’t really play drums
anymore, so I started looking for other outlets and just kind of discovered Brazilian music.
I first started playing with this group called Manhattan Samba, which is a Rio [de Janeiro]
carnaval-style bloco—like basically a drum group. And, in parallel, I had resolved to be a
Latin American Studies major at NYU. I had studied a lot of Spanish growing up and spoke
pretty good Spanish at the time, but knew nothing about Portuguese, but as part of this
degree, I basically had to study Portuguese. And so, I really fell in love with it; I fell in
love with Brazilian culture, with Brazilian music. (Ramchandani 2019)
Ranjan’s incipient interest in Latin American music, bolstered by his major in Latin American
Studies and his classes in the Portuguese language—along with the necessity of finding an
ergonomic way to continue playing percussion in tight living quarters—helped forge a path
towards Brazilian music and culture, which he quickly embraced. Soon after, Ranjan traveled to
Brazil for the first time, spending the summer of 2006 studying at the Federal University of Bahia
in the city of Salvador, Bahia, Brazil. While there, he prioritized exploring the local musical
offerings and sought out private lessons with several percussionists. That summer, he made it a
point to rehearse and perform as often as he could, and during that fruitful period he had his first
encounter with choro. As part of a class outing, he and his colleagues attended a roda de choro led
by Bahian percussionist Cacau do Pandeiro. While Ranjan had neither intended to participate in
the roda nor had yet become fluent on the pandeiro, Cacau do Pandeiro asked him to sit-in. Ranjan
conveyed to me that while he believes he likely fumbled his way through this performance, the
experience became a pivotal moment in his musical development:
Somehow, he got wind of the fact that I played a little bit of pandeiro, which, at the time,
wasn’t really true. Like, I owned one and sort of dabbled on it, but I didn’t know anything
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about the [choro] style or the history, or, you know, even how to play the instrument! But
he singled me out of the crowd, and it was in a theater—it wasn't in a bar or something like
that—and, basically, he yanked me on stage. So, I ended up playing, and I’m sure I ended
up making a hash of it, but it was a great. That was my first experience in that kind of
setting, and I fell in love with it. And after that I sort of resolved to try to really seriously
learn something about that instrument, and not about choro as a style at the time. It was
much more about learning to play the pandeiro with some kind of proficiency.
(Ramchandani 2019)
This launched a period of research and discovery for Ranjan, reorienting his musical efforts
towards the pandeiro. Ranjan notes that, at the time, online musical instruction was not nearly as
robust as it is now, so he sought out lessons with local pandeiro players in New York City,
including American percussionists Scott Kettner and Scott Feiner. Both were esteemed local
pandeiro players, and Feiner ran a website named www.pandeiro.com and had previously lived in
Rio de Janeiro for a number of years. Through his lessons with Kettner and Feiner, Ranjan was
exposed to a greater spectrum of Brazilian music and began connecting with a larger network of
Brazilian music performers in New York City. Initially, he focused primarily on learning the
instrument itself and was not yet performing with an ensemble, but as he gained greater proficiency
on the pandeiro, he began to play in small group settings, focusing on Brazilian jazz, samba, and
classic songs from the Brazilian songbook. Through these experiences, Ranjan widened his
network of local musicians interested in playing Brazilian music, eventually linking him to current
Regional de NY members Cesar Garabini and Kahil Nayton, and a former member, Brazilian
saxophonist and flutist Rodrigo Ursaia, who was pivotal in introducing many musicians in the
local choro community to one another before he moved back to São Paulo, Brazil. Soon after
meeting these musicians, Ranjan noted:
One day, we kind of looked at each other and said, ‘You know, why don’t we try to play
some choro?’. We didn’t really know a lot about it, so it was kind of learning by doing and
also learning by traveling to Brazil and trying to learn as much as we could, and we were
all committed and dedicated, and tried to figure it out. (Ramchandani 2019)
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Because Ranjan, Cesar, and Kahil did not have a robust local choro community or a group
of older-generation musicians from whom they could learn, they decided to gain greater
proficiency in the style as a unit, fashioning their own approach influenced by what they heard in
recordings, and, for some, through exposure to choro during trips to Brazil. As detailed in chapter
one, these initial musical encounters and the shared interests among these musicians led to the
formation of the Regional de NY and the roda de choro at Beco as a place to explore choro together
in an informal, convivial, and welcoming setting that allowed for the development of a particular
approach to the music informed by their various backgrounds and musical interests. Since then,
Ranjan has made it a point to visit Brazil every few years and to actively participate in rodas and
build relationships with musicians there. He told me he likes to visit once every two years,
spending a few days in Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo, where he will “…reach out to musician
friends and hang with them. Whether that’s going to their gigs or figuring out a place to play with
them. But, yeah, it’s been a process of building a network, I would say” (Ramchandani 2019).
Between forming the Regional de NY, spearheading their roda de choro at Beco, and
maintaining ties with musicians in Brazil, Ranjan established a structure for choro in New York
City that has developed a community which has grown beyond his individual pursuits.
Interestingly, while Ranjan is clearly dedicated to performing choro in New York City and
connecting local musicians with choro’s global community, his commitment to the music is
decidedly that of an avocation. Professionally, Ranjan maintains a career as a partner at a
management consulting firm, offering business strategy for technology companies and industrial
goods companies, a role he has pursued for over a decade. Nevertheless, his dedication to
cultivating and connecting the local choro community is undiminished, and, in some senses, his
career in this field liberates his musical endeavors from the financial concerns a full-time
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professional musician may face, allowing Ranjan to pursue choro in New York City as part of a
community of interest, rather than being driven primarily by financial concerns.

Kahil Nayton
Kahil is a 35-year-old cavaquinho player from Albany, Western Australia, and currently
lives in Brooklyn, New York. During his youth, spent in Australia, Kahil initially pursued music
lessons on guitar, voice, and piano. While in high school, he began focusing exclusively on the
guitar, playing in a number of local bands. He then decided to study jazz guitar at the University
of Adelaide’s Elder Conservatorium of Music in Adelaide, Australia. During Kahil’s studies,
guitar instructor Mike Bevan exposed him to Brazilian music, and Kahil quickly developed an
affinity for it. After graduation, Kahil decided to expand his knowledge of Brazilian music by
traveling to Salvador, Brazil. His intention while there was to immerse himself in Salvador’s
musical milieu, and he enrolled in guitar lessons at a music school in Salvador. While visiting
Salvador he also decided to purchase a cavaquinho, and although he did not initially focus on
learning that instrument during this trip, it would later become one of his principal instruments and
the one he plays with the Regional de NY.
Reflecting on his relationship with the cavaquinho and guitar during this period, Kahil
noted that the Brazilian guitar style, traditionally performed on a nylon-string classical guitar
(violão), did not really suit his interests, but the cavaquinho’s steel-strings and strumming style
seemed better suited to his manner of playing the jazz guitar. For Kahil, the Brazilian guitar style
“wasn’t really hard hitting enough…but the cavaquinho really, like, resounded with me for some
reason, mostly because it’s so percussive and felt more like an electric guitar, where you really get
to, like, bash it around a bit” (Nayton 2019 B). While Kahil faced a significant language barrier
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during his trip to Salvador and in his music lessons, particularly as he and his instructor did not
share a mutually intelligible language and Kahil did not understand or speak Portuguese at the
time, Kahil found the trip to be a fantastic experience, learning some Brazilian repertoire on his
guitar and engaging in tourist activities in Salvador and Rio de Janeiro.
A few years later, in 2009 Kahil returned to Brazil, an experience he describes as “…heavy.
I was hanging in Rio and going to all the rodas, going to all the gigs, and playing like every day”
(Nayton 2019 B). Before going, Kahil applied for and received a grant in Australia to pursue
musical studies in Brazil, which allowed him to travel to Rio de Janeiro with a group of Australian
musicians interested in learning Brazilian music. While in Rio de Janeiro, Kahil studied the
cavaquinho at the Escola Portátil de Música [Portable Music School], a music school devoted to
the instruction of choro. Kahil mentioned that the teachers at Escola Portátil and local choro
musicians were extremely welcoming to him and his colleagues, embracing them and exposing
them to the local community, as it was a “massive novelty for them” to see a group of Australians
interested in choro (Nayton 2019 B). While there, Kahil and his Australian companions were also
introduced to the music producer, MPB [músic popular Brasileira] guitarist, researcher, and
arranger Maurício Carrilho, who is the nephew of legendary choro flautist Altamiro Carrilho and
a key participant in Rio de Janeiro’s choro community.
A few years later, Kahil received another mentorship grant in Australia to study jazz and
Brazilian music in New York City. By then, writing grants to travel and learn music, he says:
…was like my schtick, but it was a genuine schtick. The first one I got was to study at
Escola Portátil, so I was like, ‘This is chill,’ and I kept writing them. I came to America
on a grant, and then I went back [to Brazil] to study cavaquinho with Henrique Cazes—
that was another one. They weren’t huge chunks of money, but it was encouraging. (Nayton
2019 B)
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Kahil’s musical development, and his relationship with choro and the cavaquinho, was
significantly expanded by his ability to leverage institutional support to fund educational trips to
bolster his growing interests in jazz, Brazilian music, the cavaquinho, and choro, but he also used
this funding to find his way into Brazilian choro institutions that would significantly expand his
knowledge of the genre and connect him to the global community of choro practitioners.
Kahil’s stay in New York City was originally intended to be for a short three months, but
he mentioned to me that there was a special visa at the time for Australians—due in part to
Australia’s participation in the Iraq War—that allowed him to stay for one year. As Kahil began
to play more with the local choro performers, he decided to remain in Brooklyn, and has since
played with the Regional de NY and pursued other musical projects as well. In addition to his
participation in the local choro scene, in the summer of 2019, Kahil also taught cavaquinho during
the inaugural year of the Choro Camp in New England—a weeklong educational program hosted
in western Massachusetts. He had also planned to teach at the camp in 2020, but it was cancelled
due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Founded in 2019 by New England-based choro musicians to serve as an educational
resource for budding choro players in the northeastern United States, the Choro Camp brings in
faculty members from both the American choro scene—including his fellow Regional de NY
members Cesar Garabini, Vitor Gonçalves, Hadar Noiberg, and Grant Ziolkowski—and the
Brazilian choro community, including musicians like clarinetist Alexandre Ribeiro, bandolim
player Fábio Peron, seven-string guitar player Gian Correa, and cavaquinho/bandolim player
Henrique Araújo, among others. Again, this institutional choro connection, supported by
organizations like choromusic.com, the Brazilian Music Foundation, www.pandeiro.com, Kalango
Brazilian Instruments, and Virada Drums, has helped facilitate Kahil’s connection to choro’s
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global community, serving as another touchpoint between the Regional de NY and the worldwide
network of choro.
While Kahil previously made his income primarily as a working musician, during the
course of my research he began to transition into a new role teaching coding at a company called
General Assembly, and later moved into another job in the tech industry. On this change in his
professional life, Kahil commented that:
I was talking to one of my band mates about that and he was like ‘Oh, you’re doing the
classic choro move where you have a job and you play music!’. The culture of the music
is really rooted in that. Like, these incredible players—the people we look up to—like
Jacob de Bandolim, they were professional, like, dentists and doctors, so there is a lot of
that in choro. I’m like somewhere in between, because I’m a little more that way this year,
but in the past I’ve kind of very much been a musician full-time, and two of the members
of the group also have full-time jobs, so it’s kind of split down the middle. (Nayton 2019
A).
This theme of choro as an avocation—and the presence of a certain anti-commercialistic streak
within these musicians’ conceptions of the local choro community—is something that emerged in
many of my interviews with the Regional de NY members. It also resonates with the history of the
genre, where many of choro’s well-known performers have maintained careers outside of music
(cf. Koidin 2011). This unique feature of choro is partly influenced by the state of the Brazilian
economy (cf. Aresrtis, Troncoso Balter, and Magalhães Prates, 2017), but, from my discussions
with the Regional de NY’s members, it also appeared to index a freedom where musicians are able
to pursue choro as a hobby free from major financial concerns, linking them to one another and
choro’s larger community because of their shared interest in the style. Of course, money is always
a concern—especially with the cost of living in New York—but each member of the Regional de
NY pursues avenues other than choro for income, either through other musical projects as their
main source of remuneration or through careers in other fields that largely free their musical
endeavors from commercial concerns. Naturally, this also creates a balancing act, whereby Kahil’s
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work outside of music also limits his ability to find time to dedicate to music. On that subject, in
late 2019 Kahil commented to me:
I’ve really struggled with it this year, getting a balance. Mostly because I’ve been trying to
get this [new career] off the ground, and just like hustling, doing every different kind of
job. But I’m hoping to transition into more of a situation where I can leave my work at
work, and finish for the day and go home, practice, write more songs, pick up more gigs,
and have my nights free—free up my nights to play. (Nayton 2019 B)
While Kahil highlights the difficulty adjusting to his new professional life, it also seems that
maintaining a full-time job outside of music is something he hopes will free him to continue to
make music in his off-time and on his own terms, allowing him to practice, compose, and perform
in a more selective manner that will fulfill his personal—and not simply financial—interests.

Cesar Garabini
The Regional de NY’s seven-string guitarist, Cesar Garabini, was born in Belo Horizonte
in the state of Minas Gerais, Brazil in 1987, but at five years of age moved with his family to New
Jersey (1993), where he lived until he was 10 years old. After that, his family moved back to Belo
Horizonte for another seven years, and eventually relocated to Florence, Italy when Cesar was 17.
Prior to that move—and while still in Belo Horizonte—Cesar began playing the acoustic six-string
guitar when he was 13. Cesar initially learned simple pop and rock tunes strummed with a plectrum
in the rock and roll style, rather than in the finger-plucked Brazilian and Western classical style.
Cesar’s early musical interests included hard rock genres like grunge and heavy metal, and he
specifically noted the 1990’s rock band Nirvana as a significant influence during his teenage years.
Cesar’s parents were also interested in American and British popular music, including artists like
Elton John, Billy Joel, the Beatles, Meat Loaf, and Queen, but they also listened to a good deal of
Brazilian music—although that was largely limited to MPB [música popular brasileira], a popular
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music style that developed after bossa nova in the late 1960s. Despite this exposure to Brazilian
genres through his parents, Cesar’s appreciation of Brazilian music during his youth in Brazil and
in New Jersey was admittedly quite limited. It was not until after his family moved to Florence,
Italy that he began to explore the music of Brazil with the assistance of a friend:
Growing up, I didn’t know what choro was. I had an inkling about what bossa nova was
and what samba is, and I knew there were Brazilian genres, but I never really listened to it.
I didn’t know who [Antônio Carlos] Jobim was, for example. But, when I moved to Italy
when I was 17, or about the age of 18, an Italian friend introduced me to Brazilian music—
to popular Brazilian music. Not pop, but popular; what I mean by [pop] is like samba, bossa
nova, and baião—stuff like that. And she, this Italian girl, Elsa, she was like showing me
all this stuff and asking me, ‘Do you know this? Do you know this composer? Do you
know this singer?’. And I was like, ‘Not really, but I like it!’. So that was my first
introduction to Brazilian music! (Garabini 2019)
During that period of musical discovery, Cesar attended a family dinner where his uncle played a
compact disc of Brazilian music featuring a singer accompanied by a nylon-string guitar, and
something about the music called his attention. “[My uncle] was playing these CDs, and I really
liked that. So, I borrowed them, took them home, and started working on that. I started learning
all these different chords, like these jazzier chords, these more interesting chords” (Garabini 2019).
The confluence of Cesar’s studies on the acoustic guitar, initial exposure to Brazilian musics
through his friend Elsa, and the CDs his uncle played of Brazilian singers accompanied by solo
guitar led Cesar to begin learning samba and bossa nova repertoire while living in Florence. Then,
a year or so later, when he was approximately 19 years old, Cesar came across a song by Brazilian
singer and guitarist Caetano Veloso named “Sampa.” Not yet fully acquainted with many of the
genres of Brazilian music, Cesar mentioned to me that at the time he was unsure whether “Sampa”
was a bossa nova or samba, so he asked his father, who responded, “No, that’s a chorinho, a choro”
(Garabini 2019). Cesar told me he was initially taken aback, having no idea what his father was
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talking about, and never having heard of a music called chorinho [little choro] or choro. Driven
by his attraction to “Sampa,” Cesar began to look into choro on the internet:
I started doing research online and downloading all this music from LimeWire [a now
discontinued peer-to-peer file sharing program] at the time...Most of them had no titles,
they just said something like ‘chorinho.mp3’ or ‘jacob.mp3’ but I was loving these songs
and learning how to play them. And then I started finding other recordings of the same
songs, and I started piecing it together and realizing who the composers were, who the
instrumentalists were, and what the songs were called. And so, I started building up a
repertoire, and that’s what I fell in love with, you know. I loved bossa nova and I loved
samba, but choro was it. (Garabini 2019).
Choro had captured Cesar’s attention, but as explored the audio files he downloaded from
the internet and began teaching himself the guitar parts, he realized that he couldn’t access some
of the lowest notes the guitars were playing on these recordings. While he didn’t have much of a
reference point for choro’s performance practice and instrumentation while living in Italy, he
quickly came to the realization that “if you really want to play legit choro on guitar, you have to
have a seven-string guitar [violão de sete cordas]…So, when I was 20, I bought my first sevenstring guitar” (Garabini 2019). While the instrument is quite uncommon to find outside Brazil,
Cesar was fortunate to be able to purchase one from an Italian guitarist who happened to own a
seven-string guitar, but never played it, so he offered it to Cesar for a very low price. He then
became acquainted with a local Italian cavaquinho player named Simone Martelli and formed a
small choro band. They played a few gigs around Italy, but Cesar was frustrated to not find many
opportunities to play choro in Italy. In 2011, Cesar then took an auspicious trip to New York City
to visit a girlfriend he was dating at the time, and he immediately fell in love with the city and its
vibrant musical life, and never left. Shortly thereafter, Cesar met Ranjan, Kahil, and Rodrigo, and
began his journey in the New York City choro community.
While Cesar is sometimes identified by other musicians in the local choro community (and
even some of his band members) as having an “authentic” choro voice due to his virtuosic ability
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on a very traditional Brazilian choro instrument—the violão de sete cordas—as well as due to his
birth nation and fluency in Portuguese, Cesar stressed that his background is indeed “a little
complicated, even for me at times.” In our interview, he joked that while his international
upbringing was “…a long story, I think it’s important. I think the context matters, because people
might assume I just grew up playing this stuff and listened to it a lot, but in my case it's almost like
I’m a ‘gringo’ with this music!” (Garabini 2019). In some senses, Cesar’s history with choro is a
microcosm for the entire group’s relationship with the music. His initial encounters with choro
occurred far from the music’s home in Rio de Janeiro, and his education in the genre was largely
self-driven, depending on the resources available to him on the internet and propelled by his own
volition, rather than through participation in the multi-generational rodas de choro in which many
players in Brazil learn. This led Cesar to develop his own idiolect on the violão de sete cordas and
within choro, drawing on the music he meticulously researched, transcribed, and internalized, but
developed at the periphery of the international choro community.
Although Cesar recently moved from Brooklyn to Yonkers with his wife, he continues to
perform regularly with the Regional de NY (although performances have recently been infrequent
due to the pandemic). Unlike Ranjan and Kahil, Cesar is a full-time musician; being one of the
few active seven-string guitar players in New York City, Cesar is often called for accompanying
work for singers and other instrumentalists who want to impart a “traditional” Brazilian sound to
their music through the use of the violão de sete cordas, an instrument whose musical language is
marked by distinctive contrapuntal runs called baixarias—phrases that are also hallmarks of choro.
Aside from his work with the Regional, Cesar has also performed choro with clarinetist Anat
Cohen’s Choro Ensemble, which also features accordionist Vitor Gonçalves and pandeiro player
Sergio Krakowski, and he maintains a “gypsy jazz” duo with Finnish jazz guitarist Olli Soikkeli,
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with whom he also performs unique interpretations of choro tunes, among other styles. Cesar also
teaches lessons on both six- and seven-string guitars. While he can teach guitar playing more
generally, he also focuses specifically on Brazilian styles including choro, samba, bossa nova,
baião, and other genres, though the number of students that come to him to learn choro is very
limited. Cesar was also slated to teach at the 2020 Choro Camp in New England this past summer,
but, as mentioned earlier, it was cancelled due to the pandemic. Interestingly, since leaving Brazil
in his teenage years, Cesar has never returned to his birth nation, despite his parents now residing
in the state of Bahia. He planned to visit for the first time in his adult life in February 2020, and he
expected to explore some of the local choro scenes and potentially purchase a traditional steelstring violão de sete cordas (Cesar’s models, like many contemporary instruments, utilize nylonstrings), but due to the upsurge in COVID-19 cases in Brazil over the past year, he was forced to
cancel the trip.
Cesar’s case highlights exactly how far-reaching choro’s community can be. Cesar
discovered the music while living in Florence, Italy and has played choro extensively in both Italy
and New York City, but despite being Brazilian himself, his only connection to the Brazilian choro
community has come through the participation of touring Brazilian musicians who have visited
the Regional’s roda de choro at Beco. Nevertheless, Cesar remains firmly connected to the global
choro network and queued into its culture due to both his position in the group and his personal
exploration of the music. This fact speaks to how important the Regional de NY’s roda is as a
local hub for the international circulation of choro, serving to connect a local virtuosic violão de
sete cordas player with other members of this global community—many of whose members Cesar
has never met or seen face-to-face, notwithstanding his importance to the choro scene in New
York City.
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Hadar Noiberg
Hadar is a classically trained flutist originally from Tel Aviv, Israel who has been living in
Brooklyn for the past fifteen years (although she has temporarily relocated to Israel with her fiancé
since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic). At an early age, Hadar’s family discovered that
she had perfect pitch, which helped facilitate her childhood musical studies. In addition to her
principal instrument, she played piano, guitar, and bass guitar in her youth. Hadar began
performing classical music professionally on flute with The Young Israel Philharmonic Orchestra,
but she also became interested in jazz early in her formal studies. As Hadar recounted to me, she
always felt her musical language to be somewhere between classical and improvisational genres,
and she had a particular affinity for “…different [musical] cultures in South America. For example,
I liked a lot of salsa and Cuban music, and some Colombian music when I came to New York, too.
So, eventually moving into Brazilian music was very natural for me” (Noiberg 2020).
Hadar began her collegiate studies in music at the Tel Aviv Academy of Music, but at 21
years old transferred to The City College of the City University of New York, where she eventually
received her baccalaureate degree in flute performance and composition. While studying at City
College, Hadar attended a jazz duo concert by a fellow Israeli musician, clarinetist and saxophonist
Anat Cohen, at Jules’ Bistro in the East Village. Although she didn’t know Cohen personally,
Hadar was aware of Cohen’s career in jazz and was a fan of her work, and at the show, Hadar
asked Cohen if she could sit in for a tune with her flute. Cohen then invited her on stage to perform
with the duo, and then, before departing, Cohen invited Hadar to return later in the week to see her
choro band perform. Hadar had never heard of choro before, but as a young, ambitious musician
who recently moved to New York City, she couldn’t resist the possibility of building her
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relationship with an established performer. “…I had no idea what she was talking about, but she
invited me to come, so of course I’m going to come,” said Hadar:
So, I remember I came to Jules’—it was a Sunday evening with the Choro Ensemble, which
I think until this day it’s one of the best choro bands that I’ve heard…They played, and I
was just mesmerized. Throughout the whole show I was like, ‘I don’t know what they’re
playing or what this style of music is, but I love it!’. And so, I came to her after the show
and she gave me a CD—their first CD—and she said, ‘Learn a tune and come back next
week. Play a tune with us!’ I said ‘Ok!’. (Noiberg 2020)
Hadar then spent the week learning some of the compositions from the Choro Ensemble recording,
but not knowing the history or performance practice of choro, Hadar learned some of Cohen’s
solos note-by-note, incorrectly believing the music to be through-composed. When she returned a
week later, Hadar sat in with the band and, to the group members’ astonishment, played Cohen’s
recorded solos on her flute. Relaying the story with some light-hearted embarrassment, Hadar told
me:
I learned four or five tracks from the CD exactly the way she played it—I played all of her
solos! I couldn’t decipher what was her solo and what were her inflections on the melody,
because I didn’t know the melody. So, I learned everything the way she played it, like oneto-one. I came back the next week and I said, ‘I learned this tune,’ and I started playing the
whole thing [laughs]! And Anat was staring at me with her jaw on the floor, and she said,
‘I just feel like I heard myself playing flute!’ So, it was like a hilarious moment. But from
that moment on I kept coming back to that gig and started playing, and I started subbing
for her when she couldn’t do it after a while. (Noiberg 2020)
Through this connection, Hadar tapped into what was then the center of the choro community in
New York City. While the Choro Ensemble’s performances were not quite the informal, permeable
performance space that the Regional de NY’s roda de choro is now, it nevertheless served as a
central location for choro in New York during the early aughts, and other musicians in the Regional
de NY, like Cesar and Ranjan, recall either attending or sitting in at Choro Ensemble performances
during their initial forays into the music in New York. Soon after, Cohen’s career in the jazz world
took off and the Choro Ensemble ceased its weekly performances at Jules’ Bistro, at which point
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Hadar began to refocus her efforts on performing jazz and classical music, temporarily abandoning
choro until she received a call from Ranjan to sit in, and eventually to join, the Regional de NY.
Aside from her early connection to the Choro Ensemble and her membership in the
Regional de NY, Hadar also maintains strong connections to other networks of choro musicians
around the world. Ten years after learning to play choro, she travelled to Brazil for the first time
at the insistence of many Brazilian musicians who sat in with her and the Regional de NY at Beco.
Hadar told me how Brazilian musicians were often impressed that she was able to pick up the style
without having much of a connection to Brazil, and, at their beckoning, she eventually made the
trip down to Rio de Janeiro. While there, she was initially hesitant to sit in with choro musicians,
telling me:
I thought, ‘What happens if they call my bluff?! What if I’ve been playing choro for the
past ten years and I still sound like a foreigner?’ That really scared me, but I got there, and
I really just mixed with everybody. I felt completely comfortable and really at home.
(Noiberg 2020)
Despite her worries, Hadar was quickly embraced by the choro scene in Rio and has since grown
her network within choro’s global community to include notable choro musicians in Brazil, as
well as the small choro scenes in far-flung places like Germany, Israel, and Taiwan. Despite this
distinctly Brazilian music being performed by musicians in what seems like such distinct nations,
Hadar notes that these transnational communities of choro practitioners exhibit:
…such a sense of community. In a way it’s like jazz, but even more. Like, if I go
somewhere in the world and they know choro, I instantly feel at home. I am even connected
to the choro community in Taiwan! I was in Taiwan twice, actually three times, and the
third time I did a couple of workshops and I worked with a couple of people who are in the
choro scene, and these guys are amazing! Finding myself playing choro in Taiwan is
something that made me feel like home. (Noiberg 2020)
The quotation above resonates strongly with Born’s ideas about music’s capacity to construct
alliances and materialize identities. Despite not sharing the same language, heritage, customs, or
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many other cultural markers, Hadar felt at home when visiting Taiwan because of her shared
connection with local choro musicians, feeling herself to be in “communion,” (Anderson 2006:
22), with other members of the choro’s international community.
Like Cesar, Hadar is a full-time musician. Her other musical endeavors include the Hadar
Noiberg Trio, featuring flute, bass and drums; and she enjoys playing in various duets with pianists,
including with Spanish Latin-jazz and flamenco pianist Chano Dominguez, and German jazz
singer and pianist Olivia Trummer. These partnerships highlight Hadar’s multifaceted,
international, and genre-crossing approach to music making, which also manifests in her flexible
approach to performing choro—where she incorporates influences from traditional choro, jazz,
classical music, and other Latin American styles. In addition, for the past three years Hadar has
been considerably increasing her pedagogical work, often using choro to educate flutists from both
the worlds of jazz and European art (“classical”) music:
I was using choro, actually, to teach both jazz and classical musicians because I believe
choro is a beautiful bridge between classical music and jazz. For all of those classical
musicians who want to know how to groove and improvise, choro is a beautiful beginning,
and for all of those jazz musicians who are lacking some structure and some articulation,
and a better handle of the instrument, choro is a beautiful thing because to play choro you
really have to be the best musician that you can, I think. It’s very demanding. And also, in
choro, what I like is that you get one chorus, maybe two, for your solo. So, it’s not about
you and your personal expression and ‘me, me, me,’ It’s about the band’s playing, and
that’s something that I really adore about choro. (Noiberg 2020)
Hadar’s teaching assignments have been particularly important during the COVID-19 pandemic,
as multiple lockdowns in Israel and the temporary cessation of performances in New York City
severely diminished her opportunities for other paid work. She has recently kept busy by offering
free introductory flute lessons on Instagram Live, conducting online group classes entitled “The
Self-Sufficient Flutist,” and hosting educational webinars with classical flutist Keith Underwood
on an online platform called Crowdcast. Hadar has told me this work has been a balm for her
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during this difficult year, “When I say saving me, I don’t only mean financially, I mean
emotionally” (Noiberg 2020).

Vitor Gonçalves
Accordionist and pianist Vitor Gonçalves was born in 1980 in the town of Cataguases,
Minas Gerais, Brazil, but moved with his family to Rio de Janeiro when he was very young, and
consequently he considers himself a carioca [a Portuguese language demonym for a Rio de Janeiro
resident]. Vitor began his musical studies on the guitar, “like many Brazilian[s], I guess”
(Gonçalves 2020), and then moved to what would become his principal instrument, the piano, on
which he pursued advance studies at a local conservatory. Prior to college, Vitor actively
performed popular music on the piano in Rio de Janeiro, focusing on what he called the “Brazilian
songbook,” by which he meant a series of songbooks published by Brazilian producer, publisher,
guitarist, and researcher Almir Chediak. These books included volumes on the works of landmark
Brazilian popular music composers like Antônio Carlos Jobim, Francisco “Chico” Buarque de
Hollanda, and Caetano Veloso, among others. These musicians are often categorized under the
umbrella of música popular [popular music] in Brazil, which Vitor clarified by explaining that:
In Brazil it’s common to say música popular [popular music] vs música clásica [classical
music]. So, there’s like these two big branches: classical music and whatever is not
classical music—that’s música popular. So, it could be MPB [música popular brasileira],
it could be Brazilian jazz, it could be choro. It could be whatever is not inside the classical
orchestra, chamber [ensembles], et cetera…which we also call música erudita [erudite
music]. (Gonçalves 2020)
Although he was well versed in popular forms, Vitor decided that he would explore classical music
for the baccalaureate degree because he felt that, at that time, popular music programs at
universities and conservatories in Rio de Janeiro were at an embryonic stage and not yet strong—
a fact that has changed in the last two decades.
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Vitor’s musical growth and career in Brazil was also marked by another “school,” as he
called it, the Itiberê Orquestra Família [Itiberê Family Orchestra], an experimental popular music
group with which he played for nine years. The ensemble was led by bassist Itiberê Zwarg, who
has played alongside famed Brazilian composer Hermeto Pascoal for over 40 years. Occurring in
parallel with his collegiate studies in classical piano, Vitor’s tenure with Itiberê Orquestra Família
was pivotal for his musical development, linking him with networks of musicians and expanding
his musical horizons by taking on new musical styles and instruments—including the accordion,
which he currently plays in the Regional de NY—to add greater color and versatility to Itiberê’s
compositions and arrangements. Commenting fondly on his time with the ensemble, Vitor said:
Basically, Itiberê brings that whole lineage of what they call the “universal music” [música
universal] This music school, in a figurative term, came from Hermeto [Pascoal]—that
language. So, I spent, like, nine years playing with them. It was a bunch of young people
who started as a workshop and kind of turned into a musical group, and everyone was super
dedicated. We rehearsed like three times a week, and you couldn’t miss rehearsal. It
required a really strong commitment from everyone. We made three albums…So that was
a huge thing, even, like, while I was doing my academic studies. And then I was just
playing in the scene, like a lot of people that I play with [in Rio] I met during that time with
Itiberê. There was one group we had for a while called Bamboo—we put two albums out.
It was original music, kind of Brazilian jazz…There were some singers I was playing with
for a while; I played with Maria Bethânia there, around the time that I left Itiberê’s group.
Actually, during my tenure with Itiberê, one strong aspect from that group, which comes
from Hermeto, is that he encouraged everyone to play more than one instrument. So, I
actually picked up the saxophone and for a while I was playing saxophone, but I don’t play
it anymore, and I also picked up the accordion because in that group, Hermeto’s language
is heavily based on Northeastern Brazilian music, like forró and all those genres that are
heavy on accordion. So, like, I always liked that sound, so I picked up the accordion—I
just borrowed [it] from a friend. She had a small one, and then I bought a bigger one from
an acquaintance, and I basically taught myself to play. (Gonçalves 2020)
In addition to his work with Itiberê Orquestra Família, Bamboo, and singer Maria Bethânia, Vitor
also performed with an ensemble that played a genre called samba de gafieira, a form of samba
that developed out of ballroom dancing. Through this group, Vitor received his first experience
playing some choro repertoire, but he notes that his involvement with choro at the time was still
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quite tenuous, stating that, “I wasn’t really like a chorão [name for a traditional choro player], per
se, then” (Gonçalves 2020).
Although he established a career as a performer in Rio, frequently playing in bars in the
Lapa neighborhood of Rio de Janeiro, in 2012 Vitor decided to move to New York City to focus
on music. He enrolled in the master’s program in jazz performance at The City College of the City
University of New York, where he studied with pianist Kenny Barron. Vitor’s intention was not
simply to play traditional jazz, but rather to continue in the open, experimental tradition of the
“universal music” scene he had been a part of in Brazil, using jazz in New York City as a launching
point for further exploration.
Despite Vitor’s experience playing some choro tunes with his samba de gafieira group in
Brazil, he was admittedly not very connected to the choro scene before moving to New York City.
Vitor felt the choro traditionalists in Rio de Janeiro to be too exclusionary and dogmatic, and his
history playing contemporary, experimental forms of popular music created an ideological clash
between him and the choro traditionalists there. Vitor also thought that the notable figures in choro
at the time were not particularly inclusive or receptive to musicians who performed other styles of
music. Reflecting on an experience at famed cavaquinista Luciana Rabello’s home, Vitor said:
I went to a hang at Luciana Rabello’s house, and I remember the vibe—she was definitely
vibey [a jazz term meaning to give off bad energy]. And [guitarist] João Lyra was there,
and I remember somehow bossa nova came up, maybe someone played it or talked about
it, and Luciana was like ‘Nobody talks about bossa nova in my house!’. So, at that point,
for me as a young person coming from this Hermeto thing, thinking ‘This is the sound, this
is the real music,’ or whatever, so there was a little bit of a clash in this sense. There wasn’t
too much affinity [between us]. And of course, at that time, I was biased on the other side.
I thought this was too straight, these choro people are too straight, these songs are too
simple, or whatever. (Gonçalves 2020)
Soon after his arrival in New York, as touched on in Chapter 1, Vitor got in contact with
saxophonist and flutist Rodrigo Ursaia through the social media platform Facebook. While Vitor
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had never met Rodrigo previously, he and Vitor shared a number of friends in common back in
Brazil, which facilitated the connection. Rodrigo offered to help Vitor settle into New York and
introduce him to the local music scene, suggesting Vitor should sit in on the Regional de NY’s
roda de choro at Beco. This took Vitor by surprise, as he was known in Brazil as being part of the
“universal music” scene and was not truly connected to or knowledgeable about choro at the time.
Nevertheless, Vitor agreed to bring his accordion to the roda, and he brushed up on some of the
choro repertoire he had learned in advance of sitting in with the Regional de NY.
Vitor commented to me that performing with the Regional de NY at Beco that night led to
a rediscovery for him that would completely alter his musical identity and relationship with choro:
I remember like sitting down in Beco and playing the handful of choros I knew, and I had
moved to New York and was homesick, and I just, like, felt like home. It felt like a
rediscovery to me, because there this whole [choro] world that I was right by [in Rio], and
I really didn’t interact with it. There was a bar in Rio called Semente, where I was hanging
out with [guitarist] Yamandu Costa, and people like [bandolim player] Hamilton de
Holanda, but I wasn’t really deep into studying the repertoire and going to rodas all over
town….I would hang out with people and play a little bit, but not deeply into it…So I sat
down in Beco and played these few tunes that I knew, and I just felt like an instant
connection. (Gonçalves 2020)
A few months after Vitor’s first roda at Beco, Rodrigo left the Regional de NY to move back to
Brazil, and Ranjan invited Vitor to join the group as their accordionist. This compelled Vitor to
learn more of choro’s repertoire, which he approached by transcribing and analyzing songs by ear,
a process he said helped significantly in his musical development. Previously, Vitor had largely
played from sheet music—both in his classical studies and with popular music groups—but within
choro, the use of sheet music is largely discouraged. Choro players are often expected to memorize
a profound number of tunes, and even pick songs up by ear in real time during a roda. Vitor then
made a conscious decision to approach his study of choro in that manner, which he believes helped
develop his inner ear.
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In addition to his rediscovery of choro, Vitor told me that a second rediscovery that he had
upon moving to New York was the accordion, which he had previously only used sparingly with
Itiberê’s group, his gafieira ensemble, and for forró [a Northeastern Brazilian folk genre] gigs in
Brazil. Exploring choro on the accordion within the Regional de NY also opened up his musical
avenues here in New York City, helping to land Vitor:
…a lot of gigs on the French-jazz scene, where you need an accordion. Like ‘gypsy jazz’
or French jazz gigs…So, for a while I was playing like three, four, or five times a week,
just on my accordion. I grew a lot on the instrument, and my passion for it grew, too. My
wife jokes that she thought she married a pianist, and now I just practice accordion all day
[laughs]! But it really like took over my life very seriously—the accordion. (Gonçalves
2020)
As Vitor highlighted earlier, while his musical career in Rio de Janeiro had been situated
near the periphery of the choro scene there, it was not until he moved to New York and began
playing with the Regional de NY that he truly became a member of choro’s international
community. His involvement with the Regional helped reconnect him to a music from his home
city in a way that he may have never experienced there, as well as stoking his relationship with the
accordion, which has now become a very important instrument for his musical work in New York
City. Vitor’s newfound connection to choro significantly altered the path of his career, opening up
a new avenue for collaborations and musical exploration.
Aside from his work with the Regional de NY, Vitor also performs choro and other
Brazilian styles with two principal collaborators—clarinetist Anat Cohen, with whom he plays in
the groups Choro Aventuroso, Tentet, and Quartetinho [little quartet]; and with guitarist Yotam
Silberman. Additionally, Vitor’s musical projects as a leader include a jazz-influenced quartet
where he plays piano alongside guitarist Todd Neufeld, bassist Thomas Morgan, and drummer
Dan Weiss, and a Brazilian trio named SanfoNYa Brasileira [a pun on “sanfona,” a Portuguese
word for the accordion], where he plays accordion with Eduardo Belo on bass and Vanderlei
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Pereira on drums. The latter group—a collective where every member contributes original
compositions—draws on influences from both Brazilian music and jazz improvisation and is
constituted by three Brazilian-born musicians based in New York City.
In addition to these groups, Vitor also maintains connections to the international choro
community by serving on the faculty at the California Brazil Camp, a position that Ranjan helped
set up. Vitor describes his experiences there as “lifechanging…To be able to experience my culture
so deeply in a way that, for whatever reasons, I couldn’t experience [in Brazil] was amazing”
(Gonçalves 2020). The camp, which exposes participants to an array of Brazilian cultural
expressions, annually hosts students and faculty from Brazil and the United States, creating an
open exchange between Brazilian musical styles, regional cultures, races, and social classes that
would be hard to find in one specific place in Brazil. For Vitor, the camp seems to effectively
lower the boundaries between different expressions and cultures within Brazil, bringing together
a wide variety of Brazilian and American artists to share music and network within a nontraditional environment. Vitor suggested to me that the Camp helps develop sub-cultures and subscenes of Brazilian music in the United States, facilitating connections between performers of
Brazilian music across the country and around the world:
It’s more loose there. There is less of a scene difference, less of a class difference, less of
a race difference…We’re just there in these tents and we’re all just jamming together. For
me, it was a really incredible way to bridge those circumstances in Rio that didn’t allow
me to connect in that sense…California Brazil Camp is just a magical place in the sense of
community, of the people that go there every year. And all the Americans who attend that
are super dedicated to the music—like Ranjan is one, but also other cats from the Bay Area.
(Gonçalves 2020)
As described by Vitor, The California Brazil Camp allows for the circulation of ideas, people, and
music that contribute not only to choro’s global community, but to the larger community of
Brazilian music fans and performers within the United States, linking people from disparate
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geographic locations, ages, classes, races, and cultural expressions through their shared interests
in the music of Brazil. In addition to the California Brazil Camp, Vitor, like some of his fellow
Regional de NY members, also participated as a faculty member at the 2019 New England Choro
Camp and had been scheduled to return in 2020 prior to the COVID-19 pandemic.
In a similar, yet different, manner than Cesar, Vitor’s relationship to choro’s community
is also unique in that his entry into the international choro scene occurred outside his home nation
of Brazil. His musical education and early professional career as a musician in Brazil were largely
disconnected from choro, but upon arriving in New York he immediately connected with the local
scene and became an integral member of the local choro community, allowing him to connect with
networks of choro performers from across the U.S. and back in Brazil. Clearly, for Vitor, choro in
New York helped catalyze a shift in his musical identity, drawing him closer to a style and
community from which he previously felt distant and excluded while in Rio de Janeiro.

The “Half Members”
Mandolin and bandolim [a Brazilian flat-backed version of the mandolin] player Grant
Ziolkowski and double bassist Eduardo Belo represent what Kahil once described to me as the
Regional de NY’s two “half members” (Nayton 2019 A). Although the Regional de NY advertises
itself online and in concert promotions as a quintet featuring the musicians whose portraits have
already been featured in this chapter, over the past few years both Grant and Eduardo have also
become fixtures within the Regional de NY and at their roda de choro and other concerts, where,
previous to the pandemic, they seemed to perform more frequently than some of the Regional’s
core members—particularly Vitor and Hadar—whose respective careers have made it difficult to
attend the roda every other week.
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Grant Ziolkowski
Grant is a 33-year-old software developer who was born in Milwaukee, Wisconsin and
then lived in Chicago for four years before relocating to New York City in 2014. Grant is primarily
a mandolin player, though he started his musical education on piano and bass before switching to
the mandolin in the eighth grade. While he did not seek out collegiate studies in music, Grant
pursued his mandolin and bandolim playing similarly to Ranjan’s trajectory with the pandeiro,
exploring the instrument outside of formal institutions, but under the tutelage of local musicians
and by performing actively in local bluegrass and Brazilian music scenes.
Grant’s initial explorations on the mandolin were largely within the bluegrass world, but
he quickly branched out into other styles, performing composition by Johann Sebastian Bach on
the instrument and then dabbling in both jazz and choro. He mentioned to me that the American
mandolin community had a lot to do with his affinity for exploring other genres, noting:
The American mandolin scene, since the 1970s, has been pretty receptive to
experimentation, just like jazz. Just like any music. So, starting in the 70s and 80s, you
have bluegrass musicians that were adapting jazz, and then as ‘world music’ became more
of a thing in the 80s, these different American mandolin players started branching out
further and they found out about [legendary choro bandolim player] Jacob do Bandolim
and other people from other countries. So, some of these guys like [American mandolin
players] David Grisman and Mike Marshall played some choro and popularized choro
among the American mandolin community. (Ziolkowski 2019)
In addition to being exposed to mandolin- and bluegrass-crossover projects that drew on jazz and
choro through the recordings of these performers, Grant’s first exposure to playing and learning
choro occurred at the Mandolin Symposium in Santa Cruz, California, where he took classes and
lessons with American mandolinists like Grisman, Marshall, and Chris Thiele.
Marshall, in particular, engaged in a number of choro projects, and due to the mandolin
community’s growing interest in the bandolim and choro, Marshall began teaching choro at the
symposium during Grant’s second year attending. After taking classes with Marshall, Grant
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became increasingly interested in the choro and the bandolim. Then, during his third year attending
the symposium, Brazilian bandolim player Hamilton de Holanda joined the faculty to teach choro,
and every year since then the symposium has featured a Brazilian bandolim player on faculty.
Through his participation as a student at the symposium, Grant was able to learn from notable
Brazilian choro players like Holanda, Dudu Maia, and Danilo Brito, considerably expanding his
awareness and knowledge of the music, as well as his network within choro’s global community.
While this exposure was pivotal for his musical development, Grant mentioned that “these
were basically isolated events—a few years on and a few years off. It wasn’t until I started a little
choro trio in Chicago that I started playing this stuff more” (Ziolkowski 2019). After moving to
Chicago upon completing his undergraduate studies at University of Wisconsin–Madison where
he majored in International Relations, Grant became involved with a small community of Brazilian
music fans and performers, including a tight-knit samba-pagode scene. While in Chicago, Grant
took lessons with Brazilian composer, arranger, and multi-instrumentalist Renato Anesi, who
helped facilitate Grant’s development on the bandolim and his connection to the local Brazilian
music scene.
Grant then moved from Chicago to New York City in 2014. Shortly after arriving, he
connected with the Regional de NY; initially, he only sat in on their roda as a guest, but as one of
the few capable bandolinistas in town, Grant was often invited back to substitute for other melodic
instruments, specifically Hadar or Vitor, when they were unable to attend the roda, offering the
Regional an additional integral melodic role and sound on a traditional choro instrument. Like
some of the other members, Grant also participated in the New England Choro Camp and travels
periodically to Brazil to expand his knowledge of choro. His case shows yet another instance where
musical institutions and local choro and Brazilian music scenes in the United States helped
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facilitate his connection to the global choro community, serving to constitute his musical identity
and connect him to other members of this community.

Eduardo Belo
Double Bassist Eduardo Belo was born in Brazil’s capital city of Brasília in 1986 and
moved to New York City ten years ago to pursue a master’s degree in jazz performance at Queens
College of the City University of New York. Eduardo began his musical studies on the acoustic
guitar. His first guitar teacher initially encouraged him to learn bossa nova, teaching Eduardo the
chord extensions associated with the genre, but Eduardo’s primary musical interest at the time was
rock and roll. Due to this interest, he later switched to the electric bass in his early teens, on which
he explored American and British popular music, including the music of the Dave Matthews Band
and Jamiroquai.
Eduardo

noted

that

the

musical

scene

in

his

hometown

was

extremely

“diverse and very much interconnected. The guys that play jazz and modern music are very
connected to the guys who play choro, and vice versa. There is no prejudice…and there’s a lot of
fusion” (Belo 2020). Developing his musical skills within this highly integrated musical milieu,
Eduardo began studying at a free public music school, receiving lessons on his electric—and later
double—bass. Eduardo also expanded his musical knowledge and network by attending
government subsidized concerts at the Escola de Choro Raphael Rabello [the Raphael Rabello
School of Choro], a local choro school and performance venue named after the famed violão de
sete cordas and choro performer Raphael Rabello. The school offered state-sponsored concerts
three days a week that brought in some of the biggest names in choro and other Brazilian
instrumental music from around the country, exposing Eduardo to choro musicians like flutist
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Altamiro Carrilho and bandolim player Deo Rian when he was just a teenager. “Every week I
would go there and watch,” Eduardo told me, and through his exposure to these performances he
became increasingly interested in choro and instrumental music (Belo 2020).
Eduardo then studied to receive a teaching license in double bass, taking additional credits
in classical bass performance at the conservatory in Brasília, “but on the side, I was playing with
the choro guys, and I was also a student and later on a teacher in the public music school there”
(Belo 2020). Eduardo became deeply involved in the local instrumental music scene, and while
his instrument—the double bass—is uncommon in choro, Brasília’s open, flexible choro culture
was more receptive to the double bass than were the traditionalists in Rio de Janeiro, who, he said
would look at him with a suspicious eye when he brought his instrument to their rodas. The level
of permissibility and acceptance of musical fusions in Brasília’s musical community permitted
Eduardo to explore choro in an experimental and less judgmental setting, allowing him and his
collaborators to mix influences and instruments from other Brazilian styles and from American
jazz. While living in Brasília, Eduardo began to perform choro and other instrumental genres
regularly with two principal collaborators, cavaquinista Pedro Vasconcellos and guitarist Rafael
dos Anjos, with whom he maintained a trio entitled Aquario [Aquarium],
As his performance career continued, Eduardo became increasingly focused on jazz, which
led him to New York City to pursue a master’s in jazz performance at Queens College of the City
University of New York. He moved to New York without an established network of local
musicians or friends but was pleasantly surprised to discover a group playing choro in Brooklyn.
“I didn’t know there was a Regional here!” he told me, and he began sitting in with the Regional
de NY and picking up other Brazilian music gigs to pay the bills soon after his arrival: “I was at
first fully focused on jazz, but for practical and financial reasons, I began to get a lot of gigs related
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to Brazilian music” (Belo 2020). His interactions with the Regional de NY immediately helped
connect him to the local Brazilian music scene, and he began straddling both the local jazz and
Brazilian music communities. Eduardo mentioned that he feels that all too often, fellow Brazilian
musicians come to New York City specifically to play jazz and then get stuck playing Brazilian
styles they did not originally intend to explore and perform, but that this was not the case for him
specifically, since he had already been well acquainted with performing popular Brazilian music
forms, and was happy to continue to play these genres in New York:
A lot of the Brazilian guys, they are in love with jazz and they come here to play jazz, study
jazz, and they end up playing Brazilian music to make the dough, and they were not
expecting that. I know a couple of them who learned, really learned, Brazilian repertoire
here [in NYC]. They didn’t know before coming! But that’s not the case with me or Vitor,
for instance; we already worked a lot in Brazil with Brazilian music before we moved here.
(Belo 2020)
Interestingly, Eduardo is the only musician highlighted here—and one of the few in the
local choro scene—whose connection to the international community of choro traces back to his
days in Brazil. Commenting on his multi-faceted musical background, Eduardo said:
I’ve played with a lot of modern jazz guys in Brazil, but I would also do gigs with the guys
of the Raphael Rabello school playing choro. I recorded with Reco’s [do Bandolim] son—
I have two records that I recorded with him. So, I used to play also the traditional stuff
there. I think [my background] is very eclectic, I would not specify a single thing that I
used to do before I moved here. (Belo 2020).
In addition to his collaborations with the Regional, Eduardo has also toured extensively with
Brazilian singer Bebel Gilberto [daughter of legendary bossa nova guitarist and singer João
Gilberto], and since 2018, has established himself within the local Brazilian music scene,
performing with New York City-based Brazilian musicians like drummer Duduka da Fonseca and
singer Maucha Adnet. While in New York, Eduardo also began playing traditional jazz and, like
Vitor, French-style “gypsy” jazz influence by artists like Django Reinhardt, which has led him to
conduct tours in Europe and the United States.
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Eduardo told me he has been fortunate to continue the eclectic musical life in New York
that he began in Brasília, saying, “I was lucky because, what I realized when I moved here is that
the Brazilian guys often get stamped really fast as Brazilian musicians, but I’ve always been able
to work freely” (Belo 2020). Notwithstanding his ability to perform various musical styles
“freely,” Eduardo is firmly part of the local choro scene, and his connections to the choro world
in Brasília also serve as another important point of connection between the Regional de NY, its
roda de choro, and the international community of choro musicians. While choro did not shape
his identity later in life as it did with the other musicians highlighted above, choro in New York
City has exerted an influence on the trajectory of Eduardo’s musical career and has become part
of his musical identity as an active double bassist working in New York.

A Shared Identity, Materialized by Choro
Among all the musicians discussed in this chapter, choro has been deeply influential in
shaping their respective musical identities and their social lives. With the exception of Eduardo,
none of these musicians were grew up connected to an active choro community, yet, through their
exposure to the music in educational institutions, camps, trips to Brazil, face-to-face musical
interactions, or through internet research and discovery, each musician has forged a relationship
to choro that eventually drew them to each other to form or join the Regional de NY and to
participate in the local choro community constituted around the roda de choro at Beco. Indeed,
this music genre, often perceived of and discussed as a distinctly Brazilian form, has been
instrumental in forging specific social relations among an otherwise disparate set of individuals,
allowing a local sub-culture and scene to coalesce and become connected to a global choro
community.
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As underscored by the portraits of the main participants in the Regional de NY and the
roda de choro at Beco, choro constitutes and is constituted by social groups (Born 2011: 383).
These seven musicians were brought together by their individual interactions with choro’s sounds,
instruments, repertoire, communities, and legacy, initially facilitated by some of the social groups
from which choro originally emerged—principally the performers, institutions, and educators in
Brazil that existed in close proximity to the genre’s epicenter in Rio de Janeiro. Through their own
explorations of choro, the musicians discussed here joined, cultivated, and expanded an active,
tight-knit choro community in New York City that is firmly connected to the international
community of choro performers and aficionados, but nevertheless retains a unique character
fashioned out of their polyvalent musical experiences, backgrounds, and social relations.
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Chapter III:
Instruments of the Choro
Over the course of choro’s long history, a particular set of instruments has had an outsized
influence on the genre’s formation and subsequent trajectory. In the late 19th century, the music
that would come to be known as choro was not yet a fully formed genre, but, rather, choro
connoted a manner of playing a hybridized Brazilian repertoire of popular European dance forms
mixed with Afro-Brazilian rhythms. This style was previously associated with wind bands and
solo piano works, but was then translated to a specific grouping of instruments that collectively
came to be known as a trio de pau e corda [trio of wood and string] or a terno, which consisted of
flute, cavaquinho, and violão [nylon-string guitar]. These small, highly portable instruments
allowed the musicians performing this in this new choro style to move around Rio de Janeiro
easily, performing at house parties, restaurants, bars, cafés, and public squares.
In the roughly 150 years since choro’s inception, these instruments have become baked
into the music’s cosmology, occupying a privileged position within the genre’s lore. Later,
instruments like the pandeiro [a small, circular frame drum similar to a tambourine], bandolim
[Brazilian mandolin], and violão de sete cordas [seven-string guitar] would join these instruments
as choro mainstays, augmenting the terno’s instrumentation and helping to define the sound of the
typical choro ensemble of the mid-20th century, the conjunto regional [regional ensemble].
As Suzel Ana Reily tells us in her chapter “Hybridity and Segregation in the Guitar
Cultures of Brazil” from Andy Bennett and Kevin Dawe’s Guitar Cultures:
According to the standard narrative, the choro emerged around 1870 less as a distinct
musical genre and more as a local way of performing European dance tunes, especially the
polka. In its early phase the style was performed by an instrumental ensemble called a trio
de pau e corda (wood and string trio), consisting of an ebony flute, which played the
melody line, a cavaquinho (small, four coursed, instrument similar to a ukulele), which
provided a percussive harmonic accompaniment, and a guitar, which provided the bass. In
time, the choro would become ever more virtuosic and improvisational, and around the
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turn of the twentieth century other melody instruments started to be used in place of the
flute, such as the bandolim, the clarinet, and the ophicleide. (Reily 2001: 167)
Unsurprisingly, almost all of the musicians I interviewed for this project reiterated what Reily
labels as the “standard narrative” about choro and its concomitant instruments. In a discussion
with the Regional de NY’s bandolim player, Grant Ziolkowski, on both the ensemble’s
instrumentation and what instruments he thinks are central to choro’s sound, I was told something
virtually identical to Reily’s description:
For one, it really goes back to the beginning of choro and samba. Like, your basic choro
ensemble 120 years ago was guitar, flute, and cavaquinho or guitar, flute, and percussion.
So, it’s really integral to that style of accompaniment…[those instruments] are there to fill
the sonic space behind the melody. (Ziolkowski 2020).
As will be explored later in this chapter, most of the Regional de NY’s members reasserted this
account when asked about choro’s typical instrumentation, and what, if any, instruments are
needed in order to define choro. However, one of the nine musicians I interviewed disagreed with
this sentiment; double bassist Eduardo Belo problematized this element of choro’s cosmology,
saying:
As I’ve told you, I’ve played in Brasília with hardcore [choro] groups…so, how can I say—
oh man, how do you say it in English? There is the sound that is caricato [a caricature]
…It’s what you’re expecting; what a foreigner would have in mind about what [choro] is.
But I don’t believe that that’s what it is, I don’t go with that. Like, of course, if you think
about Brazil you think about soccer, but that’s not what Brazil is for me. And if you think
about choro, you may think, ‘Oh seven-string guitar and cavaco,’ but for me it is a little
more complicated. Choro music is a whole style that can be played on whatever, it can be
played on an oud! (Belo 2020)
Eduardo’s categorization of the sounds associated with the instruments central to the standard
narrative of choro as “caricato” complicated my inquiry into what instruments, if any, are
necessary in the minds of the Regional de NY’s members for the music being played by a given
ensemble to be choro. Furthermore, his musical history—detailed in the previous chapter—as the
only group member to have regularly played choro in Brazil during his formative training,
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although in an experimental and flexible scene in Brasília far from the music’s home in Rio de
Janeiro, added further weight to his disagreement with this seemingly foundational conception
about choro’s instrumentation. While I do not think Eduardo’s use of the word caricato, or
“caricature” in English, necessarily carries the connotations of an exaggerated or grotesque
depiction that the word often conjures, it nevertheless struck me as a strong statement about what
is and what is not choro. In a subsequent interview with the group’s accordionist, Vitor Gonçalves,
I asked, given Vitor’s background as a carioca—albeit one who did not play much choro before
moving from Rio de Janeiro to New York City—what instruments he felt were most indicative of
choro, and if he could respond to Eduardo’s assessment of a particular sound as being caricato:
I think the staple of choro is the seven-string [guitar]. At least, I think, it’s the more
immediate thing. There’s also some complexity with that label. Like, what is choro? I feel
like choro is the form. It’s the melody. It’s the harmony. The style is not just one thing—
it’s not just the groove you play, or not just the instrument that’s playing. But, yeah, if we
were to take, on the face, what you hear, like what coalesced after, like, the 1950s and 60s
with Época de Ouro [a seminal choro ensemble, translating to “Golden Age”] and all that,
the two typical sounds would be the seven-string and pandeiro. So, if you have the seven
string and the pandeiro, you are kind of already, like, giving a choro flavor…But I think
what he means by caricato is similar. I think it’s that on the face thing. I don’t think he
means caricato in a bad sense, but more like ‘easily identified.’ But he has a point that
brings me to what I was saying—like what is choro? It’s a complicated question. So, if you
play or if you write a music with those characteristics but it’s a piano, bass, and drums
playing, is it still choro? Or is it not?” (Gonçalves 2020)
While Vitor’s suggestion seemed to indicate that Eduardo use of caricato was instead intended to
mean “characteristic” and not “caricature,” these potential moments of friction between the
Regional de NY’s members’ respective understandings of the place of choro’s typical instruments
within the genre’s conventional wisdom led me to further investigate how the ensemble’s
individual members think about their specific instruments, their roles within the roda de choro,
and the interrelations between their instruments in order to begin to tease out the influence that
instruments exert on their conceptions about the New York City choro landscape. To me, within
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this particular community, instruments become both an important symbol in constructing a local
choro community connected to the music’s historical lineage and substantiated, in a sense, by the
use of choro’s traditional instruments. The instruments the Regional de NY’s utilizes, and how
they are utilized, become incredibly influential in shaping the thumbprint of their roda de choro
and help mark the local choro community built around it.
Reverberating with both Eduardo’s critique and with some of the other group members’
adherence to what Reily calls choro’s “standard narrative,” scholar Allen Roda, in his article
“Toward a New Organology: Material Culture and the Study of Musical Instruments” on the blog
Material World: A Global Hub for Thinking About Things mentions that:
When learning to play musical instruments of different cultures, frequently players begin
to identify themselves with romanticized notions of that instrument’s culture of origin as
those origins get altered through the player’s individual experience. Yet as players
associate themselves with the instrument and its culture, the instrument gets associated
with the players and their culture. (Roda 2007)
To be sure, the instruments utilized by the Regional de NY and the group members’ conceptions
about these instruments are incredibly important for understanding this community. The
instruments they use and the sounds they produce are undoubtedly associated with the culture from
which choro emerged, but their employment by the Regional de NY also allow for those
instruments to become associated with the ensemble and their particular brand of choro as
performed at their bi-weekly roda de choro and other concerts.
Following Elliot Bates’ assertion that “I, too, find it productive to investigate how
instruments become such contested sites of meaning, and how instrumental sound can come to
profoundly affect and transform people” (Bates 2012: 369) from his article “The Social Life of
Musical Instruments,” this chapter will focus on instruments and the agency they exert in shaping
a distinct New York City-based choro community. My organological concern here is not
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principally about the construction, materiality, or taxonomy of the most commonly used
instruments in the Regional de NY’s roda de choro, but rather what these instruments accomplish,
represent, their respective roles (which are at times shifting—more so than in traditional choro)
within the distinct performance environment of the roda de choro, and their utilization and
playability by the Regional de NY in this context. The chapter will begin with some theorizing
about organology, instruments, and the agency of non-human objects, and will then proceed to the
thoughts and perspectives of my interlocutors. First, I will discuss their views on the two major
categories of instruments within choro as they were conveyed to me: melodic and accompanying
instruments. Then, I will explore how the Regional de NY’s members grapple with whether or not
a hierarchy exists among their instruments, followed by an overview of the instruments used by
the seven instrumentalists highlighted in the previous chapter. These analyses will touch on the
instruments’ general physical and sonic characteristics, including their Sachs-Hornbostel numbers
to situate them within the traditional ethnomusicological taxonomy for instruments, as well as
descriptions by the ensembles’ members about their instrument’s salient or unusual features, how
these instruments are played, their roles within the roda and Regional, and how each instrument
interrelates with the other instruments and individuals in the group.

Organology, Instruments, and Agency
“Mention organology to an ethnomusicology student,” says Eliot Bates, “and what
probably first comes to mind are museums, the Sachs-Hornbostel classification system, and
perhaps (depending on the university program) a seemingly outdated class on measuring and
documenting physical objects” (Bates 2012: 365). Allen Roda reflects similarly on organology by
saying, “Organologists (those who study musical instruments) have generally focused on
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instrument design, classification, and the use of instruments in ‘traditional’ settings,” but Roda
adds the critique that “in so doing, they have tended to take the relationship between humans and
instruments for granted, rather than investigate the myriad ways in which this relationship is
manifest in human – instrument encounters” (Roda 2007). This chapter, then, will take seriously
the important relationships and interactions between humans and instruments, and, in it, I consider
both humans and instruments as critically important actors in the development of a local choro
community. By looking at the Regional de NY’s use of instruments within their roda de choro, I
intend to illuminate some of the ways in which these musicians’ interactions and relationships with
instruments can be useful sites of inquiry, particularly within a musical culture whose historical
lineage is deeply enmeshed with a specific set of instruments.
When doing traditional organological work, the instrument is all too often separated from
its human player, but within the performance setting, the line between musician and instrument is
blurred. This chapter will take the connection between human and instrument to be of primary
importance and will elucidate the ways in which the Regional de NY’s members conceive of their
respective instruments and interactions within the roda de choro. As Allen Roda stresses, “Perhaps
the most complex way in which musical instruments interact with humans is through the intimacy
of musical performance and practice,” adding that “Some might argue that the relation is so
intimate that the distinction between human and instrument is dissolved” (Roda 2007). Indeed,
within the roda de choro, the role of each instrument and its attendant musician (or musician and
musician’s attendant instrument) are one and the same, and this chapter will explore and unpack
the roles that each human-instrument pairing fulfills as detailed by the individual members of the
Regional de NY. In what follows, humans will talk about their instruments. If only instruments
could also talk about their humans!
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In the chapter “Third Source of Uncertainty: Objects too Have Agency” from
Reassembling the Social: An Introduction to Actor-Network-Theory, sociologist Bruno Latour
implores us to remember that “…the questions to ask about any agent are simply the following:
Does it make a difference in the course of some other agent’s action or not?” (Latour 2005: 71).
In my estimation, it is clear that an instrument helps to bring music out of a human, but it is equally
clear that a human helps to bring music out of an instrument. Consequently, both types of actors—
human and non-human—exhibit agency over the resultant sound object and the communities that
develop around it, and instruments—some of the principal non-human actors in musical
communities—extend what humans are capable of making themselves by, in part, performing
pitches higher and lower than humans can produce and creating timbres that humans may not be
able to generate themselves. Latour states that “social action…is also shifted or delegated to
different types of actors which are able to transport the action further through other modes of
action, other types of forces altogether” (Latour 2005: 71). It is evident that at their roda de choro,
the Regional de NY’s musical instruments are utilized to advance musical action from the human
mind into sound. Instruments are played, but they also play, sing, or speak to their fellow
instruments, instrumentalists, and listeners, and those actions are important to consider in any
organological study.
But instruments fundamentally do not think; instead, humans—the ones who construct and
play those instruments—do the thinking. And, as Latour states:
This, of course, does not mean that these participants ‘determine’ the action…Such a
reversal in the direction of influence would be simply a way to transform objects into the
causes whose effects would be transported through human action now limited to a trail of
mere intermediaries. Rather, it means that there might exist many metaphysical shades
between full causality and sheer inexistence. In addition to ‘determining’ and serving as a
‘backdrop for human action’, things might authorize, allow, afford, encourage, permit,
suggest, influence, block, render possible, forbid, and so on. (Latour 2005: 71-72)
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Building on this line of thinking, John Tresch and Emily Dolan propose a new way to think of
material objects and instruments:
We need to expand our view beyond the standard notion of the tool as utilitarian and
passive, and beyond the ideal of the machine as embodying inhuman precision and
standardization—the uniform, predictable, sharp-edged ideal underlying “mechanical
objectivity. (Tresch and Dolan 2013: 283)
For Tresch and Dolan, an instrument should be analyzed not simply according to its material and
utilitarian elements, but rather by its ethics. To do so, they urge researchers to consider four
principal areas pertaining to instruments: their material disposition, which is “defined by which
parts are seen as necessary to make the object an instrument of a certain type, and which may be
varied to alter its specific action;” their mode of mediation, or whether they are seen as
“…autonomous or passive, modifying or transparent, hidden or visible;” an instrument’s map of
mediations, which include “…air, sound, composers, players, other instruments, and listeners, as
well as orchestration treatises and rules of composition;” and, finally:
The telos of an instrument’s activity, or its ends… What is the nature of the enterprise
within which the instrument is deployed; what are its social contexts and uses, and the
social, economic, and political relations they express, reinforce, or perhaps modify?
(Tresch and Dolan 2013: 284)
The following descriptions of the Regional de NY’s instruments will make an attempt to excavate
elements pertaining to those four domains from the thoughts and descriptions of the musicians
whom I interviewed, revealing a grounded theory that situates these seven instruments—the flute,
bandolim, accordion, violão de sete cordas, cavaquinho, double bass, and pandeiro —within their
cosmology about choro generally and, in particular, the New York City choro community that has
formed around their bi-weekly roda de choro at Beco.
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Melodic and Accompanying Instruments
In virtually every interview I conducted about instruments with the Regional de NY’s
members, each musician stressed the primary importance of the instrument holding main melodic
role, splitting the instruments they most commonly use into two main groupings—melodic
instruments and accompanying instruments. Nonetheless, each member also stressed a
considerable degree of flexibility that most of these instruments exhibited in reference to those
categories, with many of the instruments having the potential to traverse the line between melodic
and accompanist roles. On this subject, Ranjan, the group’s pandeiro player, said:
Probably the easiest way to split the band up are harmony instrument, or accompanying
instruments, versus instruments that are typically soloists, and in some cases, you have
instruments that do both. Like, you’ve got the accordion, where Vitor might be comping
during someone else’s solo or playing complimentary lines, but then also play the melody
himself. (Ramchandani 2020)

Figure 3.1 – The Regional de NY and their instruments. Photo courtesy of the Regional de NY.
Within this structure, we can then understand the Regional de NY’s most typical soloist—or
melodic—instruments to be the flute, bandolim, and accordion. These three instruments will
typically trade melodies during a single tune or between songs; provide countermelodies that can
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be improvised, arranged, or performed in a call-and-response style when they are not playing the
principal melody; and improvise solos over the form. In addition, some of the accompanying
instruments, which include the cavaquinho, seven-string guitar, double bass, and pandeiro, can
also shift into the soloist or melodic role at times. The instruments that can most easily traverse
this line are the cavaquinho and seven-string guitar, both of which can serve as either melodic or
accompanying instruments in any given moment, depending largely on context. The flute, on the
other hand, can really only hold the melody or play counter lines, and cannot serve as an
accompanying instrument, while the pandeiro, being a percussion instrument, is solely an
accompanying instrument, although it can also be used to perform solos.
One important technological intervention that affords the Regional de NY’s performers a
greater degree of liberty in switching between melodic and accompanying roles is amplification.
At Beco, the group’s volume and balance are quite aided by the use of a small amplifier or PA
system that the group’s members bring to the roda. Typically, each musician is connected to the
amplifier either directly with a cable (if their instrument is equipped with an electronic pick up) or
through the use of small microphones that are either clipped onto the instrument or mounted near
the instrument and then plugged into the amplification system. This allows accompanying
instruments—like the cavaquinho and guitar—to project their sound more fully and serve as a lead
voice over the rhythm section. Otherwise, if these instruments were played strictly acoustically,
they would be lower in the mix and unable to properly stand out if assuming a melodic role.
This flexible approach to melodic and accompanying roles was reiterated by Cesar when I
asked him to distinguish the primary roles of the Regional de NY’s instruments:
Guitars are usually just accompanying instruments, right? But nothing is set in stone.
Oftentimes, I like to play the melodies too, or someone else does. The accompanying
instruments, whenever a ‘solo’ instrument is there, have the freedom to just accompany or
play the lead, if they want. So, like, an accordion is both an accompanying and melody
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instrument. Flute: melody, and so on. Mandolin, mainly melody, though it can also comp
like the cavaquinho. So basically, let’s say there are two guitars, pandeiro, cavaquinho,
accordion, and mandolin. Let’s say these are the melody instruments: mandolin, flute, and
accordion—three melody instruments. Let’s say that the mandolin plays the first A, then
he can just leave [the second A section] to the next guy. Whoever starts playing, or whoever
stands up or whatever, starts playing the second A. And then the B, maybe the accordion
starts doing it, or maybe the accordion just doesn’t want it and just wants to play a
counterpoint; he can just play the whole tune in counterpoint, you know. So, it’s kind of
like that, kind of open. (Garabini 2019)
Cesar demonstrates how even within the confines of an individual song, many of the instruments
may fluidly trade melodic and accompanying roles, often communicated among instrumentalists
using non-verbal cues like standing up, signaling with the eyes or hand, or by simply just jumping
in and claiming the melody or laying back and letting someone else take it. Indeed, the spatial
formation of the roda de choro, with musicians seated in circle, facilitates this mode of
communication because every participant can see all of the other musicians from his or her
position. In a subsequent interview, I complicated the question by asking Cesar what happens if
one the group’s melodic instruments—like the flute or bandolim—is absent from the roda, to
which he responded that the guitar [both six- or seven-string] or cavaquinho also have the
flexibility to shift into the chief melodic role:
Most people who play choro, unless they play the pandeiro, can play melodies. Whatever
instrument it might be, it usually can play melodies. So, if no melody players show up but
there are a few guitarists, then one of them can play the melody. Like, I play a lot of
melodies as well [on the seven-string guitar], so sometimes, if there is someone that knows
how to accompany, I can carry a roda by playing the melodies. But you need someone who
can hold down the guitar part, the accompaniment part. (Garabini 2020).
Cesar specifies that while instruments like the guitar or cavaquinho can certainly cover for melodic
instruments, context is important and there must be a sufficient number of instruments present so
that the accompanying roles, which are also crucial, can be present behind the melody. While there
is, indeed, a great degree of latitude for particular instruments to switch roles, for Cesar, it is clearly
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dependent on having an ample number of players available to fulfill the most basic roles needed
within their roda de choro.
Hadar similarly split the instruments into two main groupings, identifying the seven-string
guitar [and six-string guitar, if present], bass, and pandeiro as the core of the “rhythm section.”
She identities the cavaquinho as having a “super important role because it brings out the claves or
patterns of Brazilian music the most” (Noiberg 2020), and although a member of the rhythm
section, it can play melodies as well. She notes that the accordion holds a dual function, straddling
melodic and accompanying roles; and, finally, instruments like the flute, bandolim, and clarinet
are melody instruments that sometimes offer some countermelodies and, in the case of the
bandolim, can also accompany, if needed. Claves, as found in Afro-Cuban music, are not identified
as such in choro (Brazilians instead use the word célula, meaning cell, to describe repetitive
rhythmic figures), but the cavaquinho does hold a specific function in choro similar to a clave—
the centro [center]. In an interview with Vitor, he elaborated that the cavaquinho does hold this
role within the Regional de NY, but it can also shift into a melodic role during a performance:
…in the Regional, we have the cavaquinho playing the center—centro. It’s just carrying
[the rhythm] and grooving. Occasionally, it can play melody, which is a tradition from
[cavaquinho soloist] Waldir Azevedo. [In choro], there are a lot of cavaquinho tunes; we
play some of those, and Kahil will play the melody for those, or at least alternate the
melody. And, you know, obviously the flute is typically playing the melody. (Gonçalves
2020)
In the same interview, Vitor also helped to clarify two types of melodic counterpoint often present
in choro: contracantos and baixarias. Baixarias are the fast melodic counterpoints associated with
the violão de sete cordas [seven-string guitar], while contracantos are counter melodies played by
melodic instruments when they are not playing the principal melodic line. When describing these
two approaches to counterpoint in choro, Vitor reached for examples from the history of the genre,
pointing to legendary choro flutist, saxophonist, and composer Pixinguinha, who, later in his
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career, shifted from performing the melodic role on flute to a contrapuntal role on saxophone,
where his countermelodies left a profound and lasting influence on choro’s performance practice:
In Portuguese we say ‘contracanto,’ which implies a second melody going on. And
baixaria implies the role of the bass [author’s note: by bass, Vitor means the bass voice—
most often the violão de sete cordas]. Of course, the nature of that bassline, it ends up
becoming a counter melody. It ends up being a contra canto, but I feel like there is like a
psychological difference…So, when I say counter line, I mean melodic counter line, I mean
more like in the higher register…But even if it’s in the lower register—like Pixinguinha’s
counter lines—I don’t think that’s actually, to my understanding, viewed as baixaria.
Although of course his counter lines laid the foundation for baixaria. But, anyway, for
instance the clarinet is really versatile for that because it has a wide range. So Anat [Cohen]
will do a lot of that. She will play counter lines in the low range, but it’s not really like
baixaria. It’s more like sustained tones, more guide tones, or a more melodic approach.
The baixaria are also counter lines, but its more carrying the rhythm too. I guess you could
do something like this [in a counter line], but it’s not really the role—the bass player type
role. (Gonçalves 2020)
Later, in the description of the seven-string guitar roles, I will explore in greater detail the
instrument’s position as a bass voice and its baixarias, but I touch on it here to show the versatility
that many of Regional de NY’s instruments exhibit when crossing between melodic and
accompanying roles.

Hierarchy and Importance
As my conversations with the Regional de NY’s members around melodic and
accompanying instruments developed, I became increasingly curious whether or not they
perceived a hierarchy to exist among the individual instruments, and which, if any, instruments
were crucially important for them. Most of the group members stressed the primacy of the melody
when asked about these issues, but not all were in agreement, with some also pointing to the rhythm
section instruments—namely the pandeiro, cavaquinho, and guitar—and others identifying the
seven-string guitar, in particular, as a critical element in choro. Regarding a potential hierarchy,
Kahil spoke not of a particular instrument, but rather about the melodic role:
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Well, the melody is really [at the top of] the hierarchy. It’s weird, because the other
instruments don’t play the tune, the melody player plays it…You do have a bit of sway as
the accompanist, but as far as who is dictating the direction of the tune, it’s pretty much
the melody [instrument]. (Nayton 2020)
Although Kahil stressed the importance of the melodic role in the quotation above, when I followed
up by asking what instruments he thought were necessary in choro, his answer complicated
matters:
Kahil: I think a lot of people would be like ‘No, it can be anything,’ but I don’t know if I
agree. Like, I’m a little bit of a traditionalist…You should have at least three or four of the
core instruments to really get that feeling.
Me: What do you mean by core instruments?
Kahil: Guitar, cavaquinho, and pandeiro, I guess. Or not necessarily pandeiro, but at least
some kind of Brazilian percussion. Yeah, guitar is pretty necessary. I guess cavaquinho is
nice to have, but you can definitely do it without it. Like you can use a cavaquinho or
mandolin. So, yeah, something in those kind of registers—that’s what I would probably
call the core instruments. (Nayton 2020)
Here, Kahil’s contrasting answers exhibited something of an internal tension about a potential
hierarchy among the group’s instruments, citing the preeminence of the melodic role on one hand,
but also highlighting the necessity of what Kahil identified as choro’s core instruments—the
guitar, pandeiro, and cavaquinho—on the other. In the same conversation, he reflected on this
internal discrepancy, commenting that, “…it’s a weird juxtaposition because the melody is the
most important thing, but the melody is not going to be choro if it’s played by itself, in my opinion”
(Nayton 2020). To me, this highlighted a specific dichotomy present in Kahil’s mind while
grappling with how to define choro—is the melody or is the sonority that lends choro its distinctive
elements, or is it a combination of both elements?
Further discussions with the group members also elicited responses that resonated with
these central considerations. Cesar told me that, in choro, “we hold the melody instruments on a
pedestal. They are the most important; the song is its melody,” but also declared that the melody
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“with a crappy group behind them is no good,” and that while the cavaquinho can be removed, a
choro ensemble “…is more complete with it there” (Garabini 2020). Hadar, the group’s flutist,
opined similarly, pointing to the importance of her role as a melody player, but also evincing the
fact that her absence at a roda is not necessarily an issue:
Well, it’s interesting because on the one hand I think my role is very important, but I’m
probably one of those people that if I’m not there, it’s probably not going to be a huge deal.
They’re going to miss my sound, but the music is going to go on without me. Same with
accordion…But, you know, of course when Cesar is not there, it’s horrendous [laughs].
Because I have a lot of respect for other guitarists who are playing the style, but Cesar is
unique in New York’s landscape, I think, in terms of being able to hold the roda like this.
When Ranjan is not there, there are a couple of other subs that are cool, but again it’s like
a language connection thing. So, whenever there’s someone outside of the group [subbing
for Ranjan or Cesar] it’s fun, but we kind of then play a little bit more traditional—that’s
the truth. But when the five of us are there, we can be more experimental. We feel the
difference right away (Noiberg 2020).
Hadar’s comments indicate that within the Regional de NY, the pandeiro’s and violão de sete
cordas’ (and, specifically, Ranjan’s and Cesar’s) absences leave a far bigger impact on the group’s
dynamic than if she were to miss a roda de choro, speaking to both the importance of those
instruments and to the instrumentalists playing them. This suggests that the group’s idiosyncratic
experimentation and flexibility within the choro style is also largely due to the reciprocity between
the core members, who have developed something of an idiolect within the larger choro world. As
Hadar mentioned, when other musicians sit in with the group or substitute for some of the Regional
de NY’s core musicians, the group often has to revert to a more traditional style to accommodate
new voices, reverting back to a less marked stylistic approach.
Ranjan’s perspective also seemed to dovetail with Hadar’s viewpoint, observing that he
thinks “the rhythm section is probably the most important part in general,” and that the addition of
“some soloist instrument on top of that” creates “the nucleus of what the choro sound really is”
(Ramchandani 2020). For Ranjan, defining a typical choro sound rests less on the particular
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melodic instrument present, and more on the sonic and rhythmic characteristics created by the
rhythm section, or the pandeiro, seven-string guitar, and cavaquinho:
The seven-string is, for me, very important. I think the pandeiro is very important, and I
think the cavaquinho is very important. Those three things, together, are sort of defining
of the sound, in a certain way, because they create a rhythmic reference point and the kind
of contrapuntal thing that happens in choro, and those two things, for me, are what is typical
of the genre: the contrapuntal harmonic language conveyed with a Brazilian sense of genre
and swing. And those three instruments are able to do that…The melody instrument is a
little bit more fungible, but at the core, the rhythm section is what gives the music it’s
character. That’s what I would argue anyway. (Ramchandani 2020).
While Ranjan’s comments seem to point towards these three instruments occupying the top of the
instrument hierarchy within the Regional de NY’s approach to choro, when I asked him
specifically about whether or not he perceived there to be hierarchy, he said that he disagreed that
one existed altogether. Instead, he, like Hadar, reverted to notions of reciprocity and familiarity
among the ensemble’s rhythm section as a more important consideration:
The band feels most like the band when me, Cesar, and Kahil are together. When any one
of us is missing, I think the other two feel it. When Cesar or Kahil aren’t there, the thing
that I find is if we have someone else playing—and this is less the case if it’s a Brazilian
player—if it’s an American player…I find the hardest thing is the time-feel. Especially if
you grew up as a jazz musician, the instinct is never to play on top of the beat—the instinct
is always to play slightly behind the beat. And in a music as syncopated as our music is,
and also like as naturally bright and lively as the music is, having a really confident sense
of the quarter note and being able to really sit on the front end of the quarter note, is super
important. (Ramchandani 2020)
As with Hadar’s comments, Ranjan stressed that the accumulated knowledge about the in-andouts of choro’s performance practice among the rhythm sections makes a crucial difference in
defining their specific sound and aesthetic priorities. This is, of course, partially due to the humans
behind the instruments, as it points to an individual’s familiarity with choro’s time-feel, but his
comments earlier in our interview also indicate that the sound produced by the rhythm section’s
three specific instruments—the pandeiro, cavaquinho, and seven-string guitar—are also critically
important in designating their music as choro. For Ranjan, sound, timbre, and time-feel are central
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to the Regional de NY particular brand of choro, and those elements are undoubtedly created by
the union of human and non-human actors in the roda de choro.
This perspective was buttressed by two of the group’s frequent substitutes on guitar,
Quebert Morrow and Stephen Guerra, who both play the six-string guitar [violão] when
substituting for Cesar, as there is currently a dearth of seven-string guitar players in New York
City available to fill-in for Cesar. In Quebert’s estimation, the cavaquinho is “essential. The sound
of that instrument, you just got to have it in choro,” (Morrow 2020) and that the interaction
between the cavaquinho, pandeiro, and guitar serves to reinforce choro’s fundamental rhythmic
patterns. Stephen zeroed in more specifically on the guitar, stating:
I think, what’s the phrase—sine qua non—is the guitar… I would say that there is no choro
without guitar. It’s a definitive part of the texture…From there I would say things are
mostly optional, maybe like the least that you can have is guitar and a melody instrument…
But you get the idea, guitar is essential. (Guerra 2020)
Grant also echoed Stephen’s opinion about the guitar’s necessity in choro, telling me:
I mean, I think the guitar is really essential. I think that’s probably the primary one, where
if you take the guitar out, it’s really a different thing…For example I play the 10-string
bandolim, so you can do more guitaristic things with accompaniment, and obviously Vitor
has his left hand and he can play chords and basslines [on his accordion] all day, but that
really becomes more of a hybrid or substitute style at that point, rather than actual choro.
(Ziolkowski 2020)
Grant’s statement about the guitar highlights the instrument’s essential role in creating the distinct
sound world of choro. As with some of the other group member’s opinions, for Grant it seems that
sound and timbre are two of the most decisive elements in defining choro, and while the melody
and melodic role is unquestionably important, the foundation laid by the accompanying
instruments—and in particular the guitar—seems to be a larger concern. Regarding a potential
hierarchy among the instruments, Grant, like Ranjan, was also hesitant to identify one particular
instrument as most important, pointing instead to the humans behind the instruments: “I don’t think
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so, I think it really depends on the people that you have—like some will be better at improvising,
some are going to know more songs” (Ziolkowski 2020).
Cesar also spoke about the guitar’s special place in the Regional de NY, noting that he is
the only instrumentalist who must find a substitute when he cannot attend:
You know, I just happen, by sheer luck, to play an instrument that is for sure very
important. Like, for example, when I can’t make a roda—one of our jam sessions—in that
case I have to find a sub. If, for example Vitor, who plays the accordion, or Hadar, who
plays the flute, make it, or even Kahil, who plays the cavaquinho, if any of them can’t
make it, they don’t have a responsibility to get a sub, because there usually is a melody
player. If the cavaquinho isn’t there, it’s fine because there is always a guitarist. But
whenever I can’t make it, then I have to be on the phone; I have to find someone else to
cover for me because guitar has to be there—it’s that important. (Garabini 2020)
While Cesar did not place the guitar on the top of the instrument hierarchy when asked, instead
stressing the importance of the melodic role, his reflection about being the only group member
charged with finding a replacement if he has to miss a performance stood out as indicative of the
guitar’s centrality to the Regional de NY’s sound. To be sure, within choro the guitar is one of the
few instruments capable of simultaneously synthesizing multiple roles within a single
performance, with melody, rhythm, and harmony all potentially being condensed into the guitar’s
purview. This reinforces Stephen and Grant’s assertions about the importance of the guitar, adding
another wrinkle to the discussion about which instruments are most important to the Regional de
NY and their conceptions about choro’s sound world.
As mentioned earlier, bassist Eduardo Belo was the sole dissenting opinion when asked
whether or not any particular instruments are necessary in constructing a choro sound, telling me:
Man, not for me. But I’m not a traditional player. I play choro [on double bass] with piano
and drums, happily, and I still call it choro…But if you go to Rio and you talk to some
guys there, they are going to give you very different answers. (Belo 2020)
Eduardo was quick to point out his positionality (i.e., how his formative socio-musical experiences
shaped his identity with regard to choro) as being distinct from many players, and that his opinion
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was likely different from that of choro traditionalists in Rio de Janeiro, as he developed his
knowledge of choro in a more experimental musical community in Brasília. Furthermore, when I
asked him specifically about whether a hierarchy existed among the seven instruments often
present in the Regional de NY’s roda de choro as discussed in this chapter, he responded:
Not in this group. I don’t see it in this group, I don’t see it. But as far as I’m concerned…it’s
like the band is only as good as the drummer. So, if the pandeiro player sucks, it drags the
whole band into the garbage. So, I would say that the pandeiro player has to be solid so the
band can actually enjoy the music. (Belo 2020)
While he seemingly rejected the concept of a hierarchy, Eduardo nevertheless pointed specifically
to the pandeiro and its custodian as a determining factor, highlighting again the blurred line
between performer and instrument in choro.

Instruments and their People
Based on the discussions highlighted above about both the primacy of the melodic role and
the importance of the sound world created by Regional de NY’s rhythm section, I have decided to
structure the following descriptions of the seven instruments played by the musicians featured in
the previous chapter as follows: flute, bandolim, accordion, violão de sete cordas, cavaquinho,
double bass, and pandeiro. By doing so, this chapter proceeds with a spectrum of instruments that
begins with the one that fundamentally only holds a melodic role—the flute—and ends with the
accompanying instrument that produces the fewest melodic tones and never assumes a traditional
melodic role—the pandeiro. Nonetheless, before beginning this section, I must stress that the
instruments played by the group’s five core members are the flute, accordion, violão de sete
cordas, cavaquinho, and pandeiro, while the bandolim and double bass, although frequently
present at the Regional de NY’s roda de choro and other performances, are played by their “half
members,” Grant and Eduardo. In addition, due to the informal, collaborative, and permeable
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boundary of the Regional de NY’s roda de choro, a number of other instruments may often be
present during their bi-weekly performances at Beco. During the course of my visits to the roda, I
observed visiting musicians performing alongside the Regional de NY on clarinet, classical guitar,
saxophone, cello, trombone, electric guitar, djembe and other non-traditional percussion
instruments, and voice, among others, but those instruments will not be discussed here. The
accounts below will touch on the seven instruments’ general morphological qualities and SachsHornbostel classification numbers, and will use the descriptions provided by Hadar, Grant, Vitor,
Cesar, Kahil, Eduardo, and Ranjan to elucidate their instruments usage, role, and interrelations
within the roda de choro.

Flute – Hadar Noiberg
The concert flute found in European art music, which is also utilized in choro, is an
instrument of Western European origin with a Sachs-Hornbostel number of 421.121.12, indicating
a side-blown, non-free aerophone with fingerholes. The instrument is played by blowing air into
the mouthpiece at one end of the instrument and depressing keys with the left and right hand in
order to select the note played. According to the Grove Dictionary of Musical Instruments, the
transverse concert flute is:
…a tube of metal, wood, or occasionally synthetic materials, about 670 mm long. It is
commonly made in three sections connected with socket-and-tenon joints: the tapered head
joint with the mouth hole or embouchure (raised in metal flutes to give the hole its proper
depth) towards the narrow part of the bore; the cylindrical middle joint, typically 19 mm
in bore diameter, with the principal keywork; and the foot joint with the keys for the right
little finger. In the head joint the bore is terminated by a plug or stopper. The junction of
the head joint with the body is also used as a tuning slide, which can be pulled out to lower
the instrument’s pitch. (Montagu, et al. 2014)
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Figure 3.2 – Hadar playing her flute at a roda de choro. Photo courtesy of the Regional de NY.
The instrument Hadar uses is a 115-year-old wooden flute, which she describes as “my baby”
(Noiberg 2020). As discussed in the previous sections of this chapter, Hadar’s flute holds the
principal melodic role within the Regional de NY but can also provide countermelodies behind
another melodic voice. Despite its decidedly melodic orientation, Hadar stresses that within her
role she has to be sensitive to choro’s rhythmic underpinnings because “you need to know what’s
happening behind you and you want to react,” (Noiberg 2020) due to the improvisational nature
of the music. Elaborating on the interactions between her flute and the other instruments, Hadar
added:
You need to know baixaria and the bassline that Cesar is playing, because maybe if
someone else is playing the solo, I can do a little thing behind them. Because why not?
Because we’re a modernized band, and it’s super fun. I don’t have to be the cherry on top
and play the melody, and whenever I’m not playing, not do anything…I play the melody,
but I always try to be part of the fuller picture. Like if Vitor is playing, the nice thing is that
the people in the band are all doing the same thing—so Vitor is also looking for the same
stuff. So, if I’m playing something that’s out of the ordinary, Vitor goes with me in a
second, and vice versa, and Cesar, too. So, I feel like we kind of morph out of the traditional
roles sometimes, which is amazing and fun for me. (Noiberg 2020)
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As she details, despite having the most traditional melodic role within the Regional de NY, Hadar
makes a point to find ways to support her fellow musicians and add to choro’s multi-layered
melodic and rhythmic tapestry by playing countermelodies when she is no longer holding the
song’s principal melody. This action, as she notes above, is facilitated because the ensemble is a
“modernized band,” indicating that this flexible sensibility and shifting roles are hallmarks of their
unique approach to choro, and that these elements are personally gratifying for her and, likely, her
fellow bandmembers as well.

Bandolim – Grant Ziolkowski
The bandolim is a high-pitched, short-necked stringed instrument with a body and neck
constructed with woods, a set of four double-coursed steel strings, and with a fretboard outfitted
with steel frets. It has a Sachs-Hornbostel number of 321.322, indicating a chordophone lute with
a flat, carved, or canted soundboard and flat or carved back. The instrument descends from the
Renaissance mandola and, later, from the Neapolitan mandolin, which is a four-stringed instrument
“developed in Naples during the early 1740s” (Tyler, et al. 2014). The bandolim itself is a flatbacked variant of the Neapolitan mandolin, which is played in a wide variety of popular music
forms in Brazil (Tyler, et al. 2014). Traditionally, the instrument’s four double-courses are tuned
in fifths liked a violin (E-A-D-G from highest to lowest strings), but Grant uses a modern tenstring (five double-courses) instrument that features a low C as the deepest pitched string, a
development that is increasingly being used in Brazil by noted bandolim virtuoso soloists like
Hamilton de Holanda and Dudu Maia.
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Figure 3.3 – Grant playing his 10-string bandolim at a roda de choro.
The instrument is played by stopping strings at the frets with the left hand to select notes,
while the right-hand strums or plucks the double courses with a plectrum to vibrate the strings and
elicit a sound. The bandolim has historically functioned as a solo instrument within the context of
choro, designed to play melodies, but within the Regional de NY, Grant uses his ten-string
bandolim to provide melodic content and, aided by the additional double-course, a range of
harmonic accompaniment as well. Grant, then, is able to serve as the Regional de NY’s principal
melodic voice if no other soloist is present at the roda, and, because there is often more than one
melodic instrument present, he can also trade melodies back and forth with other instrumentalists,
alternating with the lead melody line. When not leading a song, Grant may “double the role of the
cavaquinho” (Ziolkowski 2020), playing the centro [center] role by providing a rhythmicharmonic accompaniment behind the soloist, using the same rhythmic patterns the cavaquinho
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would typically employ and also interjecting different rhythmic patterns like choro legend Jacob
do Bandolim developed for his accompaniments on bandolim, as the right-hand strumming
patterns performed on the cavaquinho with the use of a plectrum—or levadas—are easy to recreate
on the bandolim. Grant notes that if both instruments are performing the centro role, there may be
a possibility that they clash in slower tempo tunes such as ballads or waltzes, in which case he will
sit out when not playing the melody and allow Kahil to perform the centro alone on cavaquinho.
But, on faster tempo tunes, Grant notes that “the more rhythmic accompaniment, the better,”
(Ziolkowski 2020) and he will fill in some of the harmonic space in those moments.
As noted above, when not holding the melody, Grant may also play melodic counterpoint
on the bandolim to fill in gaps in the melodic space, which can “give more of a dialogue of
counterpoint” (Ziolkowski 2020). This, he says, is more common when the seven-string guitar and
its baixarias are not present, allowing melodic instruments to fill the void left by the lack of
contrapuntal basslines from the seven-string guitar. Grant notes that these shifts in the bandolim’s
role are really dependent on the make-up of the ensemble and number of musicians present at a
given roda. “The ensemble really dictates roles,” (Ziolkowksi 2020) he told me, indicating that a
session with a greater number of instrumentalists allows him to shift into providing either counter
lines or harmonic accompaniment, but a session with fewer musicians may force him to focus
exclusively on providing the principal melodic role or the centro. Furthermore, Grant stressed that
certain songs also dictate the role he may occupy, as particular tunes are idiomatic to specific
melodic instruments. If a song was written on the bandolim, he may serve as the sole melodic
voice, and Hadar or Vitor will provide melodic counterpoint behind him, but if a song was written
for flute, they may reverse roles and he may play counter melodies or harmonic accompaniment
behind Hadar.
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Accordion – Vitor Gonçalves
The accordion is an interruptive free aerophone of European origin with a SachsHornbostel number of 412.132, which connotes a free-reed instrument in which a set of reeds
vibrate within a close-fitting slot to produce the instruments sound. The accordion, which
encompasses many varieties, features a:
…mechanical keyboard under each hand, manipulated by the fingers to select the pitches.
The keyboards are connected by folded bellows, which induce air to flow through the reed
plates; these move horizontally and are controlled by arm pressures that in turn regulate
the loudness of the sound emitted. An air-button or -bar on the left-hand end, operated by
the thumb or palm, is used to fill and empty the bellows without sounding a note. Straps
hold the instrument in the hands or on the shoulders. (Harrington and Kubik, 2014)
Vitor initially played a type of accordion typically found in choro called the “piano
accordion,” which features a 41-key piano-style keyboard for the right hand and a set of 120 bass
buttons on the left—a configuration called the Stradella bass button system, which works similarly
to an autoharp. On the left hand, one row of buttons allows Vitor to play a full chord, and a second
row provides solely bass notes.

Figure 3.4 – Vitor playing his chromatic button accordion. Photo courtesy of Vitor Gonçalves.
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Within that system, there are a number of octaves layered on top of the note, which he mentions
you can “kind of control, but you don’t have much flexibility” (Gonçalves 2020). Vitor also uses
a second type of accordion which features the same Stradella system under his left hand for the
bass, but instead of piano keys on the right hand, it features five rows of buttons. This instrument,
called the chromatic button accordion, is often used in the south of Brazil on the border with
Argentina, particularly in a music called chamamé. Vitor noted to me that he only purchased this
type of accordion around two years ago, and has been exploring it more during the pandemic, but
had not used it as often as the piano accordion with the Regional de NY.
Nowadays, Vitor’s principal accordion is a chromatic button accordion called a “converter
instrument” that can be performed with either a Free Bass system under his left hand or the
Stradella (or Standard Bass) system. The Free Bass system he utilizes features a four-octave bass
range that allows Vitor to choose specific voicings for his chordal accompaniment, rather than the
stock voicings offered by the Stradella system. This frees Vitor from what he described as the
“auto-harp type restraint of the Stradella,” (Gonçalves 2020) which also gives him the opportunity
to preform single-note bass lines in addition to determining his own chord voicing. While the
instrument is uncommon in Brazilian music, over the past few years Vitor has devoted a lot of
time to learning the intricacies of the instrument, to the point that “it became an obsession and a
new thing for me. I was trying to incorporate [that instrument] into the choro, so it’s become one
big journey!” (Gonçalves 2020).
Vitor has increasingly used this instrument with the Regional de NY, permitting him a
greater degree of freedom in providing bass lines or harmonic accompaniment, which allows him
to shift more seamlessly from melodic to accompanying roles at the roda, adding greater versatility
to his playing and to the ensemble in any given context. Regarding his usage of this instrument
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within the Regional de NY, Vitor notes that in addition to serving as “either a melody player of
accompanist,” this Free Bass system permits him to “play some bass lines when I accompany
Cesar, although I also don’t want to clash!” (Gonçalves 2020). He also uses the instruments’
expanded chordal capabilities to “accompany a lot, like on top of Cesar, driving the rhythm while
he lays down the bass…” (Gonçalves 2020). Despite this freedom, Vitor also notes that he must
sometimes impose limits on his accompanying in order to provide space for the other
instrumentalists:
When there is a cavaquinho, like in the Regional, I have to be more mindful…But, I feel
like, a cool thing about Brazilian music is that there’s a lot of stacking things on top of each
other. Like, if you have a bateria [a Brazilian percussion band] for instance—an escola de
samba [samba school] bateria—you have of these instruments that are playing similar
patterns, not exactly the same, but they are sort of reinforcing each other…So I feel like
it’s similar in other styles…Sometimes that happens in the rodas, like I can be really
grooving. (Gonçalves 2020).
This layering effect that Vitor describes is typical of choro as well, where instruments like the sixand seven-string guitars, cavaquinho, accordion, pandeiro, and, at times, the bandolim join to
provide a dense, interlocking harmonic and rhythmic foundation underneath the melody,
functioning like a series of gears moving in synch, with similar, but distinctly accented, rhythmic
figures creating a stratified sonic texture over a wide tonal range—from the deepest notes of the
seven-string guitar to the highest notes of the cavaquinho—of harmonic accompaniment.

Violão de Sete Cordas – Cesar Garabini
The violão de sete cordas, which Cesar refers to in English as the “classical seven-string
guitar” (Garabini 2020) is a fretted string instrument from the lute family, which is played by
plucking the strings on the right hand with the index, middle, and ring fingers, as well as with a
plectrum on the thumb called a dedeira, which is used to elicit the contrapuntal bass lines called
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baixarias that are a hallmark of both the instrument and of choro. The instrument is a variation on
the six-string classical guitar, sharing the Sachs-Hornbostel classification number of 321.322-5,
which is used for composite chordophones of the lute family with box resonators and necks built
from wood, and steel or nylon strings that are stretched between two fixed points and vibrated by
the use of the hands and fingers.

Figure 3.5 – Cesar playing his violão de sete cordas at a roda de choro.
As noted by the Grove Dictionary of Musical Instruments:
It is difficult to define precisely what features distinguish guitars from other members of
the lute family, because the name ‘guitar’ has been applied to instruments exhibiting a wide
variation in morphology and performance practice. The modern classic guitar has six
strings, a wooden resonating chamber with bent, incurved sides and a generally flat
soundboard (or table) and back. (Heck 2014)
The Brazilian seven-string guitar is indeed one such variation on the modern classical
guitar. In choro, the instrument historically has been constructed with seven-steel strings,
providing a cutting sound on its baixarias and harmonic accompaniment, but over the past three
decades, seven-string guitar players in Brazil have increasingly gravitated to a nylon-string version
that can be used as either an accompanying or solo instrument—a flexibility that the steel-string
variety did not exhibit, as it was principally an accompanying instrument. According to Cesar, the
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steel string variety arose in the early-1950s in Brazil when choro violonista [guitar player] Dino 7
Cordas commissioned a seven-string guitar to be fabricated and began translating the contrapuntal
language of famed flutist and saxophonist Pixinguinha onto that instrument. Cesar notes that:
At this point [in history] six-string guitarists would just accompany, play chords, and some
of them started to attempt to play these counterpoints like Pixinguinha. The problem is the
register of the sax [which Pixinguinha played] can go lower than the guitar, and that’s why
someone asked their luthier to make a seven-string guitar. And so, they did, and they were
able to play those lower notes from the sax, and that’s the birth of the seven-string guitar.
(Garabini 2020)
The instrument is tuned liked a classical guitar [e – B – G – D – A – E, from high to low] with
the notable addition of a low seventh string tuned to C. This feature, as Cesar noted, allowed
instrumentalists to access lower tones, and, since the instrument traditionally serves the bass role
in choro, this gave guitarists a greater range of possibilities for their baixarias.
As noted, Cesar plays a nylon-stringed version of the instrument that is more similar in
construction to a classical guitar than the traditional violão de sete cordas de aço [guitar of seven
steel-strings], allowing him to shift more readily between accompanying and melodic or soloist
roles. Cesar stressed that the baixarias—or contrapuntal basslines— are the main function of his
instrument, again connecting his instrument’s role to the contributions of choro legend
Pixinguinha:
The same way that Pixinguinha was playing counterpoints [on the saxophone], that’s
basically my role, except that I can not only play counterpoint, which is these bass lines we
call baixarias, I can play chords as well…So I’m playing our version of a walking bass,
which is a way to illustrate it maybe for a jazz or classical musician, even though the
language is different, obviously. It has its own technique—I play with a thumb pick, I’m
playing chords. So, I’m basically playing these counterpoint lines and adding chords
between wherever they fit. (Garabini 2020)
As Cesar notes, he is also often responsible for providing harmonic accompaniment at the roda de
choro, particularly since he is the only guitarist among the Regional de NY’s core members, and
sometimes the only guitarist at the roda, forcing him to take on both roles. At times, if a six-string
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guitar is also present, Cesar will be liberated from some of his harmonic accompaniment
responsibilities, allowing him to lend greater focus to baixarias or even lead a tune from the
melodic role. Reflecting on this flexibility being dependent on ensemble configurations, Cesar
said:
There usually are two situations, or it might be three. One situation is where you’re the
lone guitarist, which often I am, and I am the lone seven-string guitar player. And in other
situations, there are two guitars. So, traditional choro bands will have either one guitar, two
guitars, and sometimes, more rarely, they will have three guitars…When there are two
guitarist you have one six-string guitar player and one seven-string guitar player. When
there are three guitars, you have one seven-string guitar and two six-string guitars. So,
there’s usually just one seven-string guitar. If I’m the lone player, I’m expected to play the
baixarias—the contrapuntal bass lines—and I’m expected to fill in more often the chords,
because you’ll have me playing the seven-string guitar, you’ll have the cavaquinho and it’s
playing harmony—kind of a high-pitched harmony—and in that case I’m filling in space
to get those mids with the chords, but I’m also playing the seven-string’s bass lines. When
there are two guitars, then my role, since the six-string guitar is going to be filling in chords
basically nonstop, then I can relegate my role to just playing basslines. So, yeah, depends
on the situations (Garabini 2020).
Quite obviously, the violão de sete cordas fulfills a hybridized role no matter the context, serving
as the bass voice in choro while also providing some harmonic accompaniment. This function can
be further altered by the context in which the ensemble finds itself, with Cesar taking on additional
or fewer responsibilities depending on the presence of other guitars and melodic instruments.
Cesar also notes that the instrument must be “very connected to the pandeiro…and the
cavaquinho” in order to maintain a solid rhythmic underpinning, creating what he described as a
“rhythmic bed” on which the melody can lay (Garabini 2020). In addition, Cesar’s baixarias,
performed on the bass strings of the instrument with his thumb-pick, “responds [to the melody]
with ornamentations,” “harmonizes with the melody,” and “fills in those gaps…I’m listening to
what they’re playing and I’m responding with a counterpoint to what they’re doing”
(Garabini 2020). Cesar also notes that if Eduardo is present at a gig with his double bass, he has
to adjust his performance style further to avoid having the two instruments low tones clash:
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In that case I hold back a little bit more on the basslines. I still play them, but, you know, I
hold them back just a little more because the more I concentrate on playing bass lines, if
you have an actual bass, the more there are possibilities for conflicts in the harmonies. He
might play a note that completely doesn’t work with the note I’m playing, so I hold back a
little bit more. I put bass lines where I can fill them in, where I know they’re not going to
create any conflicts with Eduardo’s bass. (Garabini 2020)
The violão de sete cordas clearly occupies a special role within both traditional choro and
the Regional de NY, but Cesar’s account also indicated he always remains flexible and adjusts his
responsibilities based on the other musicians present at a roda. While his principal function is to
provide the baixarias and harmonic accompaniment, he must also be keenly aware not to clash
with other accompanying or bass instruments, or, at other times, assume the melodic role, if no
other melody player is present at a performance. Cesar’s role thereby demands a sensitivity to and
deep knowledge of a number of different layers of the music—melody, bass, harmony, and
rhythm—and the instrument must also serve as a bridge between the bass, pandeiro, and
cavaquinho and the melodic instruments, like the bandolim and flute.

Cavaquinho – Kahil Nayton
The cavaquinho [meaning “little wood splint”] is a chordophone lute with origins in
Portugal. Like the bandolim and seven-string guitar, the cavaquinho is a necked, fretted string
instrument with a flat, carved, or canted sound board and flat or carved back, sharing the SachsHornbostel number of 321.322. The Brazilian cavaquinho superficially resembles a small classical
guitar, but it is a four-coursed wooden instrument played by strumming or plucking the string with
a plectrum in the right hand and stopping the strings at frets on the left hand. The Grove Dictionary
of Musical Instruments describes it as having a:
…body typically 30 to 35 cm long, 18 cm wide across the lower bouts, and 8 to 10 cm
deep; the neck is about 22 cm long, and the fingerboard, with 16 or more frets, is slightly
elevated. It normally has four metal, or nowadays nylon, strings. In Brazilian cities, where
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it has been popular since the mid-19th century, it is commonly tuned d ʹ –g ʹ –b ʹ –d ʺ or d
ʹ –g ʹ –b ʹ –e ʺ. (Libin 2014)
With the Regional de NY, Kahil uses the former tuning and describes his role as that of an
accompanist, playing the “centro,” or center.
Describing Kahil’s role in the group, Ranjan said the cavaquinho provides “the rhythmic
glue that defines the subgenres of choro—like the actual style that’s being played—along with the
pandeiro” (Ramchandani 2020). Ranjan went on to say that the cavaquinho must outline the
harmony in “a demonstrative way” while locking into “the groove along with what I’m playing
[on the pandeiro], which really establishes the rhythmic backbone of the style” (Ramchandani
2020). Kahil’s description of the cavaquinho’s role was in accordance with Ranjan’s comments,
adding that the instrument “bridges the gap” between the pandeiro and guitar, adding
simultaneously to the harmonic and rhythmic accompaniment that support the melodic role.
Customarily, Kahil said the cavaquinho’s most crucial function is to play centro, which he
described as:
…the traditional rhythm…it’s not like a specific style or rhythm, but it’s the role that you
play in the ensemble…if you’re playing the melody, then you’re not playing centro
anymore. You’re only playing centro if you’re playing the rhythm…So, with the Regional,
that’s typically what I’ll be doing…It’s like the same as pandeiro, where you can do all
these crazy solos, but really, traditionally, if you want to play in an ensemble, you’re just
going to be laying it down. (Nayton 2020)
In this sense, the cavaquinho is most often an accompanying instrument, but throughout the history
of choro there have also been important cavaquinho soloists who have led ensembles with the
instrument and composed melodies specifically for it. Additionally, contemporary choro players
have increasingly used the instrument in a more flexible way; as Kahil details:
In a modern sense, the cavaquinho can do whatever it wants. So, you might have these
lines, like baixarias, which are adopted from what Pixinguinha used to play, but then
played on the guitar. But you can do that on cavaquinho as well…I think these days it’s a
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lot more fluid, but traditionally it’s an acoustic music, so you need that kind of driving
rhythm—that’s where its role comes from. (Nayton 2020)
As with Cesar’s seven-string guitar and Grant’s bandolim, within the Regional de NY the
cavaquinho can also shift roles from that of an accompanist to a melodic player, dependent as well
on the choro knowledge of the musicians present, the number of instrumentalists at the roda, and
the musical context of a given tune. Like some of the other instruments in the group, the
cavaquinho can fluidly move between roles, but that again depends on the presence of particular
human and non-human actors. As Kahil outlined:
Your role changes depending on who’s playing. So, if I have a reasonable-sized ensemble
that I’m playing with, then I’ll really stick to [the centro] role, just doing that one thing.
But then if it’s a little slimmer, then you can do different things. So, for instance, if I’m
playing with Vitor and we don’t have a lot of lower-end instruments, then he might be
comping or playing the basslines or something [on the accordion]. But it really depends on
the player. You can be quite supportive on whatever instrument, like when I’ve played with
Anat before, she will play baixarias behind you, which is really supportive, but if there’s
another player that comes from more of a jazz background, then they just kind of put the
horn down and don’t play a backing role. Then, people like Cesar are super supportive,
that’s kind of his vibe. And then Q, again he’s a little different—he’s got more of a solo
feel, but kind of can do both. So, yeah, it really depends on the individual. (Nayton 2020)

Figure 3.6 – Kahil playing his cavaquinho at a roda de choro.
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Kahil’s discussion about his instrument’s role within the Regional de NY stresses its
changeability due to the presence of specific people and instruments, musical context, and the
number of ensemble members playing on any given tune during a roda. This role-fluidity in the
New York City choro encompasses the instrument’s traditional function, but also permits an
instrumentalist the liberty to shift responsibilities within the roda based on a number of external
factors, and this phenomenon is also a hallmark of each interlocutors’ discussion about roles in the
local choro community. In our discussions, Kahil contrasted this quality directly with larger rodas
de choro in Rio de Janeiro, where he claimed an instrumentalist’s role will likely be more rigidly
fixed because melodic and soloist instruments will tend to be amplified, whereas the unamplified
accompanying instruments instead find their sonic strength in numbers, and therefore their roles
become more fixed during performances. As mentioned earlier in the chapter, at the Regional’s
roda at Beco, almost every instrument is plugged into an amplifier, and so the instruments that
would traditionally serve as accompanists can utilize the increased volume provided by the
amplifier to spotlight themselves by soloing or performing the melody, temporarily exchanging
their role with a lot more fluidity than a more traditional context in Rio de Janeiro might allow.

Double Bass – Eduardo Belo
The double bass is a chordophone from the violin family with a Sachs-Hornbostel
classification number of 321.322. The instrument is a member of the boxed lute family, along with
the other chordophones discussed in this chapter, although it is considerably larger and lower in
pitch than the bandolim and cavaquinho, and one octave lower than the guitar. It has four strings
tuned in fourths (G— D — A — E, from the highest string to the lowest), and can be played
pizzicato, with the first two fingers on the right hand, or arco, with a bow. The left hand stops the
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strings on a fretboard to select individual tones, and the right hand elicits the sound from the string
by plucking or bowing. The double bass is a highly unusual instrument within the context of choro,
and typically the violão de sete cordas is instead utilized as the bass voice in a traditional choro
ensemble. Within Brazilian popular music generally, Eduardo notes that the double bass is not
commonly used outside of bossa nova, but that he gravitated to the instrument when he was 16
years old after starting out on the electric bass after “…listening to jazz non-stop” (Belo 2020).
Within the context of choro, Eduardo notes that in the rare instance the double bass is used,
it is often utilized in a “tuba bass” or “baixo-tuba” style, emphasizing the downbeats in choro with
a chord’s root note or fifth. He describes his process of trying to learn how to play choro on the
bass by first:
…finding recordings with the bass…it’s present but it’s not preeminent, because the
smaller groups don’t have it…But to say it’s not there is a mistake…When you hear the
recordings with bass, they are playing ‘tuba bass.’ That was the role of the bass in the
groups. (Belo 2020)

Figure 3.7 – Eduardo playing his double bass at a roda de choro.
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Eduardo describes his distinctive approach to the double bass within the context of the Regional
de NY as being influenced by seminal violão de sete cordas player Dino 7 Cordas’ baixarias,
which he learned to adapt to his instrument and then employ in unusual ways along with Cesar’s
seven-string guitar in the Regional de NY’s performances:
I started having this idea of doing some work where I could put the bass in a more
permanent space [in choro], so I started transcribing all of Dino’s lines. So, if you go to a
roda with me and Cesar, we are playing Dino’s lines. I may play the seven-string line and
he may play the six-string line. So I started transcribing all the lines that are famous—
“Ingênuo” and “Vibrações”—all those lines that are the unique stuff that Dino did. And I
learned that, and that got to me because now I know much more of the language of the
thing, like if I wanted to do something by myself. (Belo 2020)
Eduardo learned to approach his instrument within the Regional de NY’s roda de choro using a
hybridized mentality, taking the musical language typically associated with the seven-string guitar
and adapting it to the double bass, which also has the effect of freeing Cesar to play lines or
harmonies in the middle-register of his instrument, or harmonizing baixarias with Eduardo in the
way a six- and seven-string guitarist may in a traditional conjunto regional. This idiosyncratic
approach to the double bass within choro corresponds to the Regional’s other members’
discussions of hybridity and shifting roles among their instruments, marking yet another instance
where an instrument performs in a style that may be seen as atypical in a traditional choro context.
Elaborating on his role within the Regional, Eduardo remarked:
In the group, I give support to the harmony, and I very often hear the guys saying that when
I’m not playing, they can really hear the difference with how empty the sonic space
becomes without the bass, you know? But other than giving the support, which would be
kind of like the ‘tuba bass,’ idea”—the harmonic support and the harmonic function—I
also learn a bunch of lines to play together with Cesar. (Belo 2020)
Eduardo and Cesar accomplish this by bouncing baixarias from famous choro recordings off of
each other; sometimes Cesar will perform a well-known baixaria, while at other times Eduardo
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may play one, and in other instances they may find a way to arrange a harmonization of a famous
baixaria to add a distinctive flare to their contrapuntal accompaniment. Despite the playfulness
with which Eduardo approaches his instrument within the Regional, he is also careful not to “get
in [Cesar’s] way,” noting that it is the “most difficult thing for a bass player to do in choro—to get
out of the way of the seven-string [laughs]!” (Belo 2020). When Cesar is unable to attend a roda,
Eduardo is granted more space to fill out the low end, and in those settings he may explore
baixarias more liberally, as no other instrument is present to fulfill the bass function and thereby
clash with his playing. Eduardo also notes that the double bass must maintain a good relationship
with the pandeiro in order to hold down the groove, but clarifies that:
My relation is more with the seven-string than with the pandeiro in the sense than I’m
trying to get out of the way of the seven-string so he can do his bass lines while still holding
the harmony, all while keeping the groove together with the pandeiro. So those are the two
most important instruments I have to connect with. (Belo 2020)
While Eduardo does describe his distinctive approach to the bass within the Regional de
NY, his instrument is nevertheless an accompanying instrument with a fixed role. Although he
will occasionally trade baixarias with Cesar and adapt the seven-string guitar’s contrapuntal
language to the upright bass, his function within the band is decidedly limited to accompaniment.
Occasionally, Eduardo may also take a short solo or play a melody, but it is a stretch to say that in
those moments he is shifting into a melodic role within the group, as those instances are fleeting
and rare. Nonetheless, his manner of playing choro on the double bass does further showcase the
remarkable flexibility that marks the Regional de NY’s performances, and his position within the
band is certainly a peculiar phenomenon within the greater choro world.
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Pandeiro – Ranjan Ramchandani
The pandeiro is a round frame drum of Iberian origin that is widely used in Brazilian music.
It is assembled from circular strips of wood that are outfitted with jingles to add additional sound.
A goatskin or synthetic material is stretched across the frame and used as a drumhead, which also
features pegs that allow the drum to be tune with a key. The pandeiro is a membranophone that is
played directly with the bare hands—it is held in the left hand and struck with the fingertips, thumb,
palm, and heel of the right hand.

Figure 3.8 – Ranjan playing his pandeiro at a roda de choro.
The instrument is classified under the Sachs-Hornbostel number of 211.3, indicating a
membranophone in which the body depth of the drum is not greater than the radius of the
membrane. Additionally, the jingles found embedded in the frame also make the pandeiro an
idiophone as well.
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In terms of the pandeiro’s role within choro and the Regional de NY, Ranjan notes that his
function as the only percussionist in the group is to keep time and play the subdivisions associated
with choro’s typical repertoire and subgenres. The pandeiro typically keeps a 16th note pulse under
the melodic and harmonic content, using the jingles to articulate particular pulses. Ranjan
mentioned that he will also use the pandeiro’s drumhead to mimic the large Brazilian surdo drum,
which typically plays downbeats in a Brazilian bateria. Additionally, Ranjan mentioned that
within the Regional he can also have the freedom to improvise rhythmic accompaniment around
the melody or different sections of a tune, using the pandeiro to interact with the soloists and other
instrumentalists to push and pull the time, adding a degree of tension and release to choro’s
rhythmic underpinning. Speaking on his approach to the instrument within the roda, Ranjan
observed:
[The pandeiro] serves a dual function. When I’m thinking about playing, my concept is
how do I create a groove, a basic sense of the time, that gives everyone else enough to feel
comfortable with, because all the parts in the band are very syncopated. People are playing
a bunch of notes, so everyone needs to have a pretty clear reference point in terms of the
time, but how can I do that while also maintaining enough freedom for myself to improvise.
Maybe not improvise the way a jazz drummer would, but improvise within the context of
the language to make it interesting. (Ramchandani 2020)
As mentioned earlier in the chapter, the pandeiro maintains an intimate relationship with the
cavaquinho and seven-string guitar, creating the Regional de NY’s rhythm section. These three
instruments, in tandem, provide the syncopated, layered, rhythmic foundation and a distinctive
sound world that supports the melodic role. Additionally, the pandeiro, as the sole percussion
instrument in the group, can drastically change the character of a given tune by engaging in
rhythmic improvisation, which, as Ranjan notes, can influence the trajectory of a performance by
eliciting improvised responses from his fellow accompanists or soloists.
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Flexibility and Adaptation
As stressed throughout this chapter, these seven instruments are often described by their
individual players as necessarily being flexible, adaptive actors whose roles must adjust based on
musical context, other instruments, and other people present at the roda de choro. In general, the
musicians emphasized the importance of the melodic role, both in choro as a whole and within the
Regional de NY, my interlocutors also underscored the significance of the sonority created by the
guitar, pandeiro, and cavaquinho as a necessary component of choro. The Regional’s distinctive
approach to choro is also colored by the use of amplification, which allows instruments that
traditionally fulfill accompanist roles to step out in front of the ensemble, using the benefit of
increased volume to step into a melodic role or provide counter melodies to fill the space between
the melody player and accompanists. The musicians also touched on the fungibility of the melodic
instrument, indicating that while the melodic role is of critical importance, it is also the most easily
changeable role, with virtually any instrument (save for the pandeiro) able to assume the task, if
necessary. Also notable is the overwhelming reinforcement of what Suzel Ana Reily described as
choro’s “standard narrative” throughout my discussions about instruments with the Regional de
NY’s members, albeit with a dissenting opinion from Eduardo, who did not think any particular
instrument’s presence necessarily defines choro.
In sum, it is clear from the reports above that the relationships between human and nonhuman actors—in this case musicians and their instruments—are vital in the local choro
community and among the Regional de NY’s members. Each musician presented clearly
considered descriptions and opinions about the functions of their instruments within the roda de
choro and commented in detail on their respective instruments’ interactivity with the other
instruments and individuals in the Regional de NY.
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Chapter IV:
A Typical Roda?
A few months into my fieldwork, on a cold, rainy Sunday night in late-November 2019, I
took my usual seat at the bar at Beco for another site visit. At this point in my research, I had begun
to understand the Regional de NY’s roda de choro as a uniquely convivial, inclusive, and flexible
type of musical performance in New York City that uses choro’s traditional sounds, instruments,
repertoire, and cosmology as its foundation, but one that is marked significantly by the specific
actors who created, cultivated, and regularly attend this roda, and the city in which it occurs.
Naturally, many of the sonic qualities, aesthetic priorities, and socio-musical elements of the
Regional de NY’s roda have roots in choro’s epicenter in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, but the way they
manifest at Beco are also products of the hybridized and malleable ethos that New York City
demands of and imparts to its residents, the multifaceted musical lives of the Regional de NY’s
members, and the varied experiences brought by guest musicians and audiences to Beco.
By this time, I also witnessed how this roda and the Regional de NY serve as an important
local node in a worldwide network of an imagined community of choro players and aficionados,
acting as a fulcrum for choro activity in the New York City area. As the only regular roda de choro
in New York City, this performance site is a hub where local musicians can pass through the
permeable boundary between audience and ensemble into the embrace of the roda, listen to and
learn about the music, and develop their playing ability in an inclusive, community-oriented
setting. Likewise, it is simultaneously a place where seasoned choro musicians visiting from
Brazil, elsewhere in the United States, or from other international choro scenes can sit-in and
attempt to navigate the Regional de NY’s markedly flexible idiolect of choro, thereby challenging
and widening their conception of what constitutes choro—particularly for traditionalists from Rio
de Janeiro.
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In this chapter, I aim to elucidate how the Regional de NY’s conceptualize their roda de
choro and the community that has formed around their performances at Beco through the accounts
of some the musicians—including the core members of the Regional de NY—who regularly
participate in this local choro scene. I will detail the group’s intention behind the roda de choro,
what distinguishes it from the Regional de NY’s other regular performances, and some of the
cultural mores associated with this particular community, including themes discussed by local
choro players such as community building, musical inclusivity and diversity; improvisation within
choro, their roda, and jazz; the roda’s participatory nature and relationship with the audience; and
anti-commercialism. This chapter also demonstrates how the Regional de NY uses their roda de
choro to maintain connections to the global choro community, acting as a site where choro
musicians and fans visiting New York City from elsewhere can engage with the local choro
community.
The key unit of analysis in this chapter is the roda de choro—a fact that distinguishes my
work from the contributions of other scholars, such as Stanyek (2011) and Fantinato (2015), who
have discussed the North American and New York City choro scenes more broadly, without giving
much attention to the regular performances such as this one that are the lifeblood of choro
communities. I conceive of the Regional de NY’s roda de choro as a kind of socializing matrix for
the New York City choro community, one that creates a set of shared dispositions, or a habitus,
that helps teach new participants, in an informal environment, how to understand and embody the
codes, norms, and tendencies of this community. As sociologist Pierre Bordieu defines it:
The habitus is precisely this immanent law, lex insita, laid down in each agent by his
earliest upbringing, which is the precondition not only for the co-ordination of practices
but also for practices of co-ordination, since the corrections and adjustments the agents
themselves consciously carry out presuppose their mastery of a common code and since
undertakings of collective mobilization cannot succeed without a minimum of concordance
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between the habitus of the mobilizing agents (e.g. prophet, party leader, etc.) and the
dispositions of those whose aspirations and world-view they express. (Bordieu 1977: 81)
For Bordieu, the habitus helps to produce a “commonsense world” (1977:80) among actors within
a particular culture, class, or community, acting as a silent mechanism that reinforces shared
practices, codes, and tastes. The habitus is both “a product of history” and a system that can
“produce individual and collective practices, and hence history,” materializing a “system of
dispositions” (Bordieu 1977: 82) that are understood by individuals who share a particular identity
with one another. In my analysis, I have come to see the roda de choro at Beco as a musical
practice that helps to build what one could call a New York City choro habitus, and its existence
allows the Regional de NY’s conceptions about the local choro community, evinced below, to be
shared, understood, and distributed in a not consciously coordinated manner among its current and
new participants.

An Evening at Beco
The Regional de NY’s roda de choro is scheduled roughly every other Sunday evening at
Beco, with occasional days-off for closures due to major holidays such as Thanksgiving weekend,
Christmas Eve and Christmas Day, and New Year’s Eve and New Year’s Day. Aside from those
instances, during the course of my fieldwork, the roda took place fairly consistently every other
Sunday prior to the pandemic, with a scheduled start time of 5:30 p.m., but most often kicking-off
between 5:45 and 6:00. The musicians then play their first set, which normally runs for about an
hour to an hour-and-a-half, at which point the group takes a 30-minute break for some socializing,
food, drinks, or a smoke outside of Beco.
The first set is most often performed solely by the core members present for the evening,
although this does not always mean the entire Regional de NY is in attendance. While the group
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advertises itself as a quintet, in practice, the roda is usually made up of a loose collective of local
and visiting musicians that orbit around the Regional de NY, and at a given performance, the roda
can consist of three to more than ten musicians, depending on which of the group’s core members
are available and how many substitutes or guest musicians join the ensemble
After a set-break, the roda’s second half begins around 7:30 p.m. and lasts until 9:00. This
portion is typically looser than the first set, often integrating a number of local or visiting guest
musicians with varying degrees of familiarity with choro. This tendency to invite guest musicians
into a roda de choro finds its origin in the music’s traditional performance practice in Brazil; as
Livingston-Eisenhour and Garcia note:
Usually, after the regular members of a roda have played for a while, they “open the floor”
to others who may want to sing a song or play a tune accompanied by the group. The phrase
dê uma canja is sometimes used to invite others in to play. “Canja,” literally “chicken
soup,” means “give it a whirl.” (2005: 49)
While I never once heard the Regional de NY’s members use this particular phrase, the impulse to
invite guests to “give it a whirl” remains ever-present in roda de choro at Beco, with visiting
musicians frequently incorporated into the group during the second set, creating a distinctly looser
and more open ambiance as the night progresses.
Throughout the evening, the Regional and their guests play through repertoire consisting
largely of choro standards, but also made up of instrumental renditions of tunes from other
Brazilian genres, including samba, bossa nova, and música popular brasileira [MPB].
Compositions from the choro canon by composers such as Ernesto Nazareth, Jacob do Bandolim,
and Pixinguinha, among others—including standards like “Brejeiro,” “Doce de Coco,” “Receita
de Samba,” “Lamentos,” “Um a Zero,” and various others—can be heard on any given night, but
the Regional’s roda de choro may also be buttressed by works from outside choro’s purview, such
as, but not limited to, the bossa nova standard “Chega de Saudade,” MPB guitarist Baden Powell’s
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afro-samba “Canto de Ossanha,” and samba singer Cartola’s “Cordas de Aço,” among various
other songs and styles.
Reflecting on the typical flow of a roda de choro at Beco, Ranjan describes how the
performance’s trajectory is often quite dependent on the reciprocity and shared knowledge
between the musicians present at a given roda:
Yeah, I mean the long arc of the evening I would say is not really planned at all. I mean,
you know, maybe a little bit in that towards the end typically we’ll have more guests, the
sound will be a little bit bigger, and maybe we’ll play more up-tempo tunes, but that’s not
always true. Especially because we try to make it somewhat democratic, like we try to give
everyone the opportunity to call tunes. But in terms of what’s happening within the tune
itself, I mean there are a lot of non-verbal cues that suggest what’s going to happen and
when, and a lot of them are musical. Some of them are not musical, they’re physical, like
body language or looking at someone or like a dynamic thing or whatever. And that’s part
of the connection that we have, because we’ve been playing together for so long, like we
just have a sense of how each other makes choices, but that’s not always true when people
sit-in. Especially when people sit-in with the core band, you know, like if someone’s
subbing for Cesar, it’s always interesting to see what’s going to happen because what I
might expect him to do is not necessarily what the person who is sitting in that chair is
going to do. So that always makes it interesting. So yeah, I would say a lot of it is just down
to knowing each other’s tendencies, at this point. (Ramchandani 2019)
The Regional’s approach to repertoire and performance practice is indeed grounded in the
choro tradition, but it is also altered due to the varied musical influences and histories of the
group’s core musicians, substitutes, and guests. Set lists are not planned ahead of time; instead,
the musicians typically decide on the spot what they will play next, and as a consequence of the
group’s infrequent rehearsals, the pool of songs they can choose from is heavily dependent on the
musicians present at a given roda and their respective levels of experience with the choro style
and the genre’s repertoire. As Kahil detailed:
So, a big part of the roda is you kind of got to play for a while, I feel, because there’s no
rehearsal. So, like, we get there, and we usually play like two giant chunks of music…I
guess the first set is playing stuff we’re kind of familiar with and the second set we’ll kind
of open that up a bit more, and that’s when [guests] will start showing up. Yeah, so typically
you’ll go around in a circle and people will just call a tune at a time. Maybe someone’s
been working on something, and we’ll give it a shot. Or maybe you’re just like ‘I want to
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play this tune, I’m just going to start playing it,’ and so like, that’s a big part of it. They
call it like ‘pushing a tune’ cause you just like push it, you just like start playing it, and it’s
like, now you’re playing the tune!…I think a big part of it is that if you are like maybe less
comfortable with the material then of course you are going to want to call the song you’re
most comfortable with. So, if someone is less experienced, then it’s definitely like, ‘alright,
what do you want to play?’ and maybe we’ll take it at a slower tempo and let them do the
majority of the soloing or playing the melodies. But, yeah, we try and get people up as soon
as possible. We’ll play like the first set, just us, and then whoever is in the house, we’ll get
them up as quick as possible and get them to play a bit. (Nayton 2019 A)
Cesar reiterated Kahil’s description of the Regional’s informal approach to selecting their
repertoire in real time at the roda, stating:
It’s a hang and you play, you jam, but that’s the thing. We’ll play a tune and then we finish
the tune and we’re laughing, we’re saying some jokes or we’re asking for more beers, or
‘Could we get some pāo de queijo at the table?’ And then we spend five minutes trying to
decide what song to play, so it’s like, it’s very informal, it’s a jam. Almost like one you
would have in your living room with friends, except that if you mess up during a song—if
you’re rehearsing and you mess up during a song, you can go ‘Oh well, let’s try this again.’
But it’s a little less informal than a rehearsal, right? We’ll play songs until the end; we
don’t stop in the middle of the song. (Garabini 2019)
The sound world of the Regional’s roda de choro is quite busy, with a thick, layered
rhythmic framework created by the combination of accompanying instruments—the pandeiro,
cavaquinho, and violão de sete cordas (and sometimes the bandolim, accordion, six-string guitar,
and upright bass)—supporting the principal melodic instrument, which is typically either the flute,
bandolim, or accordion, but can also be moved to the cavaquinho, six-string guitar, or even sevenstring guitar depending on the group’s make-up at a specific roda. Choro tunes are typically
constructed in two- or three-part forms (ABA or ABACA), with virtuosic melodies featured
prominently. Additionally, the music tends to contain a good deal of obbligato—generally in the
form of specific countermelodies or baixarias that are expected to be played during particular
compositions.
Substitute guitarist Quebert Morrow described the Regional de NY’s performance practice
(and choro generally) to me as “a music that tolerates a lot of busyness, kind of like Dixieland, but
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there’s a threshold you don’t want to cross; you don’t want too many people doing too much at the
same time.” (Morrow 2020). Finding this balance is key to an effective performance for the
Regional de NY, and a musician’s awareness of how much to contribute or hold back during a
roda seems to be a key marker of an experienced performer—both in New York and in Brazil.
Embedded in this “busyness,” as Quebert went on to describe, is also an element of “mischievous
interplay” (Morrow 2020) manifest in the interactions between the accompanying instruments and
melody player, often blurring the line between the supporting and principal voices through the use
of countermelodies, imitations, rhythmic displacement, or baixarias from the seven-string guitar.
This element of the music’s performance practice is related to what Livingston-Isenhour and
Garcia describe as “malícia” [malice], which they detail is “an important, but difficult to define,
stylistic marker…an attitude of spirited competition in which one musician strives to outwit the
other.” (2005: 10).

The Roda de Choro as a Site of Community Building and Maintenance
As Cesar described to me, ever since its early days, the Regional de NY’s roda at Beco has
been understood by the ensemble’s members as a place to build a local choro community by
serving as a performance site where newcomers could sit-in with fellow musicians interested in
choro, learn the music’s core elements, and explore the style together in an informal, convivial,
and inclusive setting:
I think it was this anchor kind of thing where every other Sunday we were there. And if
you wanted to come in and play choro, you’re welcome to. So, people would come in, and
I think it started getting people more into it, you know, having this regular thing going on,
and not just, ‘Oh let’s play this, I have this gig in a month and I have to just like, learn these
charts so I can play it.’ Now, it’s like you can practice a few of the standards at home—
you know, like ‘Noites Cariocas’ or ‘Lamento’—and then you can go practice your chops
at the session, you know? (Garabini 2019)
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For the musicians I spoke to who regularly participate in this community, this ethos finds its origin
within choro’s birthplace and history in Rio de Janeiro and remains a central characteristic of the
genre’s socio-musical behavior. During a conversation about how people participate in choro—
both in Brazil and in the United States—Vitor spoke about how the genre, since its inception, has
been maintained and developed by tight-knit communities of highly-skilled players with varying
degrees of professionalism within music, as well as groups of dedicated aficionados as fans:
[In its early days] it was like a hang, a community. You would go to people’s houses—
there would be guests—but it was almost more like for the participants. It wasn’t like
commercial or for a big public, it wasn’t trying to promote, it was more within itself. And
of course, people conglomerate around it. And similarly, you have these house concerts
here [in the United States], and that’s true. Like I’ve been a bunch of times to the Bay Area,
and the audience scene—like you said the aficionados—it’s kind of like the same people.
They go to the same concerts and follow the same scene; then you go to some house
concerts and it’s the same people. (Gonçalves 2020).
In this sense, it is important to understand that the Regional de NY’s roda works as a singular,
informal, and participatory performance site where musicians assemble in a circle and
metaphorically embrace the other participants, bringing them into a transnational network of likeminded, polyethnic musicians dedicated to learning, playing, and exploring this genre in New York
City without the goals of significant commercial gain, increasing audiences, and international (or
even local) stardom.
This community-building orientation, for Grant, is a defining feature of any roda and
conjunto regional, and in the case of the Regional de NY’s roda at Beco, this performance site
becomes a critical self-perpetuating vehicle for the local choro community:
You know, that’s why a roda is a roda, and a regional is a regional. Like, this is not about
any individuals and it’s not about any band on the stage. It’s about a community, and
luckily New York is big enough that people are always coming and going, and like, yeah,
I think things are going to evolve and maybe aren’t going to be so epic, but that’s just a
part of life [laughs]…So, yeah, I mean people are always going to be moving to town,
which is cool, but hopefully Beco just can serve as a meeting place for whoever is next,
you know? (Ziolkowski 2019)
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In the same conversation, Grant also conveyed to me how the Regional de NY’s relationship to
other choro networks across the country is what helps on-board newly arrived musicians in New
York City into the local choro community, as was the case when he moved to New York:
Yeah, I knew about [the roda at Beco] just through the [choro] scene. It’s a small scene,
and you have basically California being responsible for a lot of the Brazilian music played
in this country, because you have the California Brazil Camp, which is a vibrant
community for all types of Brazilian music and dance. So, some of the people who I played
with in Chicago had been going to that, mostly for percussion stuff. So, they knew people
like Ranjan here, and also, I knew—through the mandolin world and through that same
California scene—about this guy named Jesse Appelman. So, he’s a great mandolin player
and has spent time studying in Rio, and he was kind of there when it all came together at
Beco. So even though by the time I got here he had already left, I knew about this event
going on. (Ziolkowski 2019)
The New York City roda, then, is a community-building site that, through the connections its
attendant musicians maintain with other members of choro’s global community, is recognized as
an important hub of choro activity than helps musicians connect with a local network of
practitioners and involve them into the local scene. Through their participation in the roda de
choro, new entrants to the local choro community then learn about the Regional’s particular
approach to the music, and unconsciously pick up the cultural mores, likes, and dislikes within the
New York choro scene.

Informality within the Roda de Choro
While the Regional de NY does indeed engage in other types of performance environments,
their roda de choro seems to be where they feel the most at-home. Cesar described to me the
different kinds of performances the Regional de NY conducts and their respective levels of
formality:
Well, I think there are three categories we need to distinguish. For example, Beco, I would
say, is the only roda. Barbès is a kind of concert, but then there are also like bar gigs—
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bar/restaurant gigs—where it’s kind of, like, background music, but it’s not really a roda
in the sense that we don’t have a full band, we’re not having people come in, plug in, and
…jam with us, you know? And we are not talking between songs or having beers and
laughing like at the roda…Yeah, it’s three categories…Beco: roda, super informal. Bar
gig: you know, it’s a bar gig. It’s informal but you’re there, you’re hired to do a job,
basically. And Barbès would be an informal concert. And for none of those would we really
rehearse, we would just like try to keep it tight. Like at Beco, we could just go nuts, if we
want, you know? While at Barbès, we can go nuts, but we just try to keep it contained since
it’s kind of a concert. People are there listening in that room. With the bar gigs, it doesn’t
matter that much, to be honest. We can play wrong chords all night and most people won’t
notice, right? But uhm...I don’t know if we’ve done it this year, but last year a couple of
times we played at Columbia University’s Miller Theater. Sometimes we will play a nicer
concert somewhere, and for those, sometimes we rehearse for them just to get repertoire
down. But oftentimes we don’t. We just like play tunes that we’re comfortable with, you
know; we all decide a list with tunes where we know the form and we’ve played them a
bunch of times—we know they’re going to come out well. Like “Cochichando,” we can
play it a trillion times. It’s always going to sound good. “Noites Cariocas,” you know? So,
there’s no problem with those. So, we can play those in a concert setting, even without
having rehearsed. (Garabini 2019)
Here, Cesar highlights the distinctive quality of the roda as a relaxed, informal performance space
that allows the bandmembers to explore their repertoire and play more freely than at a formal
concert without the demands of rehearsal time or preparation due to the existing knowledge and
reciprocity shared between the musicians. In separate interviews with Ranjan, Kahil, and Hadar,
each of these musicians individually corroborated and expanded on Cesar’s account, describing
the distinctions between the types of concerts they play, their respective levels of formality, the
amount of preparation involved, and the special nature of their roda:
The Miller show is a good example of one where we, you know, we definitely thought
about what we were going to play—some arrangements—but it wasn’t, you know, overly
rehearsed I would say, because part of the joy of playing with the band is that we’ve been
playing together so long that we can kind of just play. Barbès, I would say, is probably
somewhere in between in that we try to keep it pretty informal, and we arrive to the show
without a set list and we’ll just kind of call tunes and see what happens. And the roda is
probably the most informal in that it’s a space for people to experiment and try things.
(Ramchandani 2019)
***
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Barbès is a very different vibe than the roda because it’s much more of a concert
environment. There’s a ten-dollar cover and we only play for an hour-and-a-half, so it’s
like we just pick some of our favorite tunes and perform them…There isn’t any preparation
for either of those shows, but the real giant difference is the personnel. Like, we really want
to make sure we have a pretty solid crew for Barbès. And Beco is a little looser—see who
is in town. (Nayton 2019 A)
***
We’ve played a couple of more ‘serious shows,’ you know, and a couple of festivals, and
a part of the Columbia series that they have. The Columbia one was successful because the
audience was sitting with us on stage, so that was working out. But if you put us on a
stage…it’s never the same. We get, like, we’re a lot more aware of ourselves, so we’re less
free in trying to make it more into concert music. I just think that music happens—it’s kind
of like Irish music in bars, you know? It’s like, that music is alive in restaurants and in
small places where people are just there (Noiberg 2020).
Clearly, all of these accounts indicate that the Regional de NY’s members perceive of their roda
de choro as a special type of performance setting built on a level of informality that creates a loose
and welcoming environment conducive to community-building, networking, and experimentation
with the choro style. Although the band does play in a number of different settings—including a
monthly gig at Barbès, occasional concerts at Miller Theater in Columbia, and some appearances
at festivals—the informality that is present at their roda de choro creates the distinctive quality
that makes the individual musicians feel most at home and allows their musical language to be
more “alive,” as Hadar stressed.

Choro Conviviality and Inclusivity in New York
As detailed in the first two chapters of this work, all of these musicians developed their
interest in choro and met one another through an inclusive, inviting network of choro musicians
with a complex web of connections to different networks of choro players living in New York
City, across the country, and around the world. In each case, the musicians described joining a
community hungry to learn, explore, and perform this music together as a common interest. This
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conviviality, present in the musical scene that received these musicians upon their arrival in New
York City, also defines the behavior of the Regional de NY’s members and frequent guests within
the roda de choro, and the roda’s embracing quality (represented by the circle in which they play)
clearly pays that hospitality forward in the Regional’s active attempts to bring new participants
into their community. Throughout my visits, the ensemble’s members frequently beckoned me to
bring my violão de sete cordas and join the roda for a tune or two. Of course, this spirit was not
unique to my experience, and the Regional de NY’s tendency to invite newcomers to play is indeed
a hallmark of their roda. Ranjan described to me how new musicians will join the community and
how visiting musicians come to learn about and sit-in at the roda:
Yeah, so sometimes in New York there are players that I’ve heard that I really like, and I
know are interested in the music, so I’ll reach out and I’ll say, ‘Hey we’re doing this thing,
come hang.’ But actually, a lot of people reach out to us proactively and say, ‘Hey I’m in
town, is there a roda going on?’ Especially people from Brazil, at this point, have gotten
wind of the fact that this thing is happening, because we’ve had a bunch of great guests
from Rio, from São Paulo, from Brasília, and they tell their friends, or when they’re in
town they show up. And we’re in touch with them, so it’s kind of a nice back and forth
flow. When we go to Brazil, they welcome us, and the same is true when they come to New
York. (Ramchandani 2019)
This quotation demonstrates how the Regional de NY and their roda simultaneously serve as a
community-building mechanism for the New York City choro scene and as significant point of
circulation for the transnational community of choro musicians. The steady stream of musicians
that flow in and out of New York City helps the Regional engage with a consistently reenergizing
cadre of participants that constitute and influence the local scene, significantly shaping the sonic
characteristics, aesthetic priorities, and socio-musical elements of choro as performed at their biweekly roda.
Notions of conviviality and inclusivity also extend to the roda’s audience and the staff at
Beco, who often interact with the performers and each other in a relaxed, friendly manner that
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lowers the barriers between the musicians, the restaurant’s staff, and the audience members,
contributing to the permeable boundary between the roda’s performers and listeners. As Hadar
recounted to me, she feels the roda serves two main communities—the musicians who perform
and the regular audience members and bar patrons who attend—and she believes that the
Regional’s inclusive spirit helps to create an entry point for new musicians and to cultivate a warm,
friendly, and festive community of musicians and listeners at Beco:
There are two types of communities—there’s the musician community, which I feel it’s
great for, that people keep hearing about it. People come with their instruments, and we’re
very inclusive, of course. Some people, very few people come and feel intrusive—like if
they come there’s a bad vibe—but that doesn’t really stay, because no one in the band has
this kind of attitude. Everyone’s very positive and very chill…Nobody can come with this
very overachieving vibe and stick for very long. But I just feel that people come from
different genres, and different instruments, and they come, and they just want to learn more
about it. It’s very, very open… Especially when its warmer and everything opens in Beco,
like the windows open up so I see people stopping and listening, and sometimes they even
sit and drink something because it’s fun and cool…And I can see the regulars. Every other
week the regulars come, and they listen, and they enjoy it and call their friends. So, I think
Beco also gained a lot from it. (Noiberg 2020)
Cesar similarly commented on how the inclusivity and openness of the Regional’s roda, due in
part to its separation from choro’s epicenter in Brazil and the various musical and cultural
backgrounds of its participants, seems to make it distinct and uniquely welcoming, although not
without some caveats in order to maintain the choro style as the Regional de NY envisions it:
I mean, you know like when you hear about the negative things about maybe a jazz session?
It’s very similar too, depending on the roda. You know, because I hear that, for example,
in Rio, the birthplace of this music, oftentimes you have session where there is this kind of
attitude. Like, if you’re sitting in for the first time and people don’t know you, they’re
skeptical. They’re like, ‘Uhm, who is this cat? Are they going to do a good job? Are they
going to really observe what you’re doing?’ And it’s just like this test, you know? And that
can be the case as well in Rio de Janeiro, while with us, were just kind of like, way more
open about it. You know, if someone comes with a jazz guitar—if you do that in Rio, you
might be a little frowned upon, depending on the roda, of course. There’s going to be more
modern players there too, in some rodas, but most of them are kind of conservative. And
so, if you come in with a jazz guitar or with, you know, some instrument that just doesn’t
fit the genre—you know, I can’t think of something right now, but a harmonica maybe—
it might, so it’s similar in that sense. But ours, I can say that we tend to be open. We just
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don’t like if someone—there’s been some instances where some jazz cat didn’t know the
song, but memorized the changes, but they didn’t know the heads, the melody, nothing.
And so, let’s say one of the soloists would play the melody of the A part, and then would
look to this guy to play the melody of the repetition of the A, the guy would just go into
some solo. And that is a little upsetting to us, because we just expect you to know the
melody, that’s it. If you can do that, even if you mess up a little bit—we all mess up, its
fine—but just know the form, know the melody, and you’re good. (Garabini 2019)
As evidenced in the quotation, Cesar contrasts the exclusivity and intimidation present in the
traditional rodas of Rio de Janeiro and in New York City jazz jam sessions with the markedly
different atmosphere of the Regional de NY’s roda de choro. For Cesar, the Regional has made a
concerted effort to cultivate a more open, accepting space for musicians to enter the local choro
community, eschewing the sort of menacing, malevolent practices that may drive musicians away
from a jam session. Nevertheless, he does highlight some limits to their inclusivity, outlining the
group’s dislike of certain improvisatory practices that may be brought in by jazz musicians
unaccustomed to the choro style.
Throughout my conversations with the group’s members, I discovered that this element of
geniality was core to the roda’s founding, as demonstrated in the interview excerpt below:
Me: Was the intention, when [Ranjan] set it up, to do it as a concert or as a roda?
Cesar: As a roda. As a roda from the beginning. It was just like Brazil-style, where you
just sit at a bar, around a table, you have beers and you drink and you laugh and you have
cachaça, you know, while waiters are running around, and people are talking and maybe
dancing. That was kind of the vibe. It was not meant to be a concert, it was meant to be
like a session, but, like, you know a party kind of thing, where you just play in the
background. (Garabini 2019)
As Cesar stresses in this quotation, the Regional de NY’s roda is distinct from other types of
performances; it is an informal performance environment with a decidedly penetrable boundary
between musicians and listener, imbuing this performance site with a participatory element that
produces a different kind of dynamic between performers and audiences than a traditional concert
setting.
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Diversity and Hybridity Among the Music and Musicians
The musicians that attended the roda during my visits—including the Regional de NY’s
core members, frequent guests, and substitutes—come from a variety of ethnic, national, and
musical backgrounds. Only a minority of the roda’s most frequent performers are Brazilian, and
of those who were born in Brazil, only bassist Eduardo Belo had played the music in his home
country—accordionist Vitor Gonçalves and seven-string guitarist Cesar Garabini only began
playing choro after leaving Brazil. The other musicians that regularly play with the group and
whom I interviewed for this project include four Americans (one of South-Asian descent and three
of European descent), one Israeli, and one Australian. The ethnic and cultural backgrounds of the
roda’s guest musicians was harder to keep track of, but during my visits I saw the Regional de NY
joined by instrumentalists from the United States, Peru, and Brazil at the very least, although there
were many others whose ethnicities or nationalities I could not ascertain. Notably, almost all of
the musicians who consistently performed at these sessions were male; flutist Hadar Noiberg was
the only female to regularly play at the roda, but during my site-visits I also saw two other female
musicians sit in with the group—a Brazilian flautist and a Brazilian singer. Nevertheless, women
do indeed participate in choro, both in Brazil and in New York City, and, indeed, the local choro
scene that preceded the Regional de NY’s roda de choro was based around female clarinetist Anat
Cohen’s Choro Ensemble and their now defunct weekly engagement at Jules’ Bistro.
As a consequence of this diversity, the Regional de NY’s members and frequent guests
bring with them a variety of musical backgrounds and stores of knowledge, with many of these
musicians being fluent in genres like jazz, bluegrass, European art music, Afro-Cuban styles, rock
and roll, and Brazilian música universal [“universal music,’ a style associated with composers like
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Hermeto Pascoal]. With the exception of Eduardo, who had gained some experience playing
contemporary choro in his home city of Brasília, Brazil, all of the remaining group members only
began to learn and play choro in their early adulthood, further contributing to the hybridity of this
musical community and ultimately shaping the character of the ensemble and roda as one that
honors the choro tradition but is not shackled by it—drawing influence from various musical
genres and fusing those elements with choro’s traditional sounds, instruments, repertoire, and
performance practice. The roda de choro’s core musicians’ backgrounds, respective paths to
choro, and current musical projects outside this community was detailed in chapter two, but I am
again highlighting their diverse musical and cultural backgrounds here to describe what has helped
foster the Regional de NY’s uniquely flexible and adaptive roda.

The Regional de NY’s Idiolect
An important element to note about the Regional de NY’s roda de choro is their hybridized
approach to melodic improvisation, which contributes to their distinctive method of performing
the genre. Traditionally, improvisation in choro refers to ornamentations and slight alterations to
the melody; often, the first time through a song’s form, the melodic instrument will play a
straightforward rendition of the melody, but during repeats, the lead instrument is charged with
performing variations on the melody, perhaps by rhythmic displacement or ornamentation, but
always attentive to keeping the general arc of the melody intact.
The Regional de NY instead approaches improvisation with a more flexible and malleable
conception, hybridizing the traditional method of melodic improvisation in choro with a more
extemporaneous, harmonically oriented form of soloing influenced largely by American jazz.
While this approach to improvisation does indeed borrow elements from jazz, the music performed
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at the roda de choro at Beco is unquestionably not jazz, it is choro. The repertoire the Regional de
NY play is steeped in choro’s canon, and the group makes use of choro’s traditional instruments
to recreate the music’s identifiable sonority. Nevertheless, the presence of jazz-style improvisation
within the New York City roda is unquestionably due to the omnipresent influence of jazz among
instrumental and improvisational musical genres in New York City, and the fact that many of the
Regional de NY’s core members, frequent substitutes, and guests are also skilled in jazz
performance, as many jazz players are drawn to choro due to its virtuosity, use of improvisation,
and history as an instrumental genre that is often conflated (and mixed) with Brazilian jazz.
This hybridized approach to improvisation within the Regional de NY’s performance of
choro was repeatedly framed by my interlocutors as being different to the style of improvisation
heard in traditional rodas in Brazil, which emphasizes the flexibility with which the Regional de
NY approaches the genre. Building on this topic, Ranjan noted:
I mean, we definitely take more chances; the whole band does. We’ll frequently do things
that are maybe unexpected if you’re more traditional and used to playing the tunes a certain
way, and that’s partly because we didn’t have a reference point. It’s not like we had a bunch
of 60- or 70-year-old people shouting at us to do it one way or the other…We just liked the
tunes, learned them, listened to some records, and started playing. (Ramchandani 2020)
This excerpt speaks directly to the Regional de NY’s unique place in the transnational community
of choro performers. None of the group’s core musicians emerged directly from the traditional
choro lineage in Brazil, and, consequently, they were able to pave their own paths within choro
that is influenced by the music’s traditional sounds, aesthetic priorities, repertoire, but also rooted
in each group member’s own distinct musical histories and proclivities. For Ranjan, this difference
in style emerges from their distinct manner of learning choro as compared to musicians who
emerge from the epicenter of the music’s tradition in Brazil. By contrast, the Regional de NY’s
musicians were not educated in the intergenerational milieu of the traditional choro scene and
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rodas, but instead developed their hybridized approach to playing choro as a group of young
players interested in the music, but disconnected from the traditions, experiences, and expectations
that older generations of choro musicians would necessarily bring to a roda.
Expanding on this notion of flexibility in their version of choro, Ranjan highlighted that
this difference also emerges in Brazil due to proximity to the music’s origin, with choro scenes on
the periphery exhibiting greater degrees of malleability and change than those in the music’s
historic home of Rio de Janeiro:
I don’t think that’s unique to us; you see it in Brazil. You could have the same conversation
about people from Rio versus people from São Paulo, right? People in Rio are like, ‘Oh
those São Paulo guys are just nerdy and like to play really fast and like to play a lot of
notes,’ and the guys in São Paulo say, ‘Oh the guys in Rio just play the old way and play
everything the same.’ I mean, I’m oversimplifying, but the dynamic is similar. You take
from what’s around you and the people and reference points that you have, and you develop
a language, or dialect is maybe a better word—you’re speaking the same language, but it’s
your own vernacular. (Ramchandani 2020)
Ranjan’s description of the Regional de NY’s performance of choro as having its own dialect
clearly points to a particular choro idiolect that the ensemble has developed over the years. For
Ranjan, the music they play maintains a sufficient number of shared qualities that adhere to the
traditional choro style in order for him, and others, to confidently label it as choro, but their
performance of the music also contains a number of differences that have been folded into the
Regional de NY’s idiosyncratic style, which drives him to refer to their version of the music as a
distinct dialect within the larger language of choro—or what I have identified as a particular choro
idiolect.
Bassist Eduardo Belo, who has experience playing choro in both traditional and nontraditional settings in his home city of Brasília, also touched on this notion of center vs. periphery
that Ranjan conjured, stating:
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First of all, here [in New York], from my experience, they are much more open to whatever
comes. But the repertoire is also very different, the songs that they like to play here and the
songs they like to play in Brasília are different…but [the Regional de NY’s players] are
pretty killing! Like, if you think about Ranjan, man I played with him and, 100% honest
with you, it took me three gigs to know that he was not Brazilian—did he tell you that? I
was sure he was! But his playing is on point. (Belo 2020)
Eduardo’s excerpt stresses that while the Regional de NY’s approach to choro does exhibit a
distinct idiolect, both because of their selection of repertoire and the varied socio-musical makeup of its core musicians, their manner of playing choro, to him as a Brazilian, is steeped with
enough tradition that he initially believed Ranjan—an American of South Asian descent—to be
Brazilian. While it’s clear from the transnational community that has been built around choro that
one does not need to be Brazilian to convincingly play this music, Eduardo’s misidentification of
Ranjan as a Brazilian speaks to a significant grounding in choro’s traditional sounds and practices
that he perceived in the Regional de NY’s performance of choro, a quality that has also helped
solidify the ensemble and their roda at Beco as an important hub for the circulation of choro
sounds, performers, and aficionados within the United States.
Hadar similarly described the Regional de NY’s distinctive idiolect as indicative of the
experimentation they bring to traditional choro, noting:
First of all, we experiment with different grooves and different rhythms, so we try and go
beyond playing the usual expected groove. We try to stretch that, without, of course, being
too sophisticated, because it’s about the song and about the music…We do a lot of different
voicings and within the melody we try to push the harmony. We try to find some
interesting, non-traditional ways to bring out certain moments, and without sounding like
jazz musicians that are trying to make choro something that it is not, which is something
that I don’t like. When it happens, I don’t feel connected. (Noiberg 2020)
To be sure, the musical flexibility and permissibility present within the Regional de NY’s
idiolect and heard within their roda does have its limits, and while the ensemble does draw on
elements of jazz improvisation in their particular approach to performing choro, they are also keen
to strike an appropriate balance of this cross-pollination in order to maintain what they consider to
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be the essential elements of choro intact. Regarding finding the right balance between the types of
improvisation associated with choro and jazz and how they are combined in the Regional’s roda
de choro, Cesar commented:
Well, there are differences, definitely in attitude, but I think mainly the difference is
structure, because, you know, in a jazz tune you play the head and you play it once, you go
into the solos, everyone takes turns…then you get back into the melody and head out, right?
In choro there’s a lot of structure in the forms, so, well a typical choro tune will have three
parts, A, B, and C parts, and they can have intros, they can have different outros, and some
versions, or the same tune might have different outros, different intros depending on the
version, you know. But, so a typical choro form is going to be AABBACCA. That’s a
typical [approach], you know, counting intros and outros. But, if you just play that, then
you’re just playing the tune, right? So, since we’re in New York City, and a lot of people’s
backgrounds are in jazz, we always opened these tunes up for solos, just like a jazz tune.
And, typically, the solos would be on the C parts. They usually have a straightforward kind
of harmony that’s good to solo on, good to blow. So, in that sense it’s similar to a jazz
session…But that’s the thing, like, you know, a jazz standard usually has two parts, and
so, you know, it’s pretty straight forward, while a choro, you got to know about the form,
you got to know to repeat the A, you do two Bs, and this very important detail, you play
another A, and then—you always want to establish the A. The A is the melody, the A is
the catchiness of the song, it’s the thing you really want to remember. And so, AABBACsolos. It’s optional whether to finish the solo on the C part and then just jump to the A part
to just conclude the song, or it’s optional to play one more C melody, and then go back to
the A part. That’s kind of optional. I’d rather play the C again cause it’s like a cue, it’s like
‘Hey I’m playing the melody now, now we’re ready to go back.’ And there’s a lot of, like,
you know, signaling, cueing each other. You raise your hand; you’re kind of telling them
that you want to go back to the top, for example. There’s a lot of yelling sometimes, like,
‘Let’s repeat!’, you know, ‘solos!’ or whatever. (Garabini 2019)
On this same subject, six-string guitarist Stephen Guerra—a frequent substitute for Cesar—noted:
I think the [Regional’s] approach to the standard performance of a choro is probably a little
more based on a performance practice that is used in jazz, but not entirely because in jazz
you’ll have however many choruses for each person. It’s not that extreme, but it is kind of
like ‘Okay we’ve arrived to the B section or the C section,’ whether it’s two part or three
part, ‘and now we’re going to have our solos.’ And even the structure of the solos, I would
say by and large don’t adhere to what you would hear in Rio in the sense that there are the
chord changes, and those changes are mostly adhered to, but you can’t really hear the
melody in the improvisation. So, there is kind of a different approach to constructing
improvisations. (Guerra 2020)
There are certainly strong opinions about the level of jazz-influenced improvisation that is
permissible within the Regional de NY’s roda de choro, with Hadar mentioning her distaste for
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guest soloists potentially warping the music into something that “it is not” (Noiberg 2020). This
means that, on occasion, if norms associated with the Regional de NY’s style of performing choro
are stretched too far, someone must step in to establish the code of behaviors that the Regional
expects within the roda. On that topic, Ranjan commented that:
…there are definitely some norms around who we invite and when, and, you know, most
people who play this style of music, especially Brazilians, tend to understand those norms,
which are ‘play when you’re invited’ and ‘don’t overstay your welcome,’ and ‘listen.’ That
kind of stuff. But not everyone does, and certainly not a lot of American musicians
understand those things, so sometimes we have to enforce them [laughs], which typically
falls to me, but that’s ok—that’s part of the thing. You know, you have to create a space
where everyone is welcome, but not everyone is welcome all the time, otherwise it would
be chaos. (Ramchandani 2019)
Here, Ranjan outlines some of the active measures that may need to be taken to solidify the shared
dispositions that should be present in the New York City choro habitus. These typical codes and
tendencies have the possibility of being disturbed by musicians—particularly Americans, as
Brazilians who have played choro in their home country will be aware of the norms—who are not
accustomed to the traditional performance practice of choro, and while the Regional de NY’s
approach to the style is certainly more flexible and fluid than choro’s more traditional iterations,
they nevertheless maintain a certain set of practices that help to establish the music as being
definitely choro, and not jazz or American music that has been influenced by choro.
Grant also spoke about the at times problematic influence of jazz on their performance of
choro, maintaining that jazz’s intimidating omnipresence in New York City’s instrumental music
community means that certain elements of the Regional de NY’s approach to choro, and the roles
associated with particular instruments, must remain intact in order to continue defining this music
as choro:
Yeah, and you know, its intimidating for me for not being in [the jazz] scene, or just having
the chops. So…someone might come in and know one choro, and you kind of look at them
side-eyed, but then they have this amazing level of chops and interesting harmonic ideas,
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and they clearly could learn this stuff if they spent a year [doing it]…but then it also kind
of forces or makes the people that are doing [choro] try to keep the shell intact…But that
also comes from knowing the music. It’s the same as if you go to Rio, like Rio especially,
the choro musicians are not jazz musicians. Not in a million years would anyone make that
confusion. Whereas here, or in Europe, there may be a really good saxophone player who
learns twenty choros and puts out a choro CD, or there are a lot of percussionists who also
know how to play pandeiro, but like, the tradition and the hyper-defined roles every
instrument plays are really well defined, and if you want to go deep [in choro] you really
have to know that one role instead of being like, ‘I can shred.’ (Ziolkowski 2019)
Grant stresses that while the Regional de NY’s roda necessarily exhibits a degree of fluidity in its
approach to improvisation due to the influence of jazz in New York, a knowledge of the traditional
elements in choro is absolutely necessary in order to successfully perform this genre, even in New
York, because the Regional members themselves largely do not define themselves as jazz
musicians, and within the context of the roda, they are making a concerted effort to play choro—
albeit in a more liberal manner. Grant, and the others in the group, certainly welcome elements of
jazz within their performances of choro tunes, but they insist that they are not performing choro
as jazz musicians, but rather as choro musicians who also embrace influences from non-choro
styles, a fact that has fostered the Regional de NY’s choro idiolect that emerges from combination
of these musicians varied musical, social, and cultural backgrounds and experiences.
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Chapter V:
New York City’s Choro Culture
In my many discussions with the members of the Regional de NY and some of their frequent
collaborators and substitutes, almost all of the musicians reiterated how the New York City choro
scene, as constituted around the Regional’s bi-weekly roda de choro, is remarkably flexible, with
accompanying and melodic roles being traded between instruments far more commonly than might
occur within Brazil—a shift made easy due to the amplification used by many of the group
members that allows them to seamlessly foreground or background their instruments more easily
than in a fully acoustic setting. Additionally, as detailed in the previous chapter, the
improvisational style employed within this scene borrows greatly from American jazz. In
traditional choro performances, the concept of improvisation is understood more as an
embellishing of the principal melody. Among the players who regularly participate in the Regional
de NY’s roda de choro, solos are performed over a song’s form in a manner that also derives
influence from the performance practice of jazz—building improvised lines over the composition’s
harmonic framework. As Ranjan noted, while this practice does also occur in Brazil among
younger generations that have also received influence from jazz, many of the musicians with whom
I spoke mentioned that this stylistic difference can sometimes be jarring to Brazilians who sit in
on the roda at Beco, and they noted how the Regional de NY often may reel-in this distinct
approach to make the musical situation a little bit more comfortable for a visiting Brazilian
musician. Other musicians in the group spoke about this distinct quality as potentially being novel
for visiting Brazilian musicians, and that while their guests may initially feel some trepidation
integrating into this hybridized improvisation style, they will eventually jump in and explore a
different improvisation approach to the music than they may otherwise be accustomed to within
the decidedly flexible boundaries of the Regional de NY’s roda. This theme emerged quite often
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throughout my interviews with these musicians, and their discussions of the roda’s identity often
used constructs and conceptions about American jazz and traditional Rio de Janeiro-style choro as
frequent points of comparison and contrast—often also employing place (i.e., New York City) as
part of the reason for the Regional’s distinct approach to performing choro.
The qualities of hybridity and flexibility seem central to the New York City choro identity
that has been constructed around the roda de choro and is a fact that the musicians take pride in
about the choro community they have helped foster in New York City. My respondents frequently
spoke about the need for being adaptable, trading roles, incorporating ideas from jazz or other
Brazilian styles, being flexible to changes due to shifting personnel or instruments, and how their
hybridized, flexible ethos helps maintain the group’s unique identity. These elements arose from
the largely self-directed efforts of the Regional de NY’s members to build and maintain a New
York City choro community around its roda de choro at Beco, which arose after the dissolution
of the Choro Ensemble, whose performances at Jules’ Bistro and Zinc Bar in Manhattan in the
early aughts were formerly the center of the local choro scene.
The fact that the Regional de NY and its roda de choro developed outside of the music’s
historical center of Rio de Janeiro has also engendered a notable element of this musical scene,
that it is constituted largely by musicians who are not Brazilian. As mentioned earlier in this work,
among the individuals I interviewed, the only musician who received formative musical training
in choro in Brazil during his youth was bassist Eduardo Belo. Seven-string guitarist Cesar Garabini
was born in Minas Gerais, Brazil, but moved with his family in his teens to the United States and
then Florence, Italy, where he began learning choro, before ultimately moving to New York City
and becoming involved in the New York scene. Vitor Gonçalves was also raised in Brazil, received
his formative musical training there, and began his musical career in Rio de Janeiro, but he only
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began playing choro after moving to the United States in his 30s. Besides those three musicians,
all of my interlocutors were non-Brazilians—a number of Americans, one Israeli, and one
Australian. As discussed in the second chapter, all of the non-Brazilian musicians in the Regional
de NY discovered choro in their home countries, but eventually made a point of travelling to
Brazil—most to Rio de Janeiro—to take classes and music lessons and to participate in the local
rodas de choro as well. Interestingly, all of these musicians make efforts to assert a certain degree
of “Brazilianness” when they perform; many have learned to speak Portuguese fluently or semifluently and speak in a mix of English and Portuguese among themselves and with guest musicians.
Additionally, the Regional de NY also makes a concerted effort to physically recreate how the
music would traditionally be performed in Brazil in the form of the roda, or circle, with the group
members assembling around tables at Beco laden with food (pão de queijo and other snacks) and
drinks (caipirinhas and beers) that are also typical of a roda in Brazil. These factors, as discussed
in chapter two, have contributed to the construction of a shared identity among these musicians
that has been catalyzed by choro itself. This choro-initiated musical identity that has emerged
through their musical experiences connects the Regional de NY’s members to one another and to
choro musicians around the world despite various the geographic, ethnic, national, gender,
economic, and racial differences between individuals, ensconcing these musicians in choro global
imagined community.
Moreover, as discussed in chapter three, the instruments the Regional de NY utilize in their
choro performances are representative of the genre and rooted in the music’s long history, and
those particular instruments—in tandem with their performers—also exert a degree of agency over
both choro culture and the local choro community. For the Regional de NY and their guests at the
roda de choro, this may be due, in part, to what prompted Allan Roda’s suggestion that performers
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who learn to play instruments from other cultures often develop romanticized notions about those
instrument’s cultures of origin. Indeed, among the New York City choro community, only a small
minority of the scene’s central musicians are themselves Brazilian, and even fewer were raised
around active choro communities. Consequently, many of these musicians individually lack a
strong connection to choro’s historical lineage by either descent, musical training, or location, but
their use of traditional instruments and their reiteration of what Suzel Ana Reily calls the “standard
narrative” of choro facilitates a deeper connection to the music’s history and sonority, and serves
to stamp the music they create together as choro. Nonetheless, as previously noted, choro has
helped materialize new musical identities among these musicians, and, in turn, these instruments
have also become strongly associated with these particular musicians, and their employment within
the New York City roda de choro reflect a highly adaptive and uniquely hybridized mentality that
distinguishes the Regional de NY’s idiosyncratic approach to choro.
As explored in chapter four, the informal atmosphere Regional de NY cultivates at Beco is
very much in line with a characteristic roda de choro in Brazil by acting as a meeting place, a site
for community-building, an informal performance environment, and a permeable location for likeminded musicians to hang out and develop their skill in performing choro. By purposely
embedding these characteristics within the local choro scene in New York City, the Regional de
NY has nurtured a local musical community that draws on how choro is performed in Brazil but
has been adapted to exhibit a performance practice that indeed differs greatly at times from the
norm in Rio de Janeiro. Nevertheless, the efforts taken by the Regional de NY through their biweekly roda de choro at Beco have helped cultivate a tight-knit local community connected to the
international choro network that helps act as a local node in the global circulation of choro. As
Grant noted:
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It does have a special thing that goes on, and the level is special…You can’t really find this
anywhere else in the U.S., where it’s not a band that’s playing concert halls, but we have a
set of music together that could be ready to go for that tomorrow, you know? So, it’s
like…this level of highly orchestrated informality, you know? (Ziolkowski 2020)
In the same discussion, Grant also went on to say that because choro is pursued in New York by
individuals who largely derive their income from other musical or non-musical endeavors, their
efforts with the Regional de NY and at the roda de choro are not motivated principally by financial
gain or career-orientation, but instead propelled by a shared love for the music. In that sense, for
Grant, the local community instead can focus on creating a more “pure” and “social” form of the
music:
If you do have a day job, or you have other styles of music that pay your bills, then you
can have this more pure, social style of music that is inherently anti-commercial and, since
it kind of requires a pact to make no money, there’s such a social purity to the encounters.
(Ziolkowski 2020)
Grant’s assertion about choro being a “social music” is intriguing; elsewhere in our
conversation he alluded to choro performance as a form of dialogue, a flowing exchange of ideas
between performers. He describes this give and take as the “fun part” of the music, based, in-part,
on a reverence for the music’s tradition of “malicious interplay,” as described by guitarist Quebert
Morrow, and “malícia,” as noted by authors Livingston-Isenhour and Garcia, but also emerging
from adapting to how his fellow performers navigate the terrain based on constant interjections of
improvised material. Furthermore, Grant’s discussion of anti-commercialism within the local
choro scene also helps to reveal some of the unique socio-musical behavior that emerges among
the Regional de NY and within the roda at Beco—specifically the qualities of flexibility, hybridity,
and permissibility that I have frequently touched on in this chapter. Ranjan expanded on this idea,
saying:
Yeah, I mean I think the thing is it kind of has to do with the way the music is performed.
I think the fact that we can get together in informal settings and play means that…the
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performance space isn’t professionalized in the way that if you wanted to be like a really
serious working jazz musician, you know, would be. And that gives you some flexibility,
that means that you can play your instrument as an avocation and find a place to play, and
the act of playing is not, you know, necessarily like you trying to be a career musician. It’s
something that is fun and informal. That doesn’t mean it’s not serious, but it can be
informal. And it’s a way of sharing something with other people who are into the same
thing as you are. (Ramchandani 2019)
The choro community in New York City, then, is maintained as a labor of love by a cohort
of transnational, polyethnic, and multidisciplinary musicians constructed around the Regional de
NY and their bi-weekly roda de choro at Beco. Kahil also commented on this anti-commercial
approach to musical performance within the roda, saying it is part of what makes performing choro
interesting to him:
If you are pushing music as your priority, like why do a roda? It’s not giving you
exposure…It’s not pushing your name at all; you’re just making music. And that’s why—
maybe it’s interesting for you as well—but it’s definitely why it’s interesting for me, this
idea of playing music for pleasure and not so much about pushing it [as a career] or to
leave a mark or something. (Nayton 2019 B)
The Regional de NY’s informal, loose, and inclusive ethos draws from the aesthetic
priorities of the music’s Brazilian origin but is also shaped significantly by this specific community
of musicians who devote themselves to learning and performing choro in New York for reasons
beyond commercial gain, imbuing the sounds of choro with their unique and varied experiences
and with the influences of New York City itself. Ranjan connected this informal, anticommercial
approach to music-making again by mooring this element of the local choro culture to the music’s
historical lineage, sharing that:
I think knowing a little bit more about the history has made me more comfortable in this
role of not being a full-time musician, but you can still do this thing and that’s ok. Because
it definitely opens up a space for that, whereas the same is not true in the jazz community
in New York, or in many other musical circles. So, yeah, I think having a sense of that
being ok because a lot of other people who were pioneers in this kind of music have done
that as well gives me a lot of comfort. (Ramchandani 2019)
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Grant also summarized how some of the cultural themes present in the New York choro
community emanate directly from the music’s origin in Brazil, but also noted some of their specific
adaptations within New York City, stating:
Yeah, I mean, like, that stems directly from the Brazilian culture and where this is coming
from. Like, if people are hanging together and drinking beers, you know, there might as
well be some music. And then you have that music passed through generations, so people
want to learn from the masters that come before them and then share it with their own peer
group. So, you have this culture of, just like an open party culture that kind of gets this
music out, but then you also have the economics of it, which are unfortunate. Like, no one
in Brazil, and certainly no one here [in New York], can make a living solely playing
traditional choro. And it’s not just now. Like, probably now in Brazil, you can more than
ever, but back in the days of Garoto and Jacob de Bandolim, they couldn’t just play their
tunes or play the style and have that on the radio or have people buy the records. So, it’s
such a niche thing, and especially here in New York where you have every style and legions
of jazz musicians. So, this is a niche, but one thing that’s cool about it, and Beco is trying
to do this, is keeping the genre as intact as possible. Like, probably someone from Rio
would throw up their hands at it, once in a while, but it’s also like really clear that this is
its own genre. (Ziolkowski 2020)
Similarly, when I asked Hadar to describe the function of the Regional de NY’s roda de choro for
the local choro community, she contributed the following:
First of all, before what I talk about what it does for the community, I can tell you about
what it does for me—it’s a constant in New York City for me, that roda. When I think
about the thing that New York is for me, the roda is definitely in the top three. You know,
there’s something about—it’s not like there’s a huge revenue stream coming from the roda,
but nobody cares…Yeah you get paid, and you get great food and drinks, but it’s also like,
you get to connect with these awesome musicians and study together, and try new things—
try new melodies, try new arrangements. It’s kind of like a public rehearsal where you just
get to hang with your friends, playing. And what started happening, which was kind of
magical, is that people just started coming. Like, trombonists and some of the guitarists
that you mentioned before that you talked to, and singers, and we would invite my students
to come and play with the band. So. it kind of became a place where you can come and
experiment and play, and try out things, and be like a kid again and not be like in a jazz
jam session where, you know, it’s like ‘Now it’s you’ and there’s like six horn players
playing. And you can tell that the people, the audience—it’s not even an audience, I don’t
feel like they’re an audience. We’re like a part of the whole experience, and they’re a part
of us. And you can tell that they’re enjoying it—they’re intrigued by it, like ‘Those guys
are sitting in a circle and they’re playing and we’re having so much fun and they’re having
so much fun because we’re having so much fun.’ So, it really feels like an inclusive
experience. (Noiberg 2020)
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For me, these three comments help to summarize how the musicians who constitute the
New York City choro community conceptualize themselves. Among these musicians, the Regional
de NY and their bi-weekly roda de choro at Beco are perceived of as inclusive communitybuilding project, a place where musicians and individuals of various backgrounds can come
together to listen, learn, play, and hang out—all around the shared element of choro, which has
helped to shape the participating musicians’ respective musical and social identities, connecting
them to an international imagined community of choro adherents that cuts across divisions such
as geography, class, age, gender, race, and national origin. The scene’s inclusivity is represented
by the embrace of the necessarily circular roda—a participatory, enmeshed type of musical
performance shared between audience and ensemble that serves not only as an anchor for the
transnational communities of choro musicians that stream in and out of New York City, but,
perhaps more importantly, as an anchor for the musicians highlighted in this work who regularly
participate in this unique performance site that they have constructed and conceptualized as an
interactive, shared labor of love that represents their hybridized ethnic, national, and musical
backgrounds and the flexibility they bring to bear on choro.
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